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Abstract 
Neuropsychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia can have profound impacts both on affected 

individuals and society more widely yet the neurobiology underlying these conditions is 

incompletely understood.  Various environmental and genetic risk factors have been identified for 

these diseases which include rare deletions of the DLG2 gene, identified in multiple schizophrenia 

patients. DLG2 is known to encode a structural scaffolding protein within mature synapses; 

however, research presented here indicates protein expression earlier than previously appreciated 

and prior to synaptogenesis.  To investigate a hypothesised role for DLG2 in early cortical 

neurogenesis and determine potential disease relevance, DLG2-/- and isogenic wild-type (WT) sister 

human embryonic stem cell (hESC) lines were differentiated into cortical excitatory neurons and 

characterised at multiple time points through various techniques, including RNA sequencing.  These 

revealed novel roles for DLG2 during cortical development including the regulation of neural 

precursor cell (NPC) proliferation and adhesion to the extracellular matrix (ECM) as well as several 

biological progresses during neurogenesis responsible for the generation of neuronal subtype 

identity. DLG2-/- cultures produce more immature neurons characterised by deficits in morphology, 

migration, electrical properties and gene expression, including the cortical layer V marker CTIP2.  

Genes downregulated at day 30 of cortical differentiation, a time point corresponding to early 

neurogenesis, were enriched for schizophrenia common risk variants, linking DLG2 regulated 

biological processes in corticoneurogenesis with neuropsychiatric disease and potentially providing 

insight into the neurodevelopmental component of schizophrenia pathophysiology. 
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Glossary of Abbreviations 
 
ACC  Anterior cingulate cortex 

ADHD  Attention deficient hypoactivity disorder 

AIS  Axon initial segment 

ASD  Autism spectrum disorder 

AMPA  α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic  

AP  Action potential 

BMP  Bone morphogenic protein 

CAM  Cell adhesion molecule 

CARD  Caspase activation and recruitment domain 

CASK  Calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine protein kinase 

CNS  Central nervous system 

CNV  Copy number variant 

CP  Cortical plate 

crRNA  CRISPR RNA 

DEGs  Differentially expressed genes 

DLPFC Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

DMEM/F12 Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium: nutrient mixture F-12 

DSM-5 Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders 5 

ECM  Extracellular matrix 

EM  Electron microscopy 

EMSA  Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 

FACS  Fluorescence activated cell sorting 

FISH  Fluorescence in situ hybridisation 

GABA  γ-aminobutyric acid 

GFR  Growth factor reduced 

GK  Guanylate kinase 

GO  Gene ontology 

gRNA  Guide RNA 

G-S  Glycine-Serine 

GWAS  Genome wide association study 

HDR   Homology directed repair 

HEK  Human embryonic kidney 

hESC  Human embryonic stem cell 

hiPSC  Human induced pluripotent stem cell 
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HITI  Homology independent targeted integration 

hPSC  Human pluripotent stem cell 

ICC  Immunocytochemistry 

ICD  International classification of disease 

ID  Inhibitor of DNA binding 

Indels  Insertions and deletions 

IPC  Intermediate precursor cell 

KO  Knockout 

Kv  Voltage gated potassium channel 

L27  LIN2-LIN27 

LoFi  Loss of function intolerant 

LTD  Long-term depression 

LTP  Long-term potentiation 

MAGI  Membrane associated guanylate kinase inverted 

MAGMA Multi-marker Analysis of GenoMic Annotation 

MAGUK Membrane associated guanylate kinase 

MEA  Multi electrode array 

mEPSC Miniature excitatory postsynaptic current 

MHC  Major histocompatibility complex 

MP  Mammalian phenotype 

MZ  Marginal zone 

nAChR Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor 

NDD  Neurodevelopmental delay 

NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartate 

NPC  Neural precursor cell 

NSC  Neural stem cell/neuroepithelial stem cell 

OR  Odds ratio 

oRG  Outer radial glia 

OSVZ  Outer subventricular zone 

PAM  Protospacer adjacent motif 

PBS  Phosphate buffered saline 

PCA  Principle component analysis 

PDM  PDZ domain binding motif 

PDL  Poly-d-lysine hydrobromide 

PDZ  PSD95-DLG-ZO1 
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PFA  Paraformaldehyde 

PSD  Postsynaptic density 

PSG  PSD-SH3-GKs 

QC  Quality control 

RA  Retinoic acid 

RG  Radial glia 

RIN  RNA integrity number 

RNAi  RNA interference 

RNAseq RNA sequencing 

RNP  Ribonucleoprotein 

sEPSC  Spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current 

SFK  Src family protein kinase 

SH3  SRC homology 3 

SNP  Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SNV  Single nucleotide variant 

SP  Subplate 

ssHDR  Single stranded HDR 

SVZ  Subventricular zone 

TALEN Transcription activator-like effector nuclease 

TARP  Transmembrane AMPA receptor regulating protein 

tracrRNA Transactivating crRNA 

tRG  Truncated radial glia 

vRG  Ventricular radial glia 

VZ  Ventricular zone 

WPC  Weeks posts conception 

WT  Wild type 

ZFN  Zinc finger nuclease 

ZO  zonula occludens 
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1. General introduction 
1.1. Schizophrenia is a complex neuropsychiatric disease 

The term neuropsychiatric disease covers a broad range of complex and incompletely understood 

conditions in which nervous system dysfunction affects behaviour and cognition (Taber et al., 

2010), such as bipolar disorder (Grande et al., 2016), autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Lord et al., 

2018) and schizophrenia (Owen et al., 2016).  Like many other neuropsychiatric diseases, 

schizophrenia can be considered a severe condition both for affected individuals and society at large 

(Picchioni and Murray, 2007). Prevalence is relatively high, for many years believed to be around 

1% of the population worldwide regardless of country, cultural group or sex (Mueser and McGurk, 

2004). More recent meta-analyses have challenged this view and shown a prevalence at roughly 

0.3-0.66% when a definitive schizophrenia diagnosis is considered, with variation depending on the 

precise diagnostic criteria used such as the minimum duration of illness, age of patients and 

symptoms (McGrath et al., 2008). When the diagnostic criteria are broadened further to included 

delusional disorder, brief psychotic disorder and psychotic disorders not otherwise specified the 

lifetime prevalence of Schizophrenia and related disorders rises to 2.3% (van Os and Kapur, 2009). 

These meta-analyses have also shown an increased prevalence of schizophrenia in men compared 

to women as well as variations in populations that cannot be explained by differences in study 

methodology or diagnostic criteria, indicating exposure to underlying risk factors is not uniform 

(McGrath et al., 2008; van Os and Kapur, 2009; Owen et al., 2016).   

The symptoms of schizophrenia can be separated into three broad classes, positive symptoms, 

negative symptoms and cognitive impairment (Liddle, 1987; Mueser and McGurk, 2004). The 

positive symptoms (or psychotic symptoms) involve a loss of contact with reality and include 

hallucinations and delusions, these tend to be episodic and undergo periods of remission and relapse.  

The negative symptoms involve deficits in basic emotional and behaviour processes and include 

apathy, anhedonia (lack of pleasure) and alogia (poverty of speech), unlike the generally episodic 

nature of the positive symptoms negative symptoms are typically chronic.  Cognitive impairments 

also tend to be chronic and include deficits in learning and memory, attention and concentration as 

well as executive function (problem solving).  Although a reduction in cognitive ability is present 

in most patients with schizophrenia there is large degree of individual variability and some patients 

function at normal levels (Joyce and Roiser, 2007).  As there are currently no diagnostic tests or 

biomarkers available for Schizophrenia, diagnosis is made clinically according to criteria 

established in the WHO International Classification of Disease (ICD) (WHO, 1992) or Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) 

which include the presence of at least 2 our of 5 characteristic symptoms (delusions, hallucinations, 
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disorganised speech, grossly disorganised or catatonic behaviour and negative symptoms) for a 

significant portion of time during a 1 month period.  This diagnosis generally occurs in late 

adolescence or early adulthood (16-30 years) after the first episode of psychosis, although in some 

cases negative symptoms and cognitive impairment are present prior to this (Lieberman et al., 2001; 

Mueser and McGurk, 2004; Addington and Heinssen, 2012).  Various anti-psychotic drugs can be 

used for the effective long-term treatment of the positive symptoms of schizophrenia, although 

undesirable side effects often lead to poor adherence (Leucht et al., 2012).  There is currently no 

effective pharmacological treatment for the negative symptoms or cognitive dysfunction associated 

with schizophrenia, which necessitates management through a framework of psychological and 

social support (Owen et al., 2016). 

Although many of those diagnosed with schizophrenia show long-term improvement, over 50% 

have recurrent symptoms potentially required repeated hospitalisation while roughly 20% have 

chronic symptoms and disability (Barbato, 1998; Owen et al., 2016; Vita and Barlati, 2018).  The 

profound impact of schizophrenia on affected individuals can been seen in unemployment rates of 

between 80-90% (Marwaha and Johnson, 2004; Kooyman et al., 2007), a roughly 5% increase in 

the rate of suicide and an overall decrease in life expectancy of between 10-20 years (Chesney et 

al., 2014).  Schizophrenia is therefore one of the most disabling neuropsychiatric disorders and as 

such occupies a disproportionately large amount of mental health care resources, accounting for up 

to 50% of psychiatric hospital admission and 25% of beds (Geller, 1992; Terkelsen and Menikoff, 

1995).  In England alone Schizophrenia costs society £11.8 billion pounds per a year, a third of 

which is for direct expenditure on health and social care (Schizophrenia Commission, 2012).  Due 

to the severe impact of schizophrenia and the resulting social and economic costs the World Health 

Organisation has placed it among the top ten causes of disability adjusted life years (years of life 

lost to premature death and severe disability) worldwide (Murray et al., 1996). 

Many aspects of schizophrenia pathophysiology are incompletely understood; however, multiple 

studies have shown an enlargement of the ventricular system in the brain of schizophrenic patients 

along with a reduction in both overall brain volume and cortical grey matter volume in addition to 

various white matter abnormalities, although some inconsistency does exist between studies in 

regards to white matter changes, particularly within the  lateral ventricles (Olabi et al., 2011; Haijma 

et al., 2013).  In particular grey matter reduction in the temporal lobe appears to progress with the 

duration of schizophrenia, with the effect being exacerbated by antipsychotic treatment (Vita et al., 

2012).  Dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex has also been implicated in several cognitive defects 

found in schizophrenia patients including working memory and executive function (Barch and 

Ceaser, 2012; Lewis, 2012). Although imaging studies have therefore revealed several brain 

structural features consistently associated with Schizophrenia these do not currently have the 
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sensitivity to qualify as a diagnostic marker (Linden, 2012), possibly due to the complex and varied 

symptoms associated with schizophrenia along with a degree of overlap with other neuropsychiatric 

diseases. When the underlying neurobiology is considered, various brain imaging and 

pharmacological studies have implicated a dysregulation in neurotransmission in schizophrenia 

patients (Foss-Feig et al., 2017).  This includes hyperactive dopaminergic transmission which has 

be linked to the positive symptoms of schizophrenia such as hallucinations and delusions (the 

dopamine hypothesis), with the acute psychotic state associated with an increase in resting state 

dopamine concentrations, dopamine synthesis and dopamine release (Guillin et al., 2007).  

Although potentially explain the positive symptoms, which are shared with other neuropsychiatric 

disorders (Howes and Murray, 2014), a dysregulation of dopaminergic signalling alone cannot 

explain the wide range of symptoms associated with schizophrenia (Owen et al., 2016).  Hypoactive 

glutamate neurotransmission via N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors was also indicated by 

brain imaging (Bressan et al., 2005; Stone et al., 2008), pharmacological and later genetic studies 

(see section 1.2) and potentially explains certain negative symptoms and cognitive impairments 

associated with schizophrenia (the glutamate hypothesis) (Kantrowitz and Javitt, 2010; Moghaddam 

and Javitt, 2012).  Studies have also shown a role for oxidative damage in schizophrenia 

pathophysiology with parvalbumin positive inhibitory interneurons appearing particularly 

vulnerable both to oxidative stress (Owen et al., 2016) as well as disruptions to NMDA receptor 

mediated signalling (Lewis, 2012).  

Despite the onset on schizophrenia, with associated aberrant neurotransmission, occurring during 

adolescence or early adulthood, there is evidence to suggests that it is a neurodevelopmental disease 

with a prenatal component (Murray and Lewis, 1987; Weinberger, 1987; Harrison, 1997, 1999). 

Lateral ventricle enlargement in the brains of schizophrenia patients manifests prior to the first 

psychotic episode and can also be found in first degree relatives, suggesting they are not the result 

of psychosis but inherited neurodevelopmental risk factors (McDonald et al., 2002).  A prenatal 

origin is also supported by the increased incidence of various morphological abnormalities of early 

brain development in schizophrenia patients such as the absence or reversal of cerebral structural 

asymmetries (Sharma et al., 1999).  Although caveats exist regarding small sample size post-

mortem histological studies have also shown defects in the laminar organisation of the cortical plate 

with neurons displaced towards the inner surface in schizophrenic brains compared to controls 

(Akbarian et al., 1993). As the cortex forms in an inside-out fashion (see section 1.7) this indicates 

a defect in the normal process of neuronal migration to the outer surface of the cortical plate, a 

process that occurs during the second trimester of gestation and hence clearly prenatal in nature 

(Mueser and McGurk, 2004).  Given the indicated neurodevelopmental nature of schizophrenia the 

exact mechanism underlying the delayed onset of psychosis is unclear; however, progression can 
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be triggered by various postnatal environmental exposures that are likely modified by prenatal 

environmental and genetic risk factors (Owen et al., 2016). 

 

1.2. Environmental and genetic risk factors in schizophrenia aetiology 

Although the aetiology of schizophrenia is incompletely understood there are well established 

environmental risk factors, both biological and psychosocial, associated with the disease (Mueser 

and McGurk, 2004; van Os and Kapur, 2009; Owen et al., 2016).  In line with the hypothesised 

neurodevelopmental nature of schizophrenia many of these environmental risk factors act prenatally 

during key periods of early neurodevelopment and include maternal malnutrition (Susser and Lin, 

1992; McGrath et al., 2010), stress (Khashan et al., 2008) and infection (Brown, 2012; Khandaker 

et al., 2013) as well as various obstetric complications, particularly those associated with hypoxia 

(Thomas et al., 2001; Cannon et al., 2002; Brown, 2011).  Other environmental risk factors act 

during childhood and early adolescence and include growth in an urbanised environment (Vassos 

et al., 2012), an immigrant background (Cantor-Graae and Selten, 2005; Cantor-Graae and 

Pedersen, 2013), childhood adversity (Varese et al., 2012), head injury (Orlovska et al., 2014), 

epilepsy (Clancy et al., 2014), infections (Khandaker et al., 2012), autoimmune diseases (Benros et 

al., 2014) and cannabis use (Radhakrishnan et al., 2014; Gage et al., 2017).  Parental age is also a 

risk factor with children born to relatively young parents (<20 years) or old fathers (>40 years) 

being associated with an increased risk of schizophrenia (Miller et al., 2011; McGrath et al., 2014), 

as are children born in the late winter or early spring (Davies et al., 2003). 

Although various studies have identified environmental risk factors  which significantly contribute 

to schizophrenia aetiology, alone these cannot fully explain vulnerability to the disease. For many 

years schizophrenia aetiology has also been known to possess a strong genetic component; with 

twin studies (studies of identical or fraternal twins to determine the contribution of genetic and 

environmental factors to phenotypes) showing a heritability estimate for the disease of roughly 

80%, in comparison to 50% for osteoarthritis of the hip or 30-50% for hypotension (Cardno and 

Gottesman, 2000; Sullivan et al., 2003; van Os and Kapur, 2009; Hilker et al., 2018).  Despite this 

strong genetic association, any specific molecular genetic variation underlying schizophrenia 

remained unclear due to the highly polygenic nature of the disease and the inherent limitation of 

genetic epidemiology studies (Owen et al., 2016).  It is only in recent years that advancements in 

both genome sequencing technology and analysis techniques have enabled  large-scale studies of 

schizophrenia patient cohorts to identify genetic variation compared to control groups (van de 

Leemput et al., 2016).  As a result, genome wide association studies (GWAS) have now identified 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at 145 distinct genetic loci that are associated with 

schizophrenia (Pardiñas et al., 2018).  These common risk variants occur at varying population 
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frequencies but all have relatively small individual effects, it is the combined effect of many such 

SNPs that contributes to overall disease risk (Sullivan et al., 2012; Ripke et al., 2014; Pardiñas et 

al., 2018).  Although SNPs collectively account for up to 50% of schizophrenia liability (Purcell et 

al., 2014), large scale deleted or duplicated regions of the genome termed copy number variants 

(CNVs) have also been associated with schizophrenia risk through genomic studies (Kirov et al., 

2014). These CNVs individually carry a relatively high risk for schizophrenia with odds ratios 

between 2-60 (Marshall et al., 2017) but are rare compared to SNPs, 12 recurrent CNVs along with 

various de novo (newly occurring) CNVs associated with disease risk have currently been identified 

(Xu et al., 2008; Kirov et al., 2012a; Malhotra and Sebat, 2012; Rees et al., 2014; Warland et al., 

2020).  Other rare variants implicated in schizophrenia by whole exome sequencing studies include 

insertions and deletions (indels) as well as rare de novo and inherited single nucleotide variants 

(SNVs)  (Fromer et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014).  

The full range of biological processes regulated by schizophrenia risk variants is yet to be 

determined. However, rare variants including CNVs, SNVs and indels have been found in genes 

relating to mature synaptic signalling including those encoding voltage-dependent calcium 

channels, NMDA receptor and ARC complexes, PSD-95 complexes , GABAA receptor complexes 

and FMRP targets (Kirov et al., 2012a; Fromer et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014; Szatkiewicz et al., 

2014; Hall et al., 2015; Pocklington et al., 2015; Genovese et al., 2016); strongly implicating a 

dysregulation of neuronal signalling in schizophrenia aetiology, in agreement with brain imaging 

and pharmacological studies.  The biological processes regulated by schizophrenia common risk 

variants are less clear, GWAS studies implicate components of the major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) that encodes proteins essential for the adaptive immune system (Ripke et al., 

2014), a finding possibly supported by clinical and epidemiological studies implicating immune 

and inflammatory processes in schizophrenia (Smyth and Lawrie, 2013; Benros et al., 2014); 

however, enrichment is limited compared to diseases of known immune origin and there is no 

GWAS enrichment of immune loci outside of the MHC region (Pouget et al., 2016).  Within the 

MHC locus alleles of the complement component 4 (C4) genes appear central to the GWAS signal 

(Sekar et al., 2016), these encode neuronal localised proteins that may be involved in synaptic 

pruning (the elimination of synapse during postnatal development) potentially contributing to the 

reduced dendritic spine density observed in the cortical pyramidal neurons of schizophrenic brains 

(Garey et al., 1998; Glantz and Lewis, 2000; Glausier and Lewis, 2013). Variation in C4 genes also 

have a greater effect on schizophrenia risk in men than women, offering an explanation to male-

biased disease vulnerability (Kamitaki et al., 2020).  The NMDA receptor and ARC complexes 

strongly implicated by rare variant studies show little enrichment in GWAS and although broader 

synapse related genes are enriched for common risk variants these still account for only a small 
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proportion of identified SNPs (Pardiñas et al., 2018).  Genes identified from GWAS studies do 

include those encoding FMRP targets, voltage-dependent calcium channels, glutamate receptors 

and dopamine receptor (D2), the main target of antipsychotic drugs (Ripke et al., 2014; Pardiñas et 

al., 2018).  This GWAS signal also consistently maps onto specific brain cell types including 

pyramidal neurons (glutamatergic cells) and cortical interneurons (GABAergic cells) due to specific 

sets of genes expressed in these cells (Skene et al., 2018).  Although clearly not the only mechanisms 

involved, both rare and common variant studies indicating disruption to glutamatergic, GABAergic 

and dopaminergic signalling provides some clue as to the neurobiology underlying schizophrenia 

pathophysiology.  

Studies have also shown significant overlap between schizophrenia risk variants and those for other 

neuropsychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders; providing genetic support for a 

neurodevelopmental component in schizophrenia aetiology, in addition to the previously described 

brain anatomy and cytoarchitectural changes as well as prenatal environmental risk factors.  There 

is significant sharing of schizophrenia common risk variants with bipolar disorder, major depressive 

disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and ASD (Hamshere et al., 2013; Lee et 

al., 2013).  A similar pattern of shared genetic risk is also seen in schizophrenia rare variants 

including CNVs, SNVs and indels, which show overlap with a range of established 

neurodevelopmental disorders including ASD, ADHD, intellectually disability and severe 

neurodevelopmental delay (NDD) (Malhotra and Sebat, 2012; Owen, 2012; Fromer et al., 2014; 

Kirov et al., 2014).  Additionally, it has been shown that common schizophrenia risk variants are 

strongly enriched for loss of function intolerant genes (LoFi) which capture roughly 50% of genic 

SNP-based heritability for the disorder; as LoFi genes are under strong selective pressure they are 

believed to play key roles in normal development (Pardiñas et al., 2018). Furthermore LoFi genes 

are also enriched for rare risk variants associated with ASD, intellectually disability/NDD and 

schizophrenia (Genovese et al., 2016; Kosmicki et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2017; Rees et al., 2020). 

This therefore suggests that the disruption of neurodevelopmental pathways may explain a 

significant proportion of schizophrenia genetic risk, as well as indicating that schizophrenia may lie 

on a neurodevelopmental continuum with other neurodevelopmental disorders such as intellectually 

disability, ASD and ADHD, with the severity of symptoms governed by the timing, severity and 

pattern of disrupted brain development (Owen and O’Donovan, 2017). However, despite the strong 

genetic, anatomical and epidemiological evidence for a neurodevelopmental component to 

schizophrenia aetiology, little is known regarding the neurodevelopmental processes disrupted in 

the disease other than they are likely to occur early in the second trimester of pregnancy (Harrison, 

1997; Hill and Bray, 2012; Clifton et al., 2019), with many common risk variants impacting gene 

expression in the mid-foetal brain, particularly in cortical excitatory neurons and their progenitors 
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(Hill and Bray, 2012; O’Brien et al., 2018; Clifton et al., 2019; Polioudakis et al., 2019; Walker et 

al., 2019). 

 

1.3. DLG2 and human neuropsychiatric disease 

The discs large MAGUK scaffold protein 2 or discs large homologue 2 (DLG2) gene is a human 

protein coding gene located at 11q14.1 which multiple studies have linked to schizophrenia and 

neuropsychiatric disease more widely.  In situ hybridisation and western blotting studies have 

shown significant differences in DLG2 expression within the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of 

schizophrenia brains compared to controls (Kristiansen et al., 2006).  In these studies, post-mortem 

brain tissue containing the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and ACC were obtained from 24 

elderly well-diagnosed schizophrenia patients and 16 matched controls, none of which showed signs 

of neurodegenerative disease.  A combination of in situ hybridisation and western blotting showed 

no changes in DLG2 expression within the DLPFC; however, there was a significant reduction in 

DLG2 protein expression within the ACC of the schizophrenia samples compared to controls.  

Interesting these schizophrenia samples also showed a matching increase in the number of DLG2 

transcripts within the ACC, indicating that the loss of protein product may trigger a compensatory 

response at the transcriptional level. 

Through the integration of schizophrenia and subcortical brain volume GWAS data, variants at the 

DLG2 locus have also been associated with abnormal putamen volume in schizophrenia patients 

(Smeland et al., 2018).  To determine this GWAS data on schizophrenia was obtained from the PGC 

study (http://pgc.unc.edu/) while GWAS data on MRI volumetric measures of brain regions 

(amygdala, caudate nucleus, hippocampus, nucleus acumens, pallidum, putamen and thalamus as 

well as intracranial volume) were obtained from the ENIGMA study (http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/).  

After performing appropriate controls on the data sets a conditional false discovery rate (FDR) 

approach was used to investigate genetic overlap between schizophrenia and brain structure 

volumes,  identifying 6 shared genetic loci.  DLG2 was one such loci and was found to be associated 

with an increase in putamen volume, a feature which has been observed in some neuroimaging 

studies of schizophrenia patients (Okada et al., 2016).  While an increased putamen volume has also 

been liked to certain functional disturbances in schizophrenia patients including verbal learning, 

executive functioning and working memory (Hartberg et al., 2011).   

Genealogical studies have also indicated a for DLG2 mutations in schizophrenia risk such as one 

recently published for a large multiplex 22q11.2 deletion syndrome family (Michaelovsky et al., 

2019).  The 22q11.2 microdeletion is one of the greatest genetic risk for schizophrenia (Marshall et 

al., 2017) with roughly 25% of individuals this mutation developing schizophrenia in adulthood 

(Schneider et al., 2014; Van et al., 2017).  As not all individuals with 22q11.2 deletions develop 
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schizophrenia the authors of this study (Michaelovsky et al., 2019) sort to investigate genetic risk 

factors outside of this region potentially contributing to the disease. A multiplex 22q11.2 deletion 

syndrome family being selected as the risk variants are expected to be enriched in schizophrenia 

affected individuals compared to non-affected family members, with a genealogical analysis 

eliminating the need for population stratification as required in a case-control study.  Although a 

total of 15 CNVs were detected in this family the one member with a confirmed schizophrenia 

diagnosis was the only individual to contain a de novo  11q14.1 deletion, the CNV containing the 

DLG2 gene. 

As described previously CNVs although rare in the population can confer significant schizophrenia 

risk (see section 1.2), although limited samples sizes and hence statistical power have previously 

hampered efforts to robustly confirm the contribution of CNVs to genetic risk.  To address this an 

analysis of CNV contribution to schizophrenia risk was performed on large schizophrenia cohort 

(21,094 cases and 20,277 controls) using data from the PGC study (Marshall et al., 2017).  The 

results of this study confirmed a global increase of CNV burden in a schizophrenia cohort compared 

to controls even when loci implicated in previous studies were excluded, furthermore this CNV 

burden was particularly enriched for genes associated with synaptic function, which included 

DLG2. Relating to its function within the synapse DLG2 protein is known requirement for the 

correct assembly of NMDA receptor supercomplexes (See section 1.5) (Frank et al., 2016), such 

complexes are themselves enriched for rare mutations in schizophrenia cases providing an 

additional link to disease (Kirov et al., 2012a; Fromer et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014; Szatkiewicz 

et al., 2014; Pocklington et al., 2015; Genovese et al., 2016).   

Schizophrenia in common with other neurodevelopmental phenotypes is associated with reduced 

reproductive output, with patients possessing a fertility of 40% or lower than the general population 

(Laursen and Munk-Olsen, 2010; Bundy et al., 2011).  As a number of rare CNVs are known to 

substantially increase schizophrenia risk it is likely that such CNVs are removed from the 

population through natural selection and hence must occur frequently as de novo mutations. To 

investigate this a study of rare CNV mutations in 662 schizophrenia proband-parent trios (an 

affected individual with both parents) was performed (Kirov et al., 2012a) which showed that de 

novo CNV mutation were more frequent in cases (5.1% of all cases or 5.5% of cases with no history 

of schizophrenia) compared to 2623 controls (2.2%), indicating the rate of de novo CNVs in 

schizophrenia patients is roughly double that of the general population.  In addition to confirming 

the involvement of de novo CNVs in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia this study also implicated 

specific abnormalities of postsynaptic signalling complexes in the disease which included multiple 

de novo deletions within the DLG2 gene.   
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Providing further evidence of the role of DLG2 CNVs in schizophrenia a separate study identified 

two DLG2 deletions and one DLG2 duplication within a 1,115 strong schizophrenia cohort, this 

study also finding one DLG2 deletion in an unaffected offspring of a deletion patient although none 

were found in the 978 strong control cohort (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013).   These four individuals 

with identified mutations in the coding region of DLG2 were also assessed for cognitive function 

using the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB), particularly 

focusing on 3 tasks which were comparable to a rodent touchscreen battery previously used to 

examine Dlg2-/- mice (see section  1.4); these were intra-extradimensional set-shifting to assess 

visual discrimination acquisition and cognitive flexibility, paired associates learning to assess 

visuo-spatial learning and memory and rapid visual information processing to assess sustained 

attention.  The results of these tests showing that cognitive function was disrupted in humans with 

DLG2 mutations, who made significantly more errors in all tests compared to healthy controls from 

the general population. 

In addition to schizophrenia both de novo and inherited deletions of the DLG2 promoter and first 

coding exons have been linked to intellectually disability, with a study identifying 29 patients with 

deletions in the exon 7-9 region of DLG2 (Reggiani et al., 2017).  An analysis of whole genome 

sequencing data from a cohort of 2,308 individuals from 493 multiplex ASD families also 

identifying a recurrent 2.5kb deletion in the DLG2 promoter in 3 families while no deletions 

overlapping this region were found in controls, linking inherited mutations of the DLG2 promoter 

to ASD (Ruzzo et al., 2019). 

Multiple studies have therefore implicated DLG2 mutations, in particular DLG2 deletions, in 

schizophrenia and related disorders although do date there is no published data on the penetrance 

of deletions at this locus, that is the probability that an individual will develop schizophrenia given 

they carry a DLG2 deletion.  This has recently been addressed in unpublished work by Dr Andrew 

Pocklington (MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric Genetics and Genomics, Cardiff University) 

(Supplementary Document 1) using an established approach to estimate penetrance developed by 

(Kirov et al., 2014).  This used data from a CNV study of 11,355 schizophrenia cases and 16,416 

matched controls, in which 14 cases were found to have a deletion overlapping the DLG2 gene 

compared to 4 in controls (Pocklington et al., 2015). In order to better estimate the probability that 

an individual from the general population carriers a DLG2 deletion additional data was needed, as 

individuals suffering from other disorders (not schizophrenia) associated with DLG2 deletions are 

inevitably underrepresented in the ‘healthy control’ group from a schizophrenia case-control study.  

(Kirov et al., 2014).  This data on other disorders was taken from a large CNV of study of 38,799 

individuals diagnosed with a diverse range of neurological deficits and subsequently referred for 

genetic testing, which identified partial DLG2 deletions in 5 individuals (Sahoo et al., 2011).  
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Calculating from these values give the penetrance of DLG2 deletions in schizophrenia at 4.95% and 

in other more severe developmental disorders at 2.07% (Supplementary Document 1).  Interestingly 

this schizophrenia penetrance is comparable to that found at more widely studied loci such as 1q21.1 

deletions/duplications and duplications at the Angelman/Prader-Willi-syndrome locus (Kirov et al., 

2014). 

 

1.4. Dlg2 and rodent neuropsychiatric disease models 

In addition to human studies various rodent models have been used to investigate the link between 

Dlg2 and neuropsychiatric disease as well as identify phenotypes associated with Dlg2 deficiency. 

As described previously hypoactive glutamate neurotransmission via NMDA receptors may explain 

some of the neurobiology underlying schizophrenia (see section 1.1) (Kantrowitz and Javitt, 2010; 

Moghaddam and Javitt, 2012) with competitive antagonists of NMDA receptors such as ketamine 

and phencyclidine shown to increase the severity of schizophrenia symptoms in patients as well as 

induce these symptoms (positive, negative and cognitive impairments) in healthy individuals (Javitt 

and Zukin, 1991; Krystal et al., 1994, 2000).  In support of this rodent models of NMDA receptor 

hypofunction have also been produced which show both cellular and behavioural changes 

resembling those of schizophrenia patients including a reduction in the numbers of parvalbumin 

positive GABAergic interneurons and cognitive deficits (Rujescu et al., 2006). In one such rodent 

model of NMDA receptor hypofunction, produced by chronically treating 35 day old rats with low 

doses of the highly selective non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 for 20 days, 

RNAseq was performed on isolated hippocampal tissue to determine gene expression compared to 

control animals (Ingason et al., 2015).  This analysis showed that Dlg2 was among the top 20 most 

differentially expressed genes, showing a significant reduction within the treated animals compared 

to controls. When the human orthologues of Dlg2 and the other 20 most differently expressed genes 

were tested for schizophrenia association in the PGC GWAS data DLG2 reached gene-wide 

significance providing further support for DLG2 as a schizophrenia risk gene.  It should be noted 

that although DLG2 reached significance when tested as one of 20 genes in an hypothesis-driven 

study it has not yet reached genome-wide significance as a canonical schizophrenia risk gene due 

to the high threshold for association in GWAS studies (roughly p=5x10-8) required due to the larger 

number or markers tested.  

Dlg2-/- mouse models have also been generated as part of a wider study into the role of the four Dlg 

paralogues in cognitive function (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013).  For this research attempts were 

made to generate homozygous knockouts of Dlg1-4 through the breeding of heterozygous mice, 

this was successful for Dlg2-4 although Dlg1-/- mice were embryonic lethal.  Homozygous 

knockouts of dlg in Drosophila (Woods et al., 1996) and dlg-1 in Caenorhabditis elegans 
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(Bossinger et al., 2001) have also been shown to be embryonic lethal suggesting that Dlg1 has 

retained the more developmentally critical functions of the invertebrate gene compared to the other 

paralogues, including Dlg2.  Once generated the Dlg2-/-, Dlg3-/- and Dlg4-/- mice as well as the 

Dlg1+/- mice (as Dlg1-/- were not viable) were assessed through a battery of touchscreen tasks of 

increasing complexity designed to assess cognitive function, in all cases the Dlg1+/- mice 

responding similar to WT with the focus of this research therefore being the differential roles of 

Dlg2-4.  The cognitive tasks in the touchscreen battery were designed around the response of nose-

poking a stimulus on the touchscreen to obtain a food reward, with the first element being training 

the mice though several sessions with the touchscreens to acquire this simple conditioned response. 

Both Dlg2-/- and Dlg3-/- completed this training at a similar rate to WT controls while Dlg4-/- mice 

showed a marked deficit in the acquisition of this conditioned response.  Similarly, Dlg4-/- mice 

showed deficits in simple associative learning, including a test of Pavlovian conditioning whereby 

a stimulus appearing on the touchscreen in the form of a white vertical rectangle signalled a delivery 

of a food reward.  Overall, this initial data indicates differences in function for the Dlg paralogues 

and shows that unlike Dlg4, Dlg2 and Dlg3 are not required for simple forms of conditioning and 

associate learning.   

To investigate the role of Dlg2 and Dlg3 in more complex cognitive tasks (Nithianantharajah et al., 

2013) next presented mice with two stimuli on the touchscreens and required them to learn which 

one was rewarded when selected.  In this task Dlg2-/- mice showed no differences from WT while 

interestingly Dlg3-/- mice showed an increased learning rate, indicating that neither Dlg2 or Dlg3 

are essential for basic perceptual processing and in fact that Dlg3 appears to restrict or modulate 

this specific aspect of cognition.  When complexity was increased further in the form of an object-

location pared associates task (i.e. through the incorporation of spatial information) Dlg3-/- mice no 

longer showed an increased learning rate and behaved similar to WT while Dlg2-/- mice now showed 

significant impairment, behaving a roughly 50% of WT levels; indicating that visual and spatial 

learning are separately regulated by the Dlg paralogues.  Additional cognitive tasks further 

demonstrated that Dlg2 and Dlg3 have opposing actions, in tests of reversal learning (switching 

which of the two stimuli on screen produced a reward) Dlg3-/- mice behaved similar to WT while 

Dlg2-/- showed impairments and took significantly longer to learn the new reward contingency; 

suggesting that while Dlg3 regulates the acquisition of learned information Dlg2 regulates its 

flexibility.  Differences between these 2 paralogues were also seen in extinction learning tasks (no 

longer rewarding the conditioned response after it has been learned) in which compared to WT 

Dlg3-/- mice showed faster extinction and Dlg2-/- slower.  Also, in a test of sustained divided 

attention, the five-choice serial reaction time task (requiring a rapid response at one of 5 random 

location to receive a reward), Dlg3-/- mice acquired a stable level of performance at a similar rate to 
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WT while Dlg2-/- mice took significantly longer.  These studies of mice models have therefore 

indicated a role for Dlg2 in complex learning and cognitive flexibility, with Dlg2-/- mice showing 

deficits in reversal learning, object-location paired-associates learning, extinction and attention; 

validating these results similar impairments were also found in schizophrenia patients with DLG2 

mutations (see section 1.3) (Figure 1.1). 

 

 

Both Dlg2-/- and Dlg2+/- mice have also been studied using a battery of tests to investigate their 

processing of social stimuli and social behaviour; these tests including social interaction in pairs, 

resident-intruder, ultrasonic vocalization, behaviour in the home cage and exploratory activity in 

the open field (Winkler et al., 2018).  The results of this study showing that while Dlg2+/- mice 

behaved similarly to WT, Dlg2-/- mice showed highly increased sociability despite a motor 

impairment phenotype which prevented their evaluation on certain tests (such as those involving 

Figure 1.1 Conservation of Dlg2 functions in mice and humans. 
Conservation of Dlg2 functions in mice and humans. Comparison of performance in touchscreen tasks for mice 
carrying mutations in Dlg1, Dlg2, Dlg3 or Dlg4 with humans carrying mutations in DLG2. The Cambridge 
Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) was used to asses four people with mutations in DLG2 
on three tasks comparable to those in the rodent touchscreen battery. The intra-extradimensional set-shifting task 
assessed discrimination acquisition and cognitive flexibility, the paired associates learning task assessed visuo-
spatial learning and memory and the rapid visual information processing task assessed sustained attention. A 
standardized performance score compared to WT littermates or healthy human subjects from the general 
population is shown, where a negative score indicates poorer than average performance. #Bar denotes the lack of 
data for comparison owing to the inability to test Dlg4 mutant mice on any of the three tasks represented. From 
(Nithianantharajah et al., 2013). 
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swimming or moving backwards out of a tube). A relatively similar hypersocial phenotype was 

observed in Dlg4-/+ mice and interestingly these mice also showed elevated levels of DLG2 protein 

in hippocampal synapse preparations compared to WT controls, indicating a certain degree of 

shared function and a possible compensatory mechanism between DLG2 and DLG4.  Despite this 

research showing hypersocial behaviour in Dlg2-/- mice (Winkler et al., 2018) a separate study 

appears to contradict this and has shown that DLG2 deficiency in mice leads to reduced sociability 

as well as an increase in repetitive behaviour (Yoo et al., 2020).  In this research Dlg2-/- mice showed 

both hypoactivity in a novel environment as well as decreased social approach compared to WT 

controls; furthermore they exhibited strong self-grooming both in novel environments and in their 

home cages.  Although it appears further work may be required to clarify the behavioural 

phenotypes associated with DLG2 deficiency both studies do agree on the aberrant locomotor 

responses in Dlg2-/- mice (Winkler et al., 2018; Yoo et al., 2020).   

 

1.5. DLG2 and related MAGUK proteins 

The protein encoded by the DLG2 gene (DLG2 or PSD93) is a member of the membrane-associated 

guanylate kinase (MAGUK) superfamily (Zheng et al., 2011). MAGUKs are a family of structural 

scaffolding proteins that are predominantly located on cell membranes, at the sites of cell-cell 

junctions, and appear particularly enriched within the postsynaptic density (PSD) of excitatory 

synapses (Zhu et al., 2016).  These MAGUK scaffolds have been shown to play a key role in both 

synapse maturation and synaptic plasticity (Funke et al., 2005; Oliva et al., 2012), with various 

nervous system disorders resulting from mutation in genes encoding these proteins (Grant, 2012).   

The PSD was initially identified from electron microscopy (EM) studies as an electron-dense 

thickening located below the postsynaptic membrane (PALAY, 1956); subsequent biochemical 

analyses have shown the PSD to be composed of densely packed proteins with a wide range of 

abundances. These include neurotransmitter receptors, scaffolding proteins, signalling enzymes, 

components of the cytoskeleton, adhesion molecules, membrane trafficking proteins and others 

(Feng and Zhang, 2009). MAGUKs within the PSD act as scaffolding proteins linking cell surface 

receptors or ion channels with signalling enzymes or components of the cytoskeleton located deeper 

within the PSD (Figure 1.2).  MAGUK scaffolds do not hold the proteins of the PSD rigidly in place 

bur rather facilitate a dynamic environment of assembly and disassembly in response to neuronal 

stimuli (Choquet and Triller, 2013), a process linked to synaptic plasticity including long-term 

potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) (Caroni et al., 2012; Huganir and Nicoll, 2013; 

Bosch et al., 2014).  Although sharing many similar features MAGUK proteins can be divided into 

various subfamilies based on domain structure (Figure 1.3 A).  These subfamilies include the disc 

large homologues (DLGs), calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine protein kinase (CASK), 
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membrane-associated guanylate kinase  inverted (MAGI), zonula occludens (ZO) and caspase 

activation and recruitment domain (CARD)-containing MAGUK proteins (CARMAs) (Feng and 

Zhang, 2009; Danielson et al., 2012).   As indicated by their name all MAGUK contain a guanylate 

kinase (GK) domain, although this has been shown to be catalytically inactive (Zhu et al., 2011). 

With the exception of the MAGI subfamily members all MAGUKs also contain a single SRC 

homology 3 (SH3) and one or more PSD95-DLG-ZO1 (PDZ) domains, with a PDZ-SH3-GK (PSG) 

tandem at the protein’s C-terminal end; along with this basic architecture some MAGUKs contain 

additional domains such as CaM kinase, WW and LIN2-LIN27 (L27) (Feng and Zhang, 2009).  

With the exception of the CaM kinase domain found in CASK, which can function as a Mg2+ 

independent neurexin kinase (Mukherjee et al., 2008), no MAGUK domain have catalytic activity; 

however, all are known to function as protein-protein interaction modules (Zhu et al., 2016).  DLG2 

is a member of the DLG subfamily which contains four closely related proteins; DLG1 (SAP97), 

DLG2 (PSD93), DLG3 (SAP102) and DLG3 (PSD95).  All 4 DLG proteins contain the 

characteristic C-terminal PSG tandem with two further PDZ domains, while DLG1 also contains 

an additional N-terminal L27 domain (Feng and Zhang, 2009; Zhu et al., 2016).  The genes encoding 

the DLG proteins are highly conserved between human and mice and are paralogues of invertebrate 

Dlg with which they share a relatively high degree of sequence similarity. Two pairs of vertebrate 

DLG genes (DLG1-DLG4 and DLG2-DLG3) were generated by two rounds of whole genome 

duplication roughly 550 million years ago (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013) (Figure 1.4).  Although 

initially believed to be a DLG protein, DLG5 was subsequently shown to contain both a CARD 

domain and a distinct phylogenetic origin to DLG1-4, identifying it instead as a member of the 

CARMA protein subfamily (Friedrichs et al., 2008). 
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Figure 1.2 DLG2 scaffold mediated protein complexes in excitatory synapses 
Protein complexes within the postsynaptic density and presynaptic active zone. DLG2 in common with other 
MAGUK proteins contains 1 GK domain, 1SH3 domain and 3 PDZ domains and acts as scaffold linking cell 
surface receptors with downstream signalling molecules. Key: AKAP, A-kinase anchor protein; CaMKII, 
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II; CaN, calcineurin; Cav2.2, voltage-gated calcium channel 
subunit-α Cav2.2; EphR, ephrin receptor; GBR, GK-binding region; GK, guanylate kinase-like; GRIP, glutamate 
receptor-interacting protein; L27, LIN2–LIN7; LAR, leukocyte common antigen related; LRRTM, leucine-rich 
repeat transmembrane protein; MAGI, membrane-associated guanylate kinase inverted; MAP1A, microtubule-
associated protein 1A; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate receptor; NGL-3, netrin-G3 ligand; NMDAR, NMDA-
type glutamate receptor; PBM, PDZ-binding motif; PDZ, PSD95–DLG1–Zonula occludens 1; PKA, protein 
kinase A; PKC, protein kinase C; PICK1, protein interacting with C kinase 1; SAM, sterile α-motif; TARP, 
transmembrane AMPAR regulatory protein; VELI1, vertebrate lin-7 homologue 1. From (Zhu et al., 2016). 
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Due to the architecture of DLG2 and the MAGUK family more generally, with all domains 

functioning as protein-protein interaction modules, these proteins can interact with a wide variety 

of targets (Figure 1.3 B) and are ideally suited to act as a scaffold for the assembly of varied 

signalling complexes.  Details of specific interaction targets and biological processes regulated by 

DLG2 are discussed in the following section (see section 1.5); however, when considered more 

Figure 1.3 Domain organisation of MAGUKs and their related synaptic proteins 
(A) Schematic diagrams of the domain organization of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) 
family proteins. (B) Domain organization of selected proteins forming MAGUK-assembled synaptic complexes. 
Key: CaMK, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase; CARD, caspase activation and recruitment domain; 
CARMA, CARD-containing MAGUK protein; CASK, calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine protein kinase; CC, 
coiled-coil; CDC25-HD, RASGEF domain; CNB, cyclic nucleotide binding; DH, DBL homology; DLG, Discs 
large homologue; EVH1, Enabled/VASP homology 1; GBR, GK-binding region; GH1, GKAP homology domain 
1; L27, LIN2–LIN7; PBM, PDZ-binding motif; PH, pleckstrin homology; PSD, postsynaptic density protein; PTB, 
phosphotyrosine-binding; RA, RAS-associating; RAPGAP, RAP GTPase-activating protein;RAPGEF, RAP 
guanine nucleotide exchange factor; RASGAP, RAS GTPase-activating protein; REM, RAS-GEF-like; SAM, 
sterile α-motif; SAP, synapses-associated protein; SAPAP, SAP90/PSD95-associated protein; Sec14, Sec14p-like; 
SH3, SRC homology 3; SHANK, SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat domains protein; Sp, spectrin-like; SPAR, 
spine-associated RAP GTPase activating protein; VELI1, vertebrate lin-7 homologue 1; ZO, Zonula occludens; 
ZU5, ZO1–UNC5. From (Zhu et al., 2016). 
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generally many transmembrane proteins including NMDA receptors, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-

methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic (AMPA) receptors, ion channels and adhesion molecules contain PDZ 

domain binding motifs (PBMs) on their cytoplasmic C-terminal tails and are known targets of 

MAGUK proteins (Zhu et al., 2016; Won et al., 2017).  All MAGUK proteins carry one or more 

PDZ domain and interaction between these domains and PBMs of interacting proteins has been 

shown to play a key role in the clustering, targeting and degradation of transmembrane proteins 

within the PSD (Feng and Zhang, 2009; Xu, 2011; Huganir and Nicoll, 2013; Chen et al., 2015).  

In addition many proteins also bind the GK domain of MAGUKs either independently or as part of 

an integrated structural unit with the SH3 domain, the SH3-GK supramodule (Zhu et al., 2012, 

2016), although catalytically inactive the GK domain does conserve the residues necessary to bind 

the phosphate group of GMP (McGee et al., 2001) and this enables MAGUKs to specifically 

recognise target proteins in a phosphorylation dependent manner (Zhu et al., 2011). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Dlg paralogues  
(A). Comparison of invertebrate Dlg and four vertebrate paralogs (Dlg1–Dlg4) from the mouse. Two pairs of 
vertebrate Dlg genes can be identified, reflecting their evolutionary origins in the two rounds (1R, 2R) of whole 
genome duplication at the base of the chordates ~550 Mya. Yellow box highlights the four vertebrate Dlg proteins, 
showing high conservation of domain architecture. L27: domain in receptor targeting proteins Lin-2 and Lin-7; 
PDZ: PSD-95, Dlg, ZO-1/2 domain; SH3: Src-homology type 3 domain; GK, guanylate kinase–like domain. (B)  
Sequence comparison of mouse Dlgs and human DLGs. Percentage identity of human (Hs) and Mouse (Mm) 
aligned Dlg genes. From (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013). 
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As examples of proteins that interact with and the processes regulated by MAGUKs, the first and 

second PDZ domains (PDZ1 and PDZ2) of DLG4, one of the more studied MAGUKs, are known 

to directly bind the PBMs in the NR2 subunit of the NMDA receptor (Kornau et al., 1995). DLG4 

can also interact indirectly with AMPA receptors by binding the PBMs of transmembrane AMPA 

receptor regulating proteins (TARPs) such as stargazin (Schnell et al., 2002; Hafner et al., 2015).  

These interactions are required to cluster and anchor NMDA and AMPA receptors within the PSD 

thereby playing a key role in synaptic signalling and maturation (Chen et al., 2015; Levy et al., 

2015; Won et al., 2017).  Interactions between MAGUK proteins and cell adhesion molecules 

including neurexins and neuroligins, which link the presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes by 

bridging the synaptic cleft, may provide a direct link between neurotransmitter release at the 

presynaptic active zone and neurotransmitter receptor clustering at the PSD (Yamagata et al., 2003; 

Benson and Huntley, 2012; Thalhammer and Cingolani, 2014).  The PDZ domains of both DLG4 

and CASK can bind the PBMs of neurexins and neuroligins (Irie et al., 1997; Iida et al., 2004; Li et 

al., 2014b; Reissner and Missler, 2014) while the CaM kinase domain of CASK also binds liprin-

a, a scaffolding protein in the presynaptic active zone required for the assembly of signalling 

complexes regulating neurotransmitter release (Wei et al., 2011; Südhof, 2012).  MAGUKs have 

also been shown to regulate adhesion more generally, particularly at tight junctions where they 

anchor adhesion proteins to maintain strong cell-cell contact (Funke et al., 2005) as well as being 

the target of proteases that cleave MAGUKs prior to cell detachment (Ivanova et al., 2011).   

Numerous MAGUK target proteins have been identified outside of the membrane region including 

several with enzymatic activity (Figure 1.3 B) (Feng and Zhang, 2009).  In the PSD these includes 

the MAGUK interacting enzymes SYNGAP, SPAR, RAPGEF and Kalirin7 which are small 

GTPase regulating factors, thus providing a link between synaptic transmission and downstream G-

protein coupled signalling events (Kim et al., 1998b; Boeckers, 2006; Zhu et al., 2016).  Other non-

membrane targets include scaffold proteins without enzymatic activity many of which provide links 

to the actin cytoskeleton, a dynamic structure that both stabilises the PSD while being actively 

remodelled in response to neuronal activity, in what is believed to be the basis of synaptic plasticity 

(Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010; Caroni et al., 2012; Bosch et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2016).  

MAGUKs may also play key roles in various signalling pathways regulating cell polarity, cell-cell 

adhesion, proliferation and migration through interaction with the Scribble cell polarity module; in 

invertebrates Dlg is known to bind Scribbled (Scrib) with this role believed to occupied in humans 

by DLG1 binding the scribbled homologue (SCRIB) (Humbert et al., 2008; Massimi et al., 2008; 

Stephens et al., 2018).  Finally the MAGUK CASK is also able to act as a transcriptional regulator, 

regulating cell proliferation through an interaction with Inhibitor Of DNA binding 1 (ID1) (Qi et 

al., 2005), axon outgrowth and branching through interaction with the transcription factor CTIP1 
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(Kuo et al., 2010) and multiple aspects of neuronal development through interaction with the key 

neuronal transcription factor TBR1 (Hsueh et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2004; Huang and Hsueh, 2017). 

 

1.6. DLG2 in the central nervous system 

Following its initial isolation and characterisation DLG2 protein expression has been detected in 

excitatory synapses throughout multiple adult brain regions including the cortex, hippocampus, 

striatum and cerebellum (Brenman et al., 1996, 1998; Kim et al., 1996; Scannevin and Huganir, 

2000; del Rio and Feller, 2006; Chen et al., 2015). At the mRNA level in situ hybridisation has 

shown DLG2 expression throughout mouse brains at various stages of development from embryonic 

day 18 to postnatal day 56, interestingly DLG2 expression appears elevated during early 

development up to postnatal day 7, in contrast to relatively low levels in adult brains (Yoo et al., 

2020).  Outside of the central nervous system (CNS) research into DLG2 has focused on its role as 

a tumour suppressor (Shao et al., 2019; Keane et al., 2020); however, within the CNS DLG2 along 

with other MAGUK proteins is known to act as a scaffold to regulate neurotransmitter receptor and 

ion-channel clustering as well as facilitate intracellular trafficking through associations both with 

adaptor proteins and the actin cytoskeleton (Feng and Zhang, 2009; Zhu et al., 2016).  

DLG2 has been shown to regulate the targeting and clustering of AMPA receptors within the PSD 

to control the strength of excitatory synaptic transmission (Elias et al., 2006).  This has been linked 

to a form of homeostatic plasticity termed synaptic scaling, a mechanism whereby the amplitude of 

miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSC) is bidirectionally moderated to stabilise 

neuronal firing (Turrigiano, 2008); with DLG2 shown to regulate the recruitment of AMPA 

receptors to newly formed but functionally silent dendritic spines, enabling the generation of 

functional synapses (Levy et al., 2015).  Although structurally similar to other members of the DLG 

subfamily of MAGUK proteins, studies have shown that DLG2 does play a distinct role during 

synaptic scaling, unlike DLG4 whose abundance appears to regulate the bidirectional accumulation 

or loss of AMPA receptors during synaptic scaling DLG2 regulates synaptic up-scaling only (Sun 

and Turrigiano, 2011).  A recent study also indicating that DLG2 and DLG4 play opposing roles in 

regulating silent synapse maturation, inhibiting and promoting respectively, with the correct balance 

between these two proteins required for the fine-tuning or cortical networks (Favaro et al., 2018).  

DLG2 is also the most variable paralogue of the DLG proteins existing in at least six different N-

terminal isoforms, with evidence to suggest that these isoforms differentially regulate the strength 

of AMPA receptor mediated transmission providing an additional mechanism for the fine-tuning of 

synaptic signalling (Kruger et al., 2013).   

As well as regulating homeostatic synaptic plasticity through the AMPA receptor composition of 

dendritic spines, DLG2 has key roles in the assembly, localisation and function of NMDA receptors.  
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DLG2 acting in tandem with DLG4 is required for the assembly of NMDA receptor supercomplexes 

in the adult brain, triggered by activity dependent synapse maturation (Frank et al., 2016; Zeng et 

al., 2018).  DLG2 has also been shown to regulate the localisation of NMDA receptors to specific 

membrane subdomains of the PSD (Tao et al., 2003; Delint-Ramirez et al., 2010) as well as regulate 

NMDA receptor function  by mediating their tyrosine phosphorylation by Src family protein kinases 

(SFKs) such as Fyn, a process known to upregulate NMDA receptor function (Sato et al., 2008).  

Although research into the role of  DLG2 in excitatory synapses has focused on AMPA and NMDA 

receptor containing glutamatergic synapses, it is also expressed in cholinergic synapses where it 

colocalises with neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) and plays a key role in 

synaptic stability (Parker et al., 2004).  Despite its extensive expression in excitatory synapses it is 

possible DLG2 may not be required for normal synapse formation and function in all brain regions;  

one study has shown that although expressed in the cerebellum DLG2 knock-out rodent models 

show no structural or function abnormalities in parallel fibre synapses (McGee et al., 2001).   

In addition to synaptic scaling DLG2 has also been shown to regulate another aspect of synaptic 

plasticity, LTP (Carlisle et al., 2008), which involves the strengthening of synapses due to high 

levels of stimulation resulting in a persistent increase in signal transmission between two neurons 

(Bliim et al., 2016).  LTP has been shown to involve NMDA receptor mediated signalling (Kerchner 

and Nicoll, 2008), the recruitment and removal of AMPA receptors from the PSD (Malinow and 

Malenka, 2002) and the reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton (Cingolani and Goda, 2008), all 

processes with known DLG2 involvement as previously described (Elias et al., 2006; Sato et al., 

2008; Feng and Zhang, 2009; Delint-Ramirez et al., 2010; Sun and Turrigiano, 2011; Levy et al., 

2015; Frank et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2018).  DLG2 has been shown to facilitate LTP 

induction in rodent models while having no effect on long LTD, in what appears to be a distinct 

role for DLG2; in contrast DLG4 facilitates LTD and disrupts LTP (Carlisle et al., 2008).  The 

processes required for the induction and maintenance of LTP involve the remodelling of existing 

synaptic proteins, protein synthesis from existing mRNA transcripts and the synthesis of new 

mRNA transcripts via the activation of various downstream signalling pathways regulating 

transcription factors (Figure 1.5) (Bliim et al., 2016, 2019).  

Given its role in neurotransmitter receptor recruitment within the PSD it is perhaps unsurprising 

that DLG2 knockdown using RNA interference (RNAi) has been shown to disrupt neuronal 

networks in vitro (MacLaren et al., 2011).  These studies performed using mouse hippocampal 

neurons cultured on multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) which allow the pattern of spontaneously 

generated action potentials to be recorded.  Results showed that while DLG2 deficient neurons 

demonstrated hyperactive signalling compared to controls as determined by an increase both the 
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frequency of synaptic transmission and the duration of synaptic depolarisation the overall network 

was more disordered with a significant reduction in the synchronicity of neuronal firing.  

Outside of the synapse DLG2 expression has also been detected in the axon initial segment (AIS), 

the site of action potential (AP) initiation, where it colocalises with the cell adhesion molecules 

TAG-1 and Caspr2 as well as several voltage gated potassium channel (Kv) subunits and has been 

shown in vitro to mediate the localisation of Kv1 channels to the AIS (Ogawa et al., 2008).  

However, In vivo studies using Dlg2-/- mouse models have shown that DLG2 is not required for 

Kv1 channel localisation with the motor neurons AIS, suggesting a possible compensatory 

mechanism exists (Duflocq et al., 2011).  Dlg2 similarly colocalises with Kv channels in the 

juxtaparanodes of myelinated axons and is recruited to these location by a disintegrin and 

metalloproteinase 22 (ADAM22), although once again mouse models demonstrate that DLG2 is 

not required for Kv channel clustering within juxtaparanodes (Horresh et al., 2008; Ogawa et al., 

2010; Duflocq et al., 2011). 

As described previously (section 1.4) although DLG2 contains no catalytically active domains it 

does possess multiple sites for protein-protein interaction making it ideally suited to act as a scaffold 

for the assembly of larger protein complexes, these include the 3 PDZ domains as well as the GK 

and SH3 domains, which are believed to directly interact to form a SH3-GK tandem that function 

as a distinct supramodule (Feng and Zhang, 2009).  Such interactions in include the binding of 

GluN2 subunits of NMDA receptors to the PDZ domains of DLG2, although this does not appear 

to be via the canonical PDZ-ligand of GluN2 as previously believed (Frank et al., 2016).  Other 

membrane bound protein complexes share similar C termini to NMDA receptor subunits and also 

bind to DLG2 via their PDZ domains, such as Kv channels and Ca2+ ATPases (Kim et al., 1998a; 

Ogawa et al., 2008), while AMPA receptors bind to DLG2 PDZ domains via stargazin or related 

transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory proteins (TARPs) (Dakoji et al., 2003).  The GK domain 

of DLG2 (or SH3-GK supramodule) is known to interact with components of the cytoskeleton 

(Brenman et al., 1998; Zhu et al., 2016) and through similarity with other DLG subfamily members 

and its invertebrate orthologue potentially other signalling complexes, such as the SCRIB cell 

polarity module (Mathew et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2014).  Conformational changes that occur within 

the SH3-GK supramodule upon ligand binding to the PDZ3 domain can also promote the formation 

of DLG2 multimers, which include both DLG2 homomultimers and DLG2-DLG4 heteromultimers, 

suggesting a mechanism for the cooperative assembly of large signalling complexes. 
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1.7. Cortical development in rodents and primates 

The cerebral cortex is the outermost layer of neural tissue in the brain and is formed primary of the 

neocortex, a region of tightly compacted cells which form a highly organised six-layered structure, 

with layer I closest to the outer (pial) surface while layer VI has the deepest location (Gilmore and 

Herrup, 1997).  A diverse assortment of neuronal subtypes populate the laminar structure of the 

neocortex which form distinct populations with unique morphological features, 

electrophysiological properties and gene expression profiles (Migliore and Shepherd, 2005; 

Molyneaux et al., 2007; Kumamoto and Hanashima, 2014; Lodato and Arlotta, 2015).  Despite the 

clear differences in volume between rodent and primate (including human) brains they do share 

numerous similarities in structure and function which includes both the layered structure of the 

cortex, its patterns of neuronal connectivity and division into functionally distinct areas (Mason and 

Price, 2016).   

Figure 1.5 Mechanisms of long-term potentiation  
A schematic representation of the processes required for the induction and maintenance of the different forms of 
LTP. Only some examples are shown for simplicity. Early phase LTP (E-LTP) depends on remodelling of the pre-
existing proteins, including post-synaptic accumulation and activation of CaMKIIα, insertion of AMPA receptors 
to the post-synaptic membrane, and their phosphorylation by CaMKIIα. Intermediate phase LTP (I-LTP) depends 
on the protein synthesis from mRNA transcripts pre-existing at synapses, and may be associated with specialized 
organelles, such as spine apparatus. Late phase LTP (L-LTP) depends on the synthesis of new mRNA transcripts 
in response to activation of a number of enzymes and downstream transcription factors. From (Bliim et al., 2016). 
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Many aspects of cortical development are also conserved between mammalian species including 

the initial formation of the cortex as a thin layer of pioneer neurons beneath the pial surface termed 

the preplate; the migration of future layer VI neurons into the preplate causing it to split into an 

upper marginal zone (MZ) and lower subplate (SP) being first step in the formation of the laminar 

structure (Olson, 2014).  As subsequent populations of neurons are born they migrate though the 

subplate and earlier born neurons coming to rest under the marginal zone, resulting in a layered 

structure with neurons stratified by birthday; the oldest neurons those in layer I (derived from the 

marginal zone) and the deep portion of layer VI (derived from the subplate), with the remaining 

cortical layers being generated in a sequential ‘inside-out’ fashion, with layer VI containing the 

oldest cells and layer II the youngest (Gilmore and Herrup, 1997).  Once neurons arrive at their 

final position within the cortex they undergo terminal differentiation, including the extension of 

axons and dendritic arborisation, to form connections and generate the cortical circuity (Mason and 

Price, 2016).  Within these cortical layers rodent and primate neurons appear to share similar 

patterns of gene expression, connectivity and function (Stiles and Jernigan, 2010; Hodge et al., 

2019), providing further evidence that fundamental developmental mechanism are conserved 

between species. 

Despite several conserved features in cortical development between rodents and primates there are 

notable dissimilarities between species in addition to the obvious differences in scale, such as the 

timings of cortical neurogenesis. In mice cortical neurons are produced from around 10 days post 

conception with the process continuing for roughly 8 days (Levers et al., 2001).  In contrast primate 

cortical neurogenesis is greatly protracted, beginning at roughly 35 days post conception and 

continuing over a period of roughly 3 months (Bayatti et al., 2008; Bystron et al., 2008).  In addition 

to the overall increase in the cortical neurogenesis period in primates the cell cycle length of their 

progenitor cells is also significantly increased and can be as much as 5 times longer than rodents at 

a comparable developmental stage (Breunig et al., 2011).  

 In both rodents and primates all projection neurons are derived from proliferating neuroepithelial 

stem cells (NSCs or NESCs) within the dorsal telencephalon at the anterior portion of the neural 

tube.  After initial proliferative cell divisions to expand the NSC pool these cells give rise to more 

committed neural progenitor/precursor cells (NPCs) including radial glia (RG), long known to 

produce processes than can span the neuroepithelium and provide guidance for migrating neurons 

(Rakic, 1972, 1988). RG themselves proliferate through multiple rounds of cell division in the 

ventricular zone (VZ) lining the ventricle and as such are often referred to as ventricular RG (vRG) 

or apical progenitors  (Lodato and Arlotta, 2015). These vRG undergo a process termed interkinetic 

nuclear migration in which their nucleus moves radially within the cytoplasm in phase with cell-

cycle progression, with s-phase occurring at the basal edge of the VZ while mitosis occurs at the 
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apical surface (Florio and Huttner, 2014).  As cortical development proceeds an increasing 

proportion of vRG divide asymmetrically to produce other cells types including cortical projection 

neurons, although only 10-20% of such neurons are directly generated from vRG by this process 

(Kowalczyk et al., 2009).   Alternatively, vRGs can produce another type of NPCs which lose their 

apical attachment to the surface of the VZ and proliferate in a region superficial to it called the 

subventricular zone (SVZ), these progenitors being termed intermediate precursor cells (IPCs) 

(Haubensak et al., 2004; Miyata et al., 2004). 

 

 

Figure 1.6 Comparison of key differences in mouse and human cortical development 
Radial glial cells (RGCs) proliferate and create subpopulations of progenitors including IPCs and oRGs, before 
differentiating into neurons which migrate to the cortical plate. In humans there is a greater abundance of oRGs 
which begin to populate a distinct layer, the OSVZ, which is not present in mice. Key: VZ, ventricular zone; SVZ, 
subventricular zone; ISVZ, inner subventricular zone; OSVZ, outer subventricular zone; IZ, intermediate zone; 
CP, cortical plate; RGC, radial glia cell; IPC, intermediate progenitor cell; oRG, outer radial glial cell. From 
(Marshall & Mason, 2019). 
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Following the generation of IPCs differences  begin to emerge between cortical development in 

rodents in rodents and primates.  In rodents, IPCs within the SVZ undergo limited proliferative 

divisions and predominantly divide symmetrically to produce two neurons which subsequently 

migrate along radial glia fibres to their final location within the cortical layers (Farkas and Huttner, 

2008).  In contrast primate IPCs undergo multiple proliferative divisions resulting in a greatly 

expanded SVZ compared to rodents, which is further divided into an inner SVZ (ISVZ) and outer 

(OSVZ) (Figure 1.6) (Dehay et al., 2015).  It is the primate ISVZ that is most comparable to the 

rodent SVZ  and is comprised mainly of IPCs which are broadly comparable between species; 

however, the OSVZ contains a different progenitor type with similar properties to vRG but lacking 

connections to the apical surface which have been termed outer RG (oRG) (Hansen et al., 2010; 

Florio and Huttner, 2014; Mason and Price, 2016).  Although small numbers of oRG have been 

detected in the rodent SVZ this cell type makes up roughly half of the progenitor pool within the 

primate OSVZ, here they undergo both proliferative divisions and asymmetric divisions that 

produce one daughter oRG and one IPC (Dehay et al., 2015). It is the OSVZ that from mid stage of 

cortical development onwards contains the majority of progenitors and is the major source of 

neurons for the supragranular (upper) cortical layers, which also show a proportionally greater 

enlargement in primates than the infragranular (lower) cortical layers (Hansen et al., 2010; Betizeau 

et al., 2013; Dehay et al., 2015; Mason and Price, 2016).    

As briefly mentioned previously during early neurogenesis vRG extended fibres which attach to the 

pial surface and form a continuous scaffold across the cortex, used by neurons following 

differentiation to migrate to their final destination at the cortical plate (CP) (Rakic, 1972, 1988; Tan 

and Shi, 2013). Although this continuous scaffold plays a key role in the formation of the 

infragranular layers of the cortex it has been demonstrated that as human neurodevelopment 

progresses vRG lose their basal attachment to the pial surface to become cells with a distinct 

morphology and gene expression profile termed truncated RG (tRG) (Nowakowski et al., 2016). As 

tRG fibres terminate abruptly in the OSVZ, formation of the supragranular layers is not supported 

by a continuous scaffold produced by vRG but rather a discontinuous scaffold produced by the oRG 

within the OSVZ, which extend fibres to connect with the pia but have no contact with the VZ 

(Figure 1.7) (Nowakowski et al., 2016).   

The neurons with the cortex can be broadly separated into two major classes, interneurons and 

projection neurons (Migliore and Shepherd, 2005; Molyneaux et al., 2007; Kumamoto and 

Hanashima, 2014; Lodato and Arlotta, 2015). Projection neurons form more distant connections, 

projecting axons to different brain regions or more caudal targets such as the spinal cord, are 

excitatory, use glutamate as neurotransmitter and have a typical pyramidal morphology.  

Interneurons are primarily inhibitory in nature, use γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) as a 
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neurotransmitter and make more local connections within the cortex.  The broad similarities in 

cortical development between rodents and primates previously described reflect the generation of 

cortical projection neurons with the situation for interneurons being less well resolved. In rodents 

interneurons are not generated within the cortex itself but rather in distant subcortical domains, 

mainly the caudal and medial ganglionic eminences, and subsequently migrate tangentially to 

infiltrate the developing cortex while maintaining a laminar organisation (Gelman and Marín, 2010; 

Silva et al., 2019).  In primates the situation is less clear as several studies have indicated that while 

a proportion of neurons are generated in subcortical domains in a similar manner to rodents others 

are produced within the SVZ of the cortex itself (Zecevic et al., 2005; Radonjić et al., 2014); 

however, these finding are not consistent with some studies showing no evidence of interneuron 

production within the primate cortex (Hansen et al., 2013). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 1.7 Expansion of supragranular layers is supported by a discontinuous scaffold  

During early neurogenesis (left), basal fibres of vRG contact the pial surface and new-born neurons migrate along 
ventricular as well as oRG glia fibres. During late neurogenesis (right), vRG detached from the pial surface to form 
tRG and new-born neurons reach the cortical plate only along outer radial glia fibres. VZ – ventricular zone, NESC 
– neuroepithelial stem cell, ISVZ – inner subventricular zone, OSVZ – outer subventricular zone, IZ – intermediate 
zone, SP – subplate, CP – cortical plate, MZ – marginal zone, IPC – intermediate progenitor cell, vRG – ventricular 
radial glia, tRG – truncated radial glia, oRG – outer radial glia, GW – gestation week. From (Nowakowski et al., 
2016). 
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1.8. Modelling cortical projection neuron development using hPSCs 

Evidence suggests a potential role for the perturbation of normal cortical development in the 

aetiology of schizophrenia, although little is known regarding the specific neurodevelopmental 

processes disrupted during the disease.  Modelling of cortical neurodevelopment could therefore 

provide insights into the neurobiology underlying schizophrenia; this includes cortical projection 

neuron development, as these excitatory neurons are a key component of cortical function and 

circuit formation and many schizophrenia common genetic risk variants known to impact gene 

expression in these cells and their progenitors.  Several systems exist for modelling cortical 

projection neuron development, of which human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) offer some 

advantages over animal model systems such as the mouse; beyond the fact that they are modelling 

human rather than murine cortical development, a process that although broadly conserved between 

species has certain dissimilarities as previously described (Zhu and Huangfu, 2013; Zhao and 

Bhattacharyya, 2018). hPSCs are relatively cheap to maintain and easy to handle; they can be 

reliably differentiated into various cell types including cortical projection neurons using well 

established protocols (Chambers et al., 2009; Cambray et al., 2012); during differentiation cells of 

interest are readily accessible at all times including the earliest developmental time points; and of 

course their use is consistent with the 3R approach (Replacement, Reduction and Refinement) to 

animal research (https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/the-3rs).   

hPSCs can be split broadly into two categories, human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) are derived 

from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst while human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are 

derived from somatic cells that have been reprogrammed into an embryonic-like pluripotent state.  

Patient derived iPSCs are primarily of use as a disease model (Rowe and Daley, 2019); however, 

as these likely contain multiple genetic risk factors distributed throughout the genome, as found in 

patients with neuropsychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia (Bray and O’Donovan, 2018), 

comparison to controls and the identification of processes regulated by a single gene is problematic.  

In contrast hESCs offer an isogenic background for control purposes and with the use of genome 

editing to introduce a mutation into an hESC line, processes regulated by a specific gene of interest 

can be determined without additional confounding factors. 

As described previously hPSCs can be differentiated towards cortical projection neurons using 

various well-established protocols which enables samples to be taken and phenotypes characterised 

from multiple cell types across the neurodevelopmental time course.  Broadly speaking two 

approaches exist for neuronal differentiation from hPSCs in vitro, developmental patterning is a 

slower method in which cells are exposed to various morphogens that broadly replicate the 

conditions of in vivo cortical development (Chambers et al., 2009; Cambray et al., 2012) and 

reprogramming, where various neurogenic transcription factors are expressed within hPSCs causing 
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a more rapid neuronal differentiation (Zhang et al., 2013; Mertens et al., 2016; Nehme et al., 2018).  

Most in vitro developmental patterning protocols in use are based on the dual SMAD inhibition 

method developed by Chambers et al., in which Noggin (or LDN193189)  and SB431542 are used 

to inhibit bone morphogenic protein (BMP) signalling via the canonical SMAD dependent pathway 

(Chambers et al., 2009, 2012), similar to in vivo development where the inhibition of BMP 

signalling differentiates neuroectoderm from ectoderm (Bond et al., 2012).  After a period of neural 

induction the SMAD inhibitors are removed from culture, as once a neural fate has been specified 

BMP signalling is required for neurogenesis (Tozer et al., 2013) a process that can be induced by 

the addition of retinoic acid (RA) to cultures, again mimicking the processes of in vivo 

neurodevelopment where RA signalling promotes neuronal differentiation and maturation (Maden, 

2007).  Although developmental patterning is a relatively slow method it does recapitulate key 

stages of neurodevelopment, such as the NPC stage, that are greatly accelerated or entirely bypassed 

with a reprogramming approach and as such can identify key developmental and disease relevant 

phenotypes that would otherwise be lost (Schafer et al., 2019) 

The well-established protocols for the generation of cortical projection neurons previously 

described were designed for monolayer (2D) culture system.  2D systems have many advantages 

including time, cost and accessibility although the primary advantage is that with appropriate 

protocols relatively homogenous populations containing predominately if not exclusively a given 

cell type of interest can be generated for study; such systems have been successfully used to 

investigate gene expression, cell morphology, electrophysiological properties and synapse 

formation among others (Quadrato et al., 2016; Hoffmann et al., 2019; Rowe and Daley, 2019).  

Recently developed 3D culture systems such as organoids hold the potential to more closely model 

neurodevelopment in vivo with anatomically relevant spatial information and cellular connections 

and such models have been shown to broadly recapitulate features of the developing brain and have 

been used to model several developmental and neuropsychiatric disorders (Quadrato et al., 2016; 

Hoffmann et al., 2019; Rowe and Daley, 2019)  As such systems are designed to broadly model 

aspects of neurodevelopment in vivo  (such as the developing forebrain) rather than produce a single 

cell type of interest (such as cortical projection neurons) they are by their nature more heterogenous 

and due to the greater degree of self-organisation in a organoids compared to 2D cultures, less 

replicable;  organoids from a neural lineage will also lack vascularisation, which in such large 3D 

structures can lead to cell death within the interior (Quadrato et al., 2016; Hoffmann et al., 2019; 

Rowe and Daley, 2019).  Therefore, although 3D systems have great potential for modelling human 

neurodevelopment and disease in vitro, 2D systems currently possess several advantages for 

modelling the development of a specific cell type. 
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While the neurons produced through any in vitro protocol are by no means identical to those of the 

adult brain, they share developmental trajectories and recapitulate key features of early human 

neuronal development; they possess many of the key components found in mature neurons and are 

able to form functional synapses and neuronal networks in a certain degree (Varrault et al., 2019). 

While the functionality of neurons generated in vitro may not be as developed as that found in adult 

human brains, these cells provide a reductionist model to assess the effects of mutations, drugs and 

other insults on the development and function of human neurons. 

 

1.9. hPSC models of schizophrenia 

Although the symptoms of schizophrenia do not typically manifest until early adulthood various 

lines of evidence from genetic, anatomical and epidemiological studies suggest that the disease has 

a neurodevelopmental component with its potential origins in the perturbation of early brain 

development by genetic and/or environmental risk factors (Owen et al., 2016).  Despite the evidence 

for their existence the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying disrupted neurodevelopment 

in schizophrenia are largely unknown and are the focus on ongoing study through multiple 

techniques:  analysis of post-mortem tissue, brain imaging studies, animal models and cellular 

models (Moslem et al., 2019). While all of these approaches are complimentary each has particular 

advantages for the study of schizophrenia neurobiology; considering that many schizophrenia risk 

factors have been shown to act prenatally hPSC models are of particular use as they enable 

biological pathways acting during the earlier stages of human neurodevelopment and disrupted in 

schizophrenia to be more readily studied (Falk et al., 2016).  Such models include schizophrenia 

patient derived hiPSC which can be differentiated towards disease relevant cell types such as 

neurons and glia, enabling the phenotypes of these cells to be characterised and the mechanisms 

underlying these phenotypes determined at various stages of neurodevelopment (Millan et al., 

2016). Alternatively, to investigate the effect of a single identified genetic risk factor on 

schizophrenia neurobiology genetic engineering of hESC can be used to generate an isogenic cell 

line containing a mutation in the gene of interest, which can subsequent be differentiated and studied 

in a similar manner (Pak et al., 2015). 

The use of hiPSC models of early neurodevelopment in schizophrenia has identified several cellular 

phenotypes in both NPCs which include defects in proliferation, adhesion and cytoskeletal 

organisation as well as neurons which show altered morphology, electrophysiological properties 

and synaptic connectivity (Moslem et al., 2019).  Initial studies were performed using hiPSC 

generated from patients with idiopathic schizophrenia which were differentiated to projection 

neurons (Brennand et al., 2011), these showed reduced neurite branching in agreement with the 

reduced dendritic arborisation observed in post-mortem schizophrenic brains and animal models 
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(Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1999; Jaaro-Peled et al., 2010), reduced synaptic connections as 

well as reduced levels of the synaptic protein DLG4.  More recently studies have used hiPSC from 

genetically defined schizophrenia cohorts with appropriate controls to further investigate the disease 

phenotype in various cells types at different stages of neurodevelopment (Hoffman et al., 2019).  

These include the early stages of differentiation prior to neurogenesis where NPCs derived from 

schizophrenia patients have been shown to have aberrant  proliferation, migration, apical polarity 

and canonical Wnt signalling.  At later stages of differentiation patient derived neurons, either 

excitatory projection neurons or inhibitory interneurons, generally display a less mature phenotype 

than controls particularly characterised by decreased synaptic connectivity and neurotransmitter 

release (Falk et al., 2016; Moslem et al., 2019). 

Although SNPs collected account for up to 50% of schizophrenia genetic liability their individual 

effect size is small (Sullivan et al., 2012; Ripke et al., 2014; Pardiñas et al., 2018) making any 

dissection of their role in cell biology problematic.  In contrast, CNVs although rare individually 

carry a relatively high risk of disease (Kirov et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2017) and due to this 

greater effect size can be more readily studied using a model system, as such the majority of  studies 

using hiPSC models of schizophrenia are focused on the role of CNVs in disease neurobiology 

(Figure 1.8).  These include the 22q11.2 deletion that was one of the first CNVs associated with 

schizophrenia and remains the diseases strongest known molecular genetic risk factor, with roughly 

25% of individuals with this deletion developing schizophrenia in later life (Van et al., 2017).  

Although the size of the 22q11.2 deletion can vary it is large and usually encompasses at least 30 

genes, several of these have been identified as disease relevant although the size of CNV makes the 

contribution of any one gene to schizophrenia pathophysiology difficult to ascertain (Van et al., 

2017). The study of 22q11.2 deletion hiPSCs has identified one gene of particular interest within 

the CNV, DGCR8 which encodes a regulator of microRNA processing (Toyoshima et al., 2016).  

Within 22q11.2 deletion cells the expression of several microRNAs, which function in the post-

transcriptional regulation of gene expression, were found to be significantly downregulated in 

agreement with their perturbed expression in tissue samples from post-mortem schizophrenic 

brains; the genes targeted by these microRNAs including those with associated with neuron 

development and maturation as well as synaptic transmission (Zhao et al., 2015).  An RNAseq 

analysis of these cells also found significant differential gene expression as a result of the 22q11.2 

deletion with gene related to cell cycle progression, cytoskeletal organisation and glutamate 

metabolism being significant down-regulated while genes related to apoptosis and the immune 

response were upregulated (Lin et al., 2016).  This increase in apoptosis is believed to results from 

a disruption the MAPK signalling pathway and may potentially explain the reduced synaptic 
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numbers and dendritic arborisation seen in schizophrenia patients as well as the general decrease in 

neuronal and glial viability (Lin et al., 2016). 

The 15q11.2 deletion is the CNV most frequently found in schizophrenia patients (Rees et al., 2014) 

and although it shows variable expressivity is generally associated with mild symptoms. This CNV 

covers 4 genes NIPA1, NIPA2, CYFIP1 and TUBGCP5 of which CYFIP1 deletion likely has the 

greatest contribution to disease given the known interaction between CYFIP1 protein and fragile X 

mental retardation protein (FMRP), patients with fragile X syndrome and schizophrenia also sharing 

certain behavioural and cognitive symptoms (Farrell et al., 2020).  hiPSC models of 15q11.2 

deletion show significant differential gene expression in NPCs compared to controls and again the 

biological processes these genes appear to regulate are cell proliferation and cytoskeletal 

organisation (Nebel et al., 2016). At the protein level a role of CYFIP1 in the regulation of 

cytoskeletal dynamics is further supported by 15q11.2 deletion NPCs showing significant reduction 

in the levels of wave regulatory complex (WRC) components including WAVE1 and WAVE2, 

which have established function in the regulation of Arp2/3-mediated actin polymerisation and 

membrane protrusion formation (Yoon et al., 2014).  During later differentiation 15q11.2 deletion 

neurons showed reduced DLG4 protein levels as well as qualitative differences in dendrite 

morphology compared to controls (Das et al., 2015).  

Multiple studies have demonstrated a link between mutations in the DISC1 gene and schizophrenia 

(Dahoun et al., 2017) while rodent models of DISC1 mutation show several behavioural phenotypes 

associated with the disease including reduced social interactions and depressive like behaviour in 

addition to defects in neuronal morphology and connectivity (Johnstone et al., 2011; Tomoda et al., 

2016).  hiPSC models containing frameshift mutations in DISC1 have shown a dysregulation of 

gene in NSCs known to regulate proliferation as well as a microRNA regulator of oligodendrocyte 

differentiation (Murai et al., 2016). DISC1 mutant NPCs show decreased expression of key 

neurodevelopmental transcription factors such as FOXG1 and TBR2 as well as increased 

proliferation resulting from aberrant Wnt signalling (Srikanth et al., 2015), a finding supported my 

mouse models which show DISC1 regulates neural progenitor proliferation via modulation of  the 

downstream effectors of canonical Wnt signalling GSK3β/β-catenin (Mao et al., 2009).  During 

later differentiation DISC1 mutant neurons show synaptic dysregulation, including differential 

expression of synapse associated genes, reduced numbers of synaptic boutons and reduced 

neurotransmitter release form synaptic vesicles (Wen et al., 2014). 

Genes encoding members of the neurexin family of proteins which function as cell adhesion 

molecules and receptors of in the vertebrate nervous system (Reissner et al., 2013) have also been 

both associated with schizophrenia and instigated though hPSC models.  These include hESC 

models of NRXN1 deletion, which when differentiated to neurons show normal synapse formation 
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but reduced neurotransmitter release with associated electrophysiological defects in synaptic 

transmission (Pak et al., 2015).  hiPSC models carrying a deletion within another neurexin gene, 

CNTNAP2, also shown synaptic defects following neuronal differentiation including a 

dysregulation of synapse related genes and aberrant network activity (Lee et al., 2015; Flaherty et 

al., 2017).  Overall hPSC models of schizophrenia have provided further support for the perturbation 

of early neurodevelopment in disease aetiology and has enabled several biological processes 

regulated by schizophrenia risk genes in both NPCs and neurons to be identified.  However, 

challenges remain in understanding how these biological processes identified from cellular 

phenotypes in vitro correlate to the development of schizophrenia in patients. 

 

Figure 1.8 iPSC models of schizophrenia cases with a known genetic cause.  
Key: CNV, copy number variation; DISC1, disrupted-in-schizophrenia 1; NRXN1, neurexin-1; SAD, schizoaffective 
disorder; SCZ, schizophrenia, NPC, neural progenitor cells; CYFIP1, cytoplasmic FMR1interacting protein 1; VCFS, 
velocardiofacial syndrome; MD, major depression; TALEN, transcription activator-like effector nucleases; iPSC, 
induced pluripotent stem cells; KO, knockout; LTR, long terminal repeats; NSCs, neural stem cells, ESC, embryonic 
stem cell.From (Moslemi et al., 2019). 
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1.10. Hypothesis 

It was hypothesised that in addition to DLG2s established role as a scaffolding protein with the 

PSD, DLG2-mediated signalling may regulate schizophrenia relevant aspects of early human 

cortical neurogenesis.  There were several lines of reasoning behind this including multiple studies 

linking mutation in the DLG2 gene to schizophrenia (Kirov et al., 2012b; Nithianantharajah et al., 

2013; Pocklington et al., 2015) and related disorders including ID (Reggiani et al., 2017) and ASD 

(Ruzzo et al., 2019), with the penetrance of DLG2 deletions in schizophrenia at 4.95% and in more 

severe developmental disorders at 2.07% (Supplementary Document 1).  Schizophrenia has an 

established neurodevelopmental competent to its aetiology and although the mechanisms 

underlying this are not fully understood many genetic risk factors for the disease impact gene 

expression in the mid-foetal brain, particularly in NPCs and cortical excitatory neurons (Hill and 

Bray, 2012; O’Brien et al., 2018; Clifton et al., 2019; Polioudakis et al., 2019; Walker et al., 2019).  

Many hPSC models have shown that mutations at schizophrenia risk loci do impact early cortical 

neurogenesis resulting in abnormal NPC and neuronal phenotypes (Falk et al., 2016; Moslem et al., 

2019); however, DLG2 has yet been studied in this context with the focus of published research 

being rodent and human cognitive studies (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013) as well as network 

activity in vitro (MacLaren et al., 2011).  Although a role for DLG2 in early cortical neurogenesis 

would be novel in situ hybridisation data has shown expression in mouse brains from embryonic 

day 18 (Yoo et al., 2020) suggestive of a role in early neurodevelopment while both the invertebrate 

orthologue of DLG2 and well as mammalian MAGUK proteins with similar domain structures are 

known to regulate key developmental signalling pathways (Humbert et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2016; 

Stephens et al., 2018). 

To test this hypothesis, a WT control and two DLG2 knockout (DLG2-/-) hESC lines were 

differentiated towards cortical excitatory neurons using a 2D developmental patterning protocol. 

The phenotype of cells were characterised at multiple stages of cortical differentiation using a range 

of experimental techniques including western blotting, immunocytochemistry, mass spectrometry, 

RNA sequencing and various phenotypic assays to determine both if DLG2 is expressed during 

early cortical neurogenesis and which biological processes DLG2-mediated signalling may regulate 

during this period. To determine the potential disease relevance of any such processes genes 

differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells at 4 timepoints of cortical differentiation were tested for 

schizophrenia common variant enrichment. 
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2. Materials & methods 

2.1. Cell maintenance 

All hESC lines were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in 6 well cell culture plates (Greiner) coated 

for at least 1 hour at 37°C with 1% Matrigel hESC-Qualified Matrix (Corning) prepared in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Cells were fed daily with Essential 8 medium (E8, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 

passaged at 80% confluency using EDTA solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1.5 minutes at 

37°C followed by manual dissociation with a serological pipette. All cells were kept below passage 

25 and confirmed as negative for mycoplasma infection using the MycoAlert PLUS Mycoplasma 

Detection Kit (Lonza). 

Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK) cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in uncoated T75 

tissue culture flasks (Sarstedt). Cells were fed on alternate days with complete media consisting of: 

10% foetal bovine serum (BioSera) in G-MEM BHK-21 (Thermo Fisher scientific), 1x Pen Step 

Glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1X MEM Non-essential amino acids (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), 50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1mM sodium pyruvate 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were passaged at 80% confluency using TrypLE Express (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) for 3-5 minutes at 37°C followed by gentle manual dissociation.  All cells were 

kept below passage 25 and confirmed as negative for mycoplasma infection. 

 

2.2. Cortical differentiation 

Differentiation to cortical projection neurons was achieved using the dual SMAD inhibition 

protocol (Chambers et al., 2009) with modifications (embryoid body to monolayer and replacement 

of KSR medium with N2B27 medium) suggested by (Cambray et al., 2012). Prior to differentiation 

Versene treatment and mechanical dissociation was used to passage hESCs at approximately 

100,000 cells per well into 12 well cell culture plates (Greiner) coated by 1 hour 37°C incubation 

with 1% Matrigel Growth Factor Reduced (GFR) Basement Membrane matrix (Corning) in 

DMEM/F12, cells were maintained in E8 medium at 37°C and 5% CO2 until 90% confluent. At day 

0 of the differentiation E8 media was replaced with N2B27-RA neuronal differentiation media 

consisting of: 2/3 DMEM/F12, 1/3 Neurobasal (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1x N-2 Supplement 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1x B27 Supplement minus vitamin A (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1x 

Pen Step Glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), which was supplemented with 100 nM LDN193189 (Cambridge Biosciences) and 10 

µM SB431542 (Stratech Scientific) for the first 10 days only (the neural induction period). At day 

10 cells were passaged at a 2:3 ratio into 12 well cell culture plates coated by at least 2 hour 37°C 
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incubation with 15 µg/ml Human Plasma Fibronectin (Merck) in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered 

saline (DPBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific), passage was as previously described with the addition of 

a 1 hour incubation with 10 µM Y27632 Dihydrochloride (ROCK inhibitor, Stratech Scientific) 

prior to dissociation. During days 10 to 20 of differentiation cells were maintained in N2B27-RA 

(without LDN193189 or SB431542 supplementation) and passaged at day 20 in a 1:4 ratio into 24 

well cell culture plates (Greiner) sequentially coated by at least 2 hour 37°C incubation with 10 

µg/ml poly-d-lysine hydrobromide (PDL, Sigma) and 2 hour to overnight 37°C incubation with 15 

µg/ml laminin (Sigma) in DPBS.  Vitamin A was added to the differentiation media at day 26, 

standard 1x B27 Supplement (Thermo Fisher Scientific) replacing 1x B27 Supplement minus 

vitamin A, and cells were maintained in the resulting N2B27+RA media for the remainder of the 

differentiation. Cells maintained to day 40 received no additional passage beyond passage 2 at day 

20 while cells kept beyond day 40 received a third passage at day 30, 1:2 onto PDL-laminin coated 

plates as previously described.  In all cases cells maintained past day 30 were fed with N2B27+RA 

supplemented with 2µg/ml laminin once weekly to prevent cell detachment from the culture plates. 

 

2.3. Western blotting 

Total protein was extracted from dissociated cultured cells by incubating in 1x RIPA buffer (New 

England Biolabs) with added 1x MS-SAFE Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor (Sigma), 150ul per 

culture plate well, for 30 minutes on ice with regular vortexing.  Concentration was determined 

using a DC Protein Assay (BioRad) quantified with the CLARIOstar microplate reader (BMG 

Labtech) with standard curves produced using Pierce Bovine Serum Albumin standards (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and a minimum of three replicates per sample.  Proteins for western blotting were 

incubated with Bolt LDS sample buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Bolt Sample Reducing 

Agent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 minutes at 70°C before loading into Bolt 4-12% Bis-Tris 

Plus gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  Gels were run at 120V for 2-3 hours in Bolt MES SDS 

Running Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) prior to protein transfer to Amersham Protran 

nitrocellulose blotting membrane (GE Healthcare) using a Mini Trans-Blot Cell (BioRad), run on 

ice at 120V for 1 hour 45 minutes using ice cold Bolt Transfer Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Transfer was confirmed by visualising protein bands with 0.1% (w/v) Ponceau S (Sigma) in 5% 

(v/v) acetic acid (Sigma) in water, followed by repeated H2O washes to remove the stain.  

Following transfer, membranes were incubated in a blocking solution of 5% milk in TBST (0.1% 

TWEEN 20 (Sigma) in TBS (Formedium)), for 1 hour at room temperature.  Primary antibodies, 

used at an assay dependent concentration (see section 2.21 Key resources), were diluted with 

blocking solution prior to incubation with membranes overnight at 4°C.  Following 3 TBST washes, 

membranes were incubated in the dark for 1 hour at room temperature with IRDye secondary 
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antibodies (LI-COR) diluted 1:15000 with blocking solution. After 3 TBS washes staining was 

visualised using the Odyssey CLx Imaging System (LI-COR). 

 

2.4. Preparation of DLG2-FLAG isoforms 

Six cDNA clones corresponding to protein coding DLG2 transcript variants within the pCMV6-

Entry vector were obtained (Cambridge Bioscience, see section 2.21 Key resources – Recombinant 

DNA) , expression of these plasmids within mammalian cells resulting in C-terminal FLAG-tagged 

DLG2 isoforms.  5-alpha competent E. coli (New England Biolabs) were transformed with these 6 

plasmids and empty vector negative controls. Transformed bacterial were plated into 90mm petri 

dishes (Scientific Laboratory Supplies) coated with LB Agar (Formedium) with 100 µg/ml 

ampicillin (VWR). Following incubation bacterial colonies were picked and grown in LB Broth 

(Formedium) with 100 µg/ml ampicillin (VWR) after which plasmids were extracted and purified 

using the PureYield Plasmid Maxiprep System (Promega).  To produce DLG2-FLAG isoforms 

HEK cells were transfected with 4 µg of these plasmids in 64µl of Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), 

made up to 200µl with Opti-MEM reduced serum media (Thermo Fisher Scientific), following 72 

hours incubation total protein was extracted and quantified as described in section 2.3 Western 

blotting.   Western blotting for both DLG2 protein and the FLAG tag was used to confirm successful 

expression of DLG2-FLAG isoforms.  

 
2.5. CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing to generate tagged DLG2 

A multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector containing 2 guide RNA (gRNA) expression cassettes and a Cas9 

nuclease expression cassette was constructed essentially as described (Sakuma et al., 2014). Two 

oligonucleotides corresponding to gRNAs targeting the DLG2 stop codon were designed and 

synthesised (Sigma) prior to annealing into either plasmids px330S[2] or px330S[3].  These vectors 

along with px330A-1x[2] were used in a “golden gate” assembly reaction to produce the multiplex 

CRISPR/Cas9 vector.  Transfection of this vector along with a synthesised homology directed repair 

(HDR) template (GeneWiz), designed to insert a C-terminal FLAG tag to DLG2 and containing a 

puromycin resistance gene, into H9 hESCs was either with the 4D-Nucleofector system (Lonza), 

using P3 solution and CB150 programme, or Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Selection for 

successfully edited cells began at 48 hours post transection using between 0.1 and 0.5 µg/ml 

puromycin over a period of 5 days. 

In a second approach synthetic CRISPR RNA (crRNA) + transactivating crRNA (tracrRNA) were 

produced (sygRNA system – Sigma) and combined in equimolar quantities to produce gRNAs 

targeting the DLG2 stop codon.  Lipofectamine Stem Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen) was used 

to transfect these gRNAs into the Cas9 nuclease expressing iCas9 cell line (González et al., 2014) 
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following doxycycline induction.  The Guide-It Long ssDNA Production System (Takara) was used 

to generate a single strand HDR template which was also transfected along with the gRNAs. This 

template being generated from a slightly modified version of the original double stranded HDR 

template, containing a blasticidin as opposed to puromycin resistance gene, due to the iCas9 cell 

line already possessing puromycin resistance. Selection for successfully edited cells began at 48 

hours post transection using 0.5 µg/ml blasticidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) over a period of 5 

days. 

In a final approach pairs of gRNAs, intended to function with a Cas9 D10A nickase, targeting either 

side of the DLG2 stop codon in a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)-out configuration were 

designed synthesised as cRNA (IDT).  cRNAs were annealed to tracrRNA (IDT) to generate gRNAs 

which were then complexed with Cas9 D10A nickase (IDT).  Transfection of the generated 

ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, a single strand HDR template and electroporation enhancer 

(IDT) into H9 hESCs was with using the 4D-Nucleofector system (Lonza), using P3 solution and 

CB150 programme. Selection for successfully edited cells began at 48 hours post transection using 

0.5 µg/ml blasticidin over a period of 5 days.  Further details of all approaches can be found in 

Chapter 3. 

 
2.6. PCR & agarose gel electrophoresis 

PCR primers were either obtained from papers as indicated or designed using the NCBI Primer-

BLAST tool (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/).  Primers were ordered as 

lyophilised DNA oligonucleotides (Sigma) and resuspended at 100µM in 1X Tris-EDTA buffer 

solution (Sigma).  PCR was performed using either MyTaq DNA Polymerase (Bioline) or PrimeStar 

Max DNA Polymerase (Takara) essential according to the manufacturer’s protocols, with 

optimisation to ensure the resulting PCR products produce a clear single band of the expected size 

following agarose gel electrophoresis.   

Agarose gels were prepared using 1% UltraPure Agarose (Invitrogen) in TAE buffer (Formedium), 

unless otherwise stated, with 1X SYBR Safe DNA Gel Stain (Invitrogen) to enable DNA 

visualisation. DNA samples were loaded with Gel Loading Dye Purple 6x (New England Biolabs) 

and run alongside Quick-Load Purple DNA ladder (New England Biolabs) of a size appropriate to 

the loaded sample, as indicated in figure legends. Gels were run in TAE buffer at 100V until the 

dye front had migrated through at last ¾ of the gel and DNA bands visualised and imaged using the 

iBright CL1500 Imaging System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
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2.7. TOPO cloning 

Genomic regions of interest were amplified using PCR with appropriately designed primers prior 

to the separation of PCR fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis. Gel bands containing fragments 

of interest were excised and DNA extracted using the Nucleospin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit 

(Takara).  Blunt-end cloning of purified PCR fragments was achieved using the Zero Blunt TOPO 

PCR Cloning Kit for Sequencing (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturers protocol.  5-alpha 

competent E. coli (New England Biolabs) were transformed with the assembled TOPO vectors then 

plated into 90mm petri dishes (Scientific Laboratory Supplies) coated with LB Agar (Formedium) 

with 100 µg/ml ampicillin (VWR).  Following incubation bacterial colonies were picked and grown 

in LB Broth (Formedium) with 100 µg/ml ampicillin (VWR) after which plasmids were extracted 

and purified using the PureYield Plasmid Miniprep System (Promega).  The resulting purified 

TOPO vectors containing inserted PCR fragments were sent for Sanger sequencing. 

 
2.8. Sanger sequencing 

Sanger sequencing of plasmids or PCR fragments was using either the GATC SUPREMERUN tube 

service (https://www.eurofinsgenomics.eu/en/custom-dna-sequencing/gatc-services/supremerun-

tube/) or the LGC Ready2 Run service 

(https://www.biosearchtech.com/services/sequencing/sanger-sequencing/single-sample). Sample 

preparation and primer design was according to these companies’ specifications. 

 

2.9.  DLG2 knockout hESC line generation 

Two DLG2-/- knockout hESC lines (KO1 and KO2) were generated by Dr Eunju Jenny Shin 

(Neuroscience and Mental Health Research Institute, Cardiff University) as described in (Sanders 

et al., 2020) and provided for this research along with a genetically WT sister line.  

 

2.10. Genetic validation of DLG2 knockout hESC lines 

The gRNA pair used in DLG2 knockout hESC line generation had zero predicted off-target nickase 

sites when used with a Cas9 D10A nickase (Figure 4.2). Even though a wild-type Cas9 nuclease 

(where only a single gRNA is required to create a double-stranded break) was not used, the 

predicted genic off-target sites for each individual gRNA were checked to thoroughly validate the 

lines. Following manual dissociation of WT and DLG2 KO hESC into DPBS, genomic DNA was 

extracted using the ISOLATE II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline) and potential off target-sites 

investigated by PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing (GATC & LGC). Out of 30 sites 

identified, 14 were randomly selected (7 for each gRNA) for validation. 
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Genotyping using the Illumina PsychArray v1.1 was a performed by Alexandra Evans and Ngoc-

Nga Vin (MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric Genetics and Genomics, Cardiff University)  For this 

DLG2 KO and WT DNA samples were amplified and fragmentated according to the associated 

Illumina HTS assay protocol and hybridized to an Infinium PsychArray v1.1 BeadChip (Illumina). 

The stained bead chip was imaged using the iScan System (Illuminia) and Genome Studio v2.0 

software (Illumina) subsequently used to normalise the raw signal intensity data and perform 

genotype clustering. Final analysis for Copy Number Variation (CNV) was with PennCNV software 

(Wang et al., 2007). 

 
2.11. Immunocytochemistry (ICC) 

Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma) in PBS for 20 minutes at 4°C followed by 

a 1-hour room temperature incubation in blocking solution of 5% donkey serum (Biosera) in 0.3% 

Triton-X-100 (Sigma) in PBS (0.3% PBST). Primary antibodies, used at an assay-dependent 

concentration (see section 2.21 Key resources), were diluted in blocking solution and incubated 

with cells overnight at 4°C.  Following removal of primary antibody solution and 3 PBS washes, 

cells were incubated in the dark for 2 hours at room temperature with appropriate Alexa Fluor 

secondary antibodies (Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted 1:500 with blocking solution.  After an 

additional 2 PBS washes cells were counterstained with DAPI nucleic acid stain (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), diluted 1:1000 with PBS, for 5 mins at room temperature.  Following a final PBS wash 

stained cells were mounted using Dako Fluorescence Mounting Medium (Agilent) and glass 

coverslips. Imaging was with either the LSM710 confocal microscope (Zeiss) or Cellinsight Cx7 

High-Content Screening Platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with HCS Studio Cell Analysis 

software (Thermo Fisher Scientific) used for quantification. 

 

2.12. Peptide affinity pulldowns & mass spectrometry 

PDZ domain containing proteins were enriched from total protein extracts by peptide affinity 

purification.  NMDA receptor subunit 2 C-terminal peptide “SIESDV” (Husi and Grant, 2001) was 

synthesised (Pepceuticals) and fully dissolved in 90% v/v methanol + 1M HEPES pH7 (both 

Sigma).  Dissolved peptide was coupled to Affi-Gel 10 resin (Bio-Rad) that had been washed 3 

times in methanol, followed by overnight room temperature incubation on a roller mixer.  Unreacted 

NHS groups were subsequently blocked using 1M Tris pH9 (Sigma) with 2 hours room temp 

incubation on a roller mixer.  The peptide bound resin was then washed 3 time with DOC buffer 

(1% w/v sodium deoxycholate; 50mM Tris pH9; 1X MS-SAFE Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor, 

all Sigma) and stored on ice until required. Total protein was extracted from dissociated cultured 

cells at days 30 and 60 of cortical differentiation (4 samples per line at each time point from 2 
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independent differentiations) by incubating in DOC buffer for 1 hour on ice with regular vortexing. 

Cell debris was pelleted by high speed centrifugation (21,300g, 2 hours, 4°C) and the supernatant 

added to the previously prepared “SIESDV” peptide bound resin. After overnight 4°C incubation 

on a roller mixer the resin was washed 5 times with ice cold DOC buffer and the bound protein 

eluted by 15-minute 70°C incubation in 5% w/v sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, Sigma).  Peptide 

affinity pulldown samples were prepared for mass-spectrometry and analysed by Dr Mark Collins 

(Department of Biomedical Science, University of Sheffield) as described in (Sanders et al., 2020).  

 
2.13. Morphometric analysis 

Cells were differentiated to cortical projection neurons essentially as described and neuronal 

morphology assessed at days 30 and 70.  To generate low density cultures for analysis, cells were 

passaged at either day 25 or 50 using 15-minute Accutase solution (Sigma) dissociation followed 

by plating at 100,000 cells per well on 24 well culture plates.  72 hours prior to morphology 

assessment cells were transfected with 500 ng pmaxGFP (Lonza) per well using Lipofectaime 3000 

Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Opti-MEM Reduced Serum Media (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) for the preparation of DNA-lipid complexes.  At days 30 or 70, cells were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma) in PBS for 20 minutes at 4°C before mounting with Dako 

Fluorescence Mounting Medium (Agilent) and glass coverslips.  Random fields were imaged using 

a DMI6000B Inverted microscope (Leica) and the morphology of GFP expressing cells with a clear 

neuronal phenotype quantified using the Neurolucida 360 (MBF Bioscience) neuron tracing and 

analysis software package. 

 
2.14. RNA sequencing 

WT and DLG2 KO cells were cultured to days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical differentiation as 

described in section 2.2 Cortical differentiation.  Total transcriptome RNA was isolated from 

triplicate wells for all cell lines at each time point by lysing cells in TRIzol Reagent (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) followed by purification with the PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

Quality control (QC) to ensure a high RNA integrity number (RIN) for all samples was with the 

RNA 6000 Nano kit analysed using the 2100 Bioanalyzer Eukaryote Total RNA Nano assay 

(Agilent), performed by Dr Amanda Redfern (Central Biotechnology Services, Cardiff University).  

cDNA libraries for sequencing were produced using the KAPA mRNA HyperPrep Kit for Illumina 

Platforms (Kapa Biosystems) and indexed with KAPA Single-Indexed Adapter Set A + B (Kapa 

Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The concentration of generated cDNA 

libraries was determined by the Qubit 1x dsDNA HS Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and QC 

for library fragment size by High Sensitivity DNA kit analysed using the 2100 Bioanalyzer High 
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Sensitivity DNA assay (Agilent). Sequencing was performed by Joanne Morgan (MRC Centre for 

Neuropsychiatric Genetics and Genomics, Cardiff University) using the HiSeq4000 Sequencing 

System (Illumina) with libraries split into 2 equimolar pools, each of which was run over 2 flow 

cell lanes with 75 base pair paired end reads and 8 base pair index reads, for approximately 30 

million reads per sample.  

RNA sequencing (RNAseq) Reads were analysed as described in Chapter 5, Underlying 

mechanisms of the DLG2-/- phenotype. Briefly, the fastq files from the Illumina HiSeq400 were 

trimmed to remove adapter sequences and reads with a low base call quality (Phred score < 30) 

using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and the quality of both the original and trimmed reads 

assessed using FastQC  (Andrews, 2010). STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) was then used to index the 

GRCh38.p12 assembly of the human reference genome (Zerbino et al., 2018) and map the generated 

trimmed reads. Picard (Broad Institue, 2019) and BamTools (Barnett et al., 2011) were used to mark 

duplicates within the mapped trimmed reads and compute the percentage of duplication. This 

revealed a high level of duplicate reads in day 30 KO2 samples (~72% compared to an average of 

23% for other samples) and as such these samples were removed prior to further analyses.  The 

BAM files produced by Star were sorted using samtools (Li et al., 2009) and raw read counts per 

gene generated with featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014), using the comprehensive gene annotations 

on the primary assembly from Gencode (release 29).  All software was run using the default 

parameters.   

Differential expression analysis for protein coding genes was performed using the DESeq2 package 

(Love et al., 2014) and differentially expressed genes were considered significant if their p value 

after Bonferroni correction was < 0.05.  When analysing differential gene expression in DLG2-/- 

relative to WT, samples from KO1 and KO2 lines were combined so for each timepoint a single 

differential gene expression analysis was performed, comparing expression in KO1 & KO2 against 

WT. 

For principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical cluster analysis gene counts were 

imported and log2-normalized by using the DESeq2 package (Love et al., 2014). The genes with 

expression >0 in at least 3 samples were considered for the further analyses.  Dimensionality 

reduction was performed using the PCA implemented in DESDeq2.  Hierarchical clustering of the 

samples was performed using the Pearson’s correlation matrix of the Z-score-scaled and log2-

normalized values, using Ward’s linkage criterion and 1-r as the distance function, where r is the 

pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Reported plots were designed by using the dendextend 

R package. 

Using a script kindly provided by Dr Andrew Pocklington (MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric 

Genetics and Genomics, Cardiff University) the degree of overlap between the identified 
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differentially expressed genes and other gene sets was evaluated by a Fisher’s Exact test, where the 

background set consisted of all genes expressed across the KO1, KO2 and WT cell lines. This 

approach was used to test enrichment for both a strictly annotated (with good experimental evidence) 

set of gene ontology (GO) terms (Ashburner et al., 2000; Carbon et al., 2019) and mammalian 

phenotype (MP) data from the mouse genome informatics (MGI) resource (Smith and Eppig, 2009). 

GO annotations were filtered to exclude genes with the evidence codes: NAS (Non-traceable Author 

Statement), IEA (Inferred from Electronic Annotation), and RCA (inferred from Reviewed 

Computational Analysis).  The MP data was restricted to phenotypes reported in single-gene 

functional studies and where the mouse gene had a 1:1 mapping onto a human gene. GO or MP 

terms containing fewer than 10 genes were then excluded. 

The results of these initial functional enrichment tests underwent a subsequent iterative refinement 

step to identify semi-independent subsets of enriched annotations.  This involved selecting the gene 

set with the largest odds ratio following the initial enrichment and removing all genes found in this 

set from all other enriched annotations. These reduced gene-sets were re-tested for enrichment and 

only retained if P < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction.  This process of odds ratio refinement was 

repeated, with each iteration resulting in the successive depletion of genes, until no significantly 

enriched (Bonferroni corrected P < 0.05) gene sets remained. 

 

2.15. Adhesion assay 

Cells were differentiated towards cortical projection neurons as previously described and 

dissociated to single cells at day 25 by 15-minute incubation with Accutase solution (Sigma).  

100,000 cells per well were plated onto a 96 well-plate pre-coated in various extracellular matrix 

(ECM) substrates (Collagen I, Collagen II, Collagen IV, Fibronectin, Laminin, Tenascin, 

Vitronectin) and a BSA coated negative control, a component of the ECM540 Cell Adhesion Array 

Kit (EMD Millipore) which was subsequently used to assess cell adhesion.  After a 2 hour 

incubation at 37OC and 3 washes in Assay Buffer (EMD Millipore) to remove non-adherent cells, 

all adherent cells within a well were stained using Cell Stain Solution (EMD Millipore).  Following 

repeated H2O washes to remove excess, cells were lysed to release bound stain using Extraction 

Buffer (EMD Millipore) and the absorbance at 560 nm of the Extraction Buffer, being relative to 

the total number of cells within the stained well, was quantified using a CLARIOstar microplate 

reader (BMG Labtech).  

 
2.16. Proliferation assay 

hESCs were either maintained in E8 medium or differentiated towards cortical projection neurons 

as required for the assay.  At the time point of interest single-cell suspensions were produced by 15-
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minute Accutase solution (Sigma) incubation and cells plated at a density of 300,000 cells per well 

into 5 wells of a 24-well.  Cells were maintained in appropriate media and allowed to proliferate 

from this point for either a 5 or 10 day period. The relative number of cells present within a well at 

a given time point was quantified colorimetrically at 1 or 2 day intervals using the Cell Stain 

Solution and Extraction Buffer components of the ECM540 Cell Adhesion Array Kit (EMD 

Millipore) described in section 2.7.  The absorbance at 560 nm of the Extraction Buffer, being 

relative to the total number of cells within the stained well at that time point, was quantified using 

a CLARIOstar microplate reader (BMG Labtech).  

 

2.17. Migration assay 

Cells were cultured and differentiated to cortical projection neurons as previously described. 

Neuronal migration was measured during a 70-hour period from day 40 by transferring cell culture 

plates to the IncuCyte Live Cell Analysis System (Sartorius). Cells were maintained at 37°C and 

5% CO2 with 20X magnification phase contrast images taken of whole wells in every 2 hours for 

the analysis period. The StackReg plugin (Thévenaz, 2011) for ImageJ was used to fully align the 

resulting stacks of time lapse-images after which the cartesian coordinates of individual neuronal 

soma were recorded over the course of the experiment, enabling the distance and speed of neuronal 

migration to be calculated. 

 
2.18. Electrophysiology 

WT and DLG2 KO cells were cultured to day 20 of cortical differentiation as described in section 

2.2 Cortical differentiation.  At day 20 cells were prepared for electrophysiology by Dr Eunju Jenny 

Shin (Neuroscience and Mental Health Research Institute, Cardiff University). Electrophysiology 

experiments were conducted by Dr Daniel Whitcombe and Mr Tom Steward (Bristol Medical 

School, University of Bristol) and Dr Ying Zhu (Neuroscience and Mental Health Research 

Institute, Cardiff University) as described in (Sanders et al., 2020).  

 
2.19. MAGMA gene set enrichment 

Gene set enrichment was performed as described in Chapter 6, The DLG2-/- phenotype and 

neuropsychiatric disease.  Briefly, common variant gene-set enrichment analysis was performed on 

sets of genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells at 4 experimental time points (days 15, 20, 30 

and 60) using a one-sided competitive gene-set enrichment test implemented in  Multi-marker 

Analysis of GenoMic Annotation (MAGMA) version 1.07 (de Leeuw et al., 2015).   Conditioning 

was on either all genes expressed in KO1, KO2 and WT cells at a given experimental time point, or 

alternatively across all timepoints, using the condition-residualize function of MAGMA. To 
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determine whether common variant enrichment differed between two gene sets their regression 

coefficients (b) and standard error (SE) were compared as described in (Altman and Bland, 2003) 

by calculating z and comparing to a standard normal distribution, where z =d/SE(d), d = β1 – β2 and 

SE(d) = √[SE(β1)2 + SE(β2)2].    

To test whether specific GO terms enriched in day 30 down-regulated genes captured more or less 

of the schizophrenia association than expected, a two-sided enrichment test was performed on GO 

term target genes within the gene set, conditioning on both all expressed genes across time points 

and all day 30 down-regulated genes.  Gene-level association statistics for schizophrenia (Pardiñas 

et al., 2018) and Alzheimer’s disease (Lambert et al., 2013) were calculated using the MAGMA 

multi model, with a fixed 20,000 permutations for each gene. 

 

2.20. Statistical analysis and data presentation 

Unless specifically stated in each methodology section, GraphPad Prism (version 8.3.0) was used 

to test the statistical significance of the data and to produce the graphs. Stars above bars in each 

graph represents Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; 

****P<0.0001 vs. WT control or the first experimental time point as indicated in figure legends.  

All data presented as mean ± SEM. For phenotypic assays including ICC, western blotting, adhesion 

and proliferation n indicates the number of replicates used, where applicable this is from at least 

two independent differentiations unless otherwise stated in figure legends. For ICC quantification 

individual replicates are a mean value for a cell culture well taken from randomly chosen 

microscope fields, 6 for validation of hESC lines (Figure 4.5) and a minimum of 25 for 

characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype (Figure 4.6 + 4.8).  All western blots are presented with 

expression normalised to GAPDH, those in Figure 4.9 are further normalised to mean WT 

expression at the earliest time point investigated (usually day 30).   
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2.21. Key resources 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Antibodies 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-DLG2 (used at 1:1000) Alamone Cat# APZ-002 
Rat monoclonal anti-CTIP2 (used at 1:500 ICC) Abcam Cat#ab18465 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-CTIP2 (used at 1:1000 WB) Abcam Cat#ab70453 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-FOXG1 (used at 1:250) Abcam Cat#ab18259 
Mouse monoclonal anti-FLAG (used at 1:1000) Sigma Cast#F1804 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-GAPDH (used at 1:5000) Abcam Cat#ab9485 
Mouse monoclonal anti-KI67 (used at 1:150 ICC, 
1:1000 WB) 

BD Pharmingen Cat#550609 

Mouse monoclonal anti-MAP2 (used at 1:250 ICC) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M1406 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-MAP2 (used at 1:1000 WB) Merck Millipore Cat#AB5622 
Rabbit monoclonal anti-NANOG (used at 1:400) Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4903 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-NEUN (used at 1:500) Merck Millipore Cat#ABN78 
Rabbit monoclonal anti-OCT4 (used at 1:400) Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2840 
Rabbit monoclonal anti-PAX6 (used at 1:500) Abcam Cat#ab195045 
Rat monoclonal anti-PH3 (used at 1:1000) BioLegend Cat#641002 
Mouse monoclonal anti-SATB2 (used at 1:25 ICC, 
1:100 WB) 

Abcam Cat#51502 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-SOX2 (used at 1:400 ICC) Cell Signaling Technology Cat#3579 
Goat polyclonal anti-SOX2 (used at 1:200 WB) Santa Cruz Cat#sc-17320 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-TBR1 (used at 1:500 ICC, 
1:1000 WB) 

Abcam Cat#ab31940 

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) secondary antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 488 (used at 1:500) 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21206 

Donkey anti-Rat IgG (H+L) secondary antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 488 (used at 1:500) 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21208 

Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) secondary antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 594 (used at 1:500) 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21203 

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) secondary antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 594 (used at 1:500) 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21207 

IRDye 680RD goat anti-Rabbit (used at 1:15000) Li-Cor Cat#926-68071 
IRDye 800CW goat anti-Mouse (used at 1:15000) Li-Cor Cat#926-32210 
IRDye 800CW donkey anti-Goat (used at 1:15000) Li-Cor Cat#925-68074 
Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 
NMDA receptor subunit 2 peptide, SIESDV Pepceuticals Custom 
E8 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A1517001 
DMEM/F-12 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#21331020 
Neurobasal Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#21103049 
N2 supplement Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#17502001 
B27 supplement Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#17504001 
B27 supplement minus vitamin A Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#12587001 
Pen Strep Glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#10378016 
2-Mercaptoethanol Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#31350010 
Human ES-certified Matrigel Corning Cat#354277 
Growth Factor-reduced Matrigel Corning Cat#354230 
LDN193189 Cambridge Biosciences Cat#SM23-5 
SB431542 Stratech Scientific Cat#S1067 
Accutase Sigma-Aldrich Cat#A6964 
Versene Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#15040033 
Y27632 Dihydrochloride Stratech Scientific Cat#S1049-SEL 
Human plasma fibronectin Merck Millipore Cat#FC010 
Poly-D-Lysine Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P7280 
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Laminin Sigma-Aldrich Cat#L2020 
Opti-MEM reduced serum media Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#31985070 
Syn-PER Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#87793 
MS-SAFE Protease and Phosphatase inhibitor Sigma-Aldrich Cat#MSSAFE 
DC Protein assay BioRad Cas#5000111 
Bolt LDS sample buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#B0008 
Bolt sample reducing agent Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#B0009 
Bolt 4-12% Bis-Tris Plus gels Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#NW04125BOX 
Bolt MES SDS running buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#B000202 
Bolt Transfer buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#BT00061 
Pierce Bovine Serum Albumin standards Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#23208 
Ponceau S  Sigma-Aldrich Cat#141194 
Affi-Gel 10 resin Bio-Rad Cat#1536099 
Lipofectamine 3000 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#L3000001 
Foetal bovine serum BioSera Cat#FB-1285 
Donkey serum BioSera Cat#AS-228 
GMEM BHK-21 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11710035 
MEM Non-essential amino acids Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11140035 
Sodium pyruvate Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11360070 
TrypLE Express Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#12605028 
Ampicillin VWR Cat#0339-EU-25G 
Lipofectamine 2000 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11668030 
Lipofectamine 3000 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#L3000015 
Lipofectamine stem transfection reagent Thermo Fisher 

Scientific 
Cat#STEM00008 

Blasticidin Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Cat#R21001 

Puromycin Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Cat#A1113803 

Alt-R® S.p. Cas9 D10A Nickase IDT Cat#1091062 
MyTaq DNA polymerase Bioline Cat#BIO-21105 
PrimeStar Max DNA Polymerase Takara Cat#R045A 
SYBR Safe DNA Gel Stain Thermo Fisher 

Scientific 
Cat#S33102 

Paraformaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich Cat#6148 
DAPI nucleic acid stain Thermo Fisher 

Scientific 
Cat#62248 

TRIzol reagent Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Cat#15596026 

HEPES pH7 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#H0887 
Sodium deoxycholate  Sigma-Aldrich Cat#30970 
Kits 
ECM540 Cell Adhesion array kit Millipore Cat#ECM540 
DC protein assay Bio-Rad Cat#5000116 
ISOLATE II Genomic DNA kit Bioline Cat#BIO52066 
PureLink RNA Mini kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#12183020 
RNA 6000 Nano Kit Agilent Cat#5067-1511 
Infinium PsychArray v1.1 BeadChip Illumina Cat#20024692 
KAPA mRNA HyperPrep kit for Illumina platforms KAPA Biosystems Cat#KK8580 
KAPA single-indexed adapter set A+B KAPA Biosystems Cat#KK8700 
Qubit 1X dsDNA HS Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#Q33230 
High Sensitivity DNA kit Agilent Cat#5067-4626 
P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit L Lonza Cat#V4XP-3024 
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MycoAlert PLUS Mycoplasma Detection Kit Lonza Cat#LT07-518 
Guide-It Long ssDNA Production System Takara Cat#632666 
Nucleospin Gel and PCR clean-up kit Fisher Scientific Cat#12303368 
Zero Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning Kit for 
Sequencing 

Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Cat#K2875J10 

PureYield Plasmid Miniprep System Promega Cat#A1223 
Deposited Data 
GRCh38.p12 human reference genome FASTA 
file and annotation (Gencode release 29) GTF 
file 

Ensembl (Zerbino et al., 
2018) 

http://www.ensembl.
org/info/data/ftp/inde
x.html 

GO terms (Ashburner et al., 2000; 
Carbon et al., 2019) 

http://geneontology.o
rg 

MP terms  (Smith and Eppig, 
2009) 

http://www.informatic
s.jax.org/ 

MAGMA auxiliary files (Gene locations build 38 & 
European SNP locations) 

(de Leeuw et al., 2015) https://ctg.cncr.nl/sof
tware/magma 

Schizophrenia GWAS data (PGC2 + CLOZUK) (Pardiñas et al., 2018) https://walters.psycm
.cf.ac.uk 

Alzheimer’s disease GWAS data (IGAP) (Lambert et al., 2013) http://web.pasteur-
lille.fr/en/recherche/u
744/igap/igap_downl
oad.php 

Human Brain Transcriptome (Kang et al., 2011) https://hbatlas.org 
Cortecon (van de Leemput et al., 

2014) 
http://cortecon.neura
lsci.org 

Experimental Models: Cell Lines 
H7 human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) Wi Cell WA07 (H7) 
H9 human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) Wi Cell WA09 (H9) 
HEK 293 In house N/A 
5-alpha competent E. coli NEB Cat#C2987H 
JSD4 DLG2+/+ hESCs (WT) In house N/A 
JSD2 DLG2-/- hESCs (KO1) In house N/A 
JSD21 DLG2-/- hESCs (KO2) In house N/A 
Oligonucleotides 
SygRNA crRNA (details in Chapter 3) Sigma-Aldrich Custom 
SygRNA tracrRNA (details in Chapter 3) Sigma-Aldrich TRACRRNA05N 
Alt-R® CRISPR-Cas9 crRNA (details in Chapter 3) IDT Custom 
Alt-R® CRISPR-Cas9 tracrRNA (details in Chapter 3) IDT 1072532 
PCR primers (details in main text and supplementary 
information) 

Sigma-Aldrich VC00021 (custom) 

Recombinant DNA 
pmaxGFP plasmid Lonza Component of Cat# 

V4XP-4024 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 1 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC227175 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 2 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC223915 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 3 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC227260 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 4 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC226876 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 5 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC233167 
DLG2 (Myc-DDK tagged) transcript variant 6 Cambridge Bioscience Cat#RC239685 
Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 Assembly System Kit AddGene (Sakuma et al., 

2014) 
Kit#1000000055 

Synthesized HDR vectors (details in Chapter 3) GeneWiz Gene Synthesis 
(custom) 

Software and Algorithms 
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R N/A https://www.r-
project.org/  
RRID:SCR_001905 

Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) http://www.usadellab
.org/cms/?page=trim
momatic 

FastQC (Andrews, 2010) https://www.bioinfor
matics.babraham.ac.
uk/projects/fastqc/  
RRID:SCR_014583 

STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) https://github.com/al
exdobin/STAR/ 
RRID:SCR_015899 

Samtools (Li et al., 2009) http://www.htslib.org/ 
RRID:SCR_002105 

Picard (Broad Institue, 2019) https://broadinstitute.
github.io/picard/ 

BamTools (Barnett et al., 2011) https://github.com/pe
zmaster31/bamtools 

featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014) https://bioinformatics
home.com/tools/rna-
seq/descriptions/Fea
tureCounts.html 

DESeq2  (Love et al., 2014) https://bioconductor.
org/packages/releas
e/bioc/html/DESeq2.
html 
RRID:SCR_015687 

MAGMA (de Leeuw et al., 2015) https://ctg.cncr.nl/sof
tware/magma 

gRNA design web-based tool Zhang Lab Crispr.mit.edu 
HCS Studio Cell Analysis Software  Thermo Fisher Scientific N/A 
GraphPad Prism  GraphPad N/A 
Genome Studio  Illumina https://emea.support

.illumina.com/array/a
rray_software/geno
mestudio/downloads
.html 

PennCNV (Wang et al., 2007) http://penncnv.openb
ioinformatics.org/en/l
atest/user-
guide/download/ 

ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) https://imagej.nih.go
v/ij/ 

StackReg plugin (Thévenaz, 2011) http://bigwww.epfl.ch
/thevenaz/stackreg/ 

Neurolucida  MBF Bioscience N/A 
NCBI Primer-BLAST NCBI https://www.ncbi.nlm

.nih.gov/tools/primer-
blast/ 
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3. The spatial and temporal pattern of DLG2 expression 

3.1. Introduction 

Mutations in the DLG2 gene have been linked to neuropsychiatric diseases including schizophrenia 

(Kirov et al., 2012a; Marshall et al., 2017; Reggiani et al., 2017; Ruzzo et al., 2019) although 

research into DLG2s role in the underlying neurobiology of disease has been limited,  focusing on 

synaptic transmission and neural network physiology during relatively late stages of 

neurodevelopment (MacLaren et al., 2011). Given the long understood neurodevelopmental 

component of schizophrenia aetiology (Murray and Lewis, 1987; Weinberger, 1987; Harrison, 

1997, 1999), the evidence that disruption to neurodevelopmental processes in disease occur 

relatively early during pregnancy (Murray and Lewis, 1987; Weinberger, 1987; Harrison, 1997, 

1999) and the established role DLG2s invertebrate orthologue in key developmental signalling 

pathways  (Humbert et al., 2008; Massimi et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2018) it was hypothesised 

that DLG2 may have a currently unreported role in the regulation of early neurodevelopment, in 

addition to its established function within the postsynaptic density of mature neurons. 

Research into the broad pattern of DLG2 protein expression during the course of neurodevelopment, 

as opposed to a narrow focus on the synapse of mature neurons, would be a logical first step in 

investigating a potential novel neurodevelopmental role for the gene.  This includes the temporal 

pattern of expression for DLG2 during neurodevelopment, to determine if it is restricted solely to 

later time points containing more mature cell types. Clearly DLG2 expression at early time points 

of neurodevelopment and prior to synaptogenesis would be indicative of an additional role beyond 

synaptic transmission.  The spatial pattern of DLG2 expression would also provide key insights, 

that is both the cell types it is expressed as well as subcellular localisation.  This could confirm 

whether DLG2 is expressed solely in more mature synapse containing neurons or if it is also 

expressed in NPCs and new-born immature neurons.  Additionally, the subcellular localisation 

could provide evidence of function, in mature neurons DLG2 is known to be localised beneath the 

postsynaptic membrane within the PSD, if DLG2 is expressed in other cell types and in a similar 

location it would be indicative of a similar scaffolding role in signal transduction complexes. 

However, if DLG2 was found to be expressed in the nucleus during early neurodevelopment this 

may indicate an alternative role potentially as a transcription factor, as is the case for proteins with 

a similar domain structure to DLG2 such as CASK (Hsueh et al., 2000; Huang and Hsueh, 2017). 

At the mRNA level there is some published work relating to DLG2 expression during early human 

neurodevelopment in the form of transcriptome data available in several publicly accessible 

databases. One such database is the Human Brain Transcriptome (Kang et al., 2011) 

(https://hbatlas.org) which provides genome-wide exon-level transcriptome data for the developing 

and adult human brain.  Samples being taken from 16 regions of post-mortem human brains, as well 
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as more specifically 11 regions of the neocortex, across a wide range of developmental periods.  

The data for DLG2 both across brain regions (Figure 3.1 A) and within the neocortex (Figure 3.1 

B) show expression throughout the developing and adult brain at all periods investigated. Due to 

the limitations of the technique, expression during the earliest developmental period (period 1), 

representing less than 8 weeks post conception (WPC), is of marginal significance; however, there 

is clearly significant DLG2 expression in all sampled brain regions during the subsequent 8-10 WPC 

period (period 2). 8-10 WPC lies within the neurogenesis period of human development and is prior 

to the initiation of synaptogenesis, which begins around 20 WPC (Semple et al., 2013) (Figure 3.1 

C), indicative of a role for DLG2 beyond synaptic transmission. 

A second such database is Cortecon (van de Leemput et al., 2014) (http://cortecon.neuralsci.org), a 

temporal transcriptome analysis of in vitro human cortical neurogenesis, using RNAseq performed 

at various time points as WA-09 hESCs are differentiated to cortical projection neurons via a dual 

SMAD inhibition protocol, adapted from that developed by Chambers et al. (Chambers et al., 2009).  

In agreement with the previous in vivo data Cortecon shows significant DLG2 expression during 

early neurodevelopment and at all time points of in vitro cortical differentiation investigated, 

including hESCs at day 0 (Figure 3.1 D).  It should be noted that using this hESC line and 

differentiation protocol deep layer neurons (cortical layer VI) start to be generated from day 26 of 

differentiation (Figure 3.1E), indicating that DLG2 is expressed prior to neurogenesis. Indeed, the 

level of DLG2 at the latest timepoint in culture containing the most mature neurons is only 2-3 times 

that found during earlier periods of neural differentiation (around day 7) and cortical specification 

(around day 12). This is again indicative of role for DLG2 beyond that of signal transmission in 

mature neuronal synapses and suggests a potential role in early cortical neurogenesis. 

Unlike the transcriptome data there are no available databases or published literature with 

comparable data on DLG2 protein expression during early human neurodevelopment, requiring 

experimental investigation. The standard techniques to determine the expression pattern of a protein 

of interest are western blotting and ICC, both of which require specific antibodies to the target 

protein. However, preliminary experiments determined these were not available for DLG2, various 

commercially available as well as custom made antibodies all showed a degree of non-specific 

binding indicated by additional bands or smears of protein on western blots.  In order to positively 

confirm the identity of DLG2 bands in western blots, DLG2 protein isoforms fused to a FLAG tag 

(Einhauer and Jungbauer, 2001), commercially available as cDNA clones, were exogenously 

produced in HEK cells and run alongside endogenous protein samples as a positive control.  Such 

a technique can obviously not be used in conjunction with ICC to investigate the spatial pattern of 

DLG2 expression, as such the decision was taken to use genome editing to knock-in a FLAG-tag to 

the DLG2 gene to enable endogenous expression to be accurately determined.  Various strategies 
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are available for targeted genome editing including zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription 

activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) (Wood et al., 2011); however, the CIRSPR/Cas9 system 

was selected due to its ease of customisation and higher targeting efficiency (Ran et al., 2013a).    

 The aim of the research presented in this chapter was to determine the spatiotemporal pattern of 

DLG2 expression during neurodevelopment.  To this end the level of DLG2 protein expression 

during the course of cortical differentiation was also determined experimentally using western 

blotting with appropriate positive controls, although due to issues with anti-DLG2 antibody 

specificity ICC could not be used to determine the spatial pattern of DLG2 expression.  In order to 

allow spatial identification of endogenous DLG2, efforts were made to knock-in a FLAG-tag to the 

stop codon region of the DLG2 gene, using CRISPR/Cas9 technology to target cutting of the 

genome at this location and a HDR template to insert the tag. 
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Figure 3.1 DLG2 mRNA expression during neurodevelopment 
(A+B) In vivo DLG2 mRNA expression for 6 regions of the human brain (A) and 11 neocortical areas (B) from 
post-mortem samples across 15 developmental periods. A solid vertical line following period 7 indicates birth and 
Log2 signal intensities above 5 indicate significant results. WPC = weeks post conception. Adapted from 
(https://hbatlas.org). (C) The human neurodevelopmental time course. From (Semple et al., 2013).  (D) In vitro 
DLG2 mRNA expression during cortical differentiation from hESCs. From (http://cortecon.neuralsci.org). (E) The 
developmental stages during cortical differentiation from hESCs, as determined by gene expression profiles. From 
(van de Leemput et al., 2014). 
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3.2. Experimental procedure - outline 

To investigate the temporal pattern of DLG2 expression, protein samples were extracted in triplicate 

from a WT cell line (H7) at six time points during differentiation from hESCs to cortical projection 

neurons (days 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60).  Western blotting was used to analyse these protein samples 

which were run alongside FLAG-tagged DLG2 isoforms as a positive control to identify DLG2 

bands.  FLAG-tagged isoforms being exogenously produced in HEK cells following transfection, 

via lipofection, with commercially available tagged cDNA clones for the DLG2 transcript variants.  

Various different CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing approaches were used in an attempt to knock-in a 

FLAG-tag to the vicinity of the DLG2 stop codon.  Initially a multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid-

based approach, containing multiple gRNAs and a Cas9 expression cassette, was attempted in H7 

hESC using 2 gRNAs to target a Cas9 nuclease mediated double strand break, along with a HDR 

vector (either circular or linear) for FLAG-tag insertion.  In a second approach, 2 synthesised 

gRNAs were used in conjunction with the Cas9 nuclease expressing iCas9 cell line, with a single 

stranded HDR template for FLAG-tag insertion. Finally, 4 synthesised gRNAs (2 pairs) were used 

with a Cas9 nickase to create a pair of single stranded breaks again with a single stranded HDR 

template for FLAG-tag insertion. Transfection of CRISPR/Cas9 editing components into hESCs 

was either via nucleofection or lipofection with various different concentrations and ratios of 

gRNA/Cas9/HDR template tested.  Correct assembly of vectors for CRISPR/Cas9 editing as well 

as confirmation of results was by PCR followed by agarose gel electrophoresis or sanger 

sequencing. Detailed protocols can be found in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1 Cell maintenance, 2.2 

Cortical differentiation, 2.3 Western blotting, 2.4 Preparation of DLG2-FLAG isoforms, 2.5 

CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing to generate tagged DLG2, 2.6 PCR & agarose gel electrophoresis, 

2.7 TOPO cloning, 2.8 Sanger sequencing. Further details of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing follow 

within this chapter. 

 

3.3. Western blotting to determine DLG2 expression during cortical differentiation 

Although data on DLG2 mRNA expression during development provides useful insights, it is 

important to validate this at the protein level, as mRNA and protein expression often do not show 

good correlation (Liu et al., 2016).  Due to a lack of published data relating to DLG2 protein 

expression during early development, this was investigated experimentally in vitro during the 

course of cortical differentiation.  H7 hESCs were differentiated to cortical projection neurons using 

an adaptation of the Chambers et al. dual SMAD inhibition protocol (Chambers et al., 2009), 

although with modifications both from the original protocol and that used by to generate the 

Cortecon dataset (Figure 3.1) previously described (see section 2.2 Cortical differentiation). Protein 

was extracted at various time points of differentiation and western blotting used to analyse the 
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temporal pattern of DLG2 expression during cortical neurogenesis (Figure 3.2). Due to preliminary 

data that suggested available anti-DLG2 antibodies, both commercial and custom made, showed a 

degree of non-specific binding, DLG2 isoforms tagged with a FLAG epitope were also run in 

western blots as a positive control. Staining of these controls using an anti-FLAG antibody allowed 

clear identification of bands corresponding to all isoforms with the exception of isoform 4 which 

was absent in all replicates, potentially due to an error with the corresponding cDNA clone or 

experimental error in the protein production and extraction protocol. Additional staining of these 

positive controls and a comparison to the anti-FLAG blots showed that the anti-DLG2 antibody 

used in these experiments was able to detect isoforms 1, 2, 5 and 6 but not isoform 3, although in 

all cases there was a degree of non-specific binding as indicated by additional bands or smears on 

the anti-DLG2 blots that are absent from the anti-FLAG.  By running these positive controls 

alongside protein samples extracted from 6 time points of WT cortical differentiation it was 

therefore possible to identify DLG2 expression in these endogenous samples despite the 

deficiencies with the antibody, by comparison the predominant DLG2 isoforms in these samples 

appearing be 1 and 2/5, which have a similar molecular weight (Figure 3.2A). 

 Unlike the published RNAseq data which shows DLG2 mRNA expression at all time points of 

cortical differentiation from hESCs (Figure 3.1D) the expression of DLG2 protein as determined 

experimentally by western blotting is less clear.  Faint DLG2 bands are visible at days 15, 20 and 

30 although due to issues with antibody quality and the resulting ‘noise’ on western blots it is not 

possible to determine if there is any genuine protein expression at these time points using this 

approach.  From day 40 of differentiation there is a trend upwards in expression and by days 50 and 

60 clear protein bands are visible which when quantified (Figure 3.2A) show significantly increased 

intensity compared to all earlier time points.  It would be expected for a PSD protein such as DLG2 

to have high levels of expression at the later timepoints of cortical differentiation, including days 

50 and 60.  At this stage of the differentiation, cultures were observed to have large proportions of 

cells with a clear neuronal morphology and the western blot results for the postmitotic neuron 

marker MAP2 support this (Figure 3.2 B). Prior to day 30 there is little detectable MAP2 expression 

and no neuronal morphology was observed in the cultures with the predominant cell type at days 

15 and 20 being NPCs, as confirmed by western results for the general NPC marker SOX2 (Figure 

3.2 C) and the dorsal telencephalic NPC marker PAX6 (Figure 3.2 D). However, it appears that 

western blotting using currently available anti-DLG2 antibodies is unable to confirm DLG2 protein 

expression at these early, pre-neuronal, time points of cortical differentiation. 
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Figure 3.2 Protein expression during WT cortical differentiation from hESCs 
(A) DLG2 western blot protein bands and graph of expression normalised to GAPDH.  Exogenously produced 
DLG2 isoforms were run as a positive control, detected by FLAG-tag expression. Bands corresponding to isoforms 
1 ,2 and 5 as identified from positive controls were quantified for all 6 experimental time points with combined 
results shown. Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA (F(5,12) = 12.05, p = 0.0002) (B) MAP2 western 
blot protein bands and graph of expression normalised to GAPDH.  Significance was determined by one-way 
ANOVA (F(5,12) = 10.65, p = 0.0004) (C) SOX2 western blot protein bands and graph of expression normalised 
to GAPDH. Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA (F(5,12) = 0.9693, p = 0.4741) (D) PAX6 western 
blot protein bands and graph of expression normalised to GAPDH.    Significance was determined by one-way 
ANOVA (F(5,12) = 15.70, p = 0.0041).  For all graphs stars above points indicate Bonferroni corrected post hoc 
tests comparing to day 15 expression, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001. 
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3.4. Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 to generate tagged DLG2  

Due to issues with anti-DLG2 antibody specificity efforts were made to knock-in a FLAG-tag to 

the DLG2 gene using CRISPR/Cas9 technology so the temporal and spatial pattern of endogenously 

produced DLG2 protein could be accurately determined.  The initial method selected for this was a 

plasmid based multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 approach (Sakuma et al., 2014). This involves the 

construction of an all-in-one vector with DNA sequences encoding multiple gRNAs, each gRNA 

containing a variable crRNA sequence for binding to target DNA and a common tracrRNA scaffold 

for Cas9 protein binding, along with a Cas9 nuclease expression cassette and required promoters 

(Figure 3.3).  The first step in using multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 to generate tagged DLG2 is to identify 

a suitable location on the gene to knock-in a FLAG-tag as well as the most appropriate gRNAs to 

target this location.  Although the relatively small size of a FLAG-tag (24 base pairs) means it is 

less likely to impair the function of the tagged protein than a larger insert, such as a fluorescent 

protein, the decision was made to target the insertion to the gene’s stop codon in exon 28 to avoid 

disruption to any protein coding domains.  gRNA sequences were then designed to target as close 

as possible to the DLG2 stop codon, dependent on the presence of a NGG PAM sequence 

immediately 3’ to the guide, using the Zhang Lab CRISPR Design Tool (https://zlab.bio/guide-

design-resources).  This identified multiple potential gRNAs in the vicinity of the DLG2 stop codon 

and assigned them a score from 0 to 100 based on the predicted efficiency of cutting at that location, 

with 100 indicating the best possible sequence.  Based on previous reports that the efficiency of 

knock-in for FLAG-tags at stop codons decreased as the distance of the CRISPR/Cas9 cut from the 

stop codon increased (Paquet et al., 2016) the decision was taken to use two gRNAs targeting as 

close as possible to the stop codon (-14 and +19 base pairs), even though these had slightly reduced 

scores (60 and 55 respectively) than more distant gRNAs (Figure 3.4 A). The selected gRNAs were 

named nuclease gRNA 1 & 2 and both sense and antisense DNA oligos were designed and ordered 

for each (Figure 3.4 B). These oligos included a 20 nucleotide crRNA targeting sequence with the 

addition of a G/C to allow for guanine as the first base in the transcript, as this increases efficiency 

when using a U6 promoter (Ran et al., 2013a) as in the multiplex CRISPR vector.  No tracrRNA 

sequence was added to these oligos as a gRNA scaffold sequence is already included in the 

multiplex CRISPR vector; however, overhangs were added to allow ligation into plasmid BbsI sites 

(Figures 3.3 & 3.5 A). 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic overview of the multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 system 
Between 2 and 7 annealed DNA oligonucleotides encoding crRNA sequences targeting desired Cas9 nuclease cut 
sites are inserted into BpiI-digested pX330A or pX330S vectors adjacent to a common tracrRNA scaffold (gRNA 
scaffold) (STEP 1). The constructed vectors containing single gRNA expression cassettes are then assembled into 
an all-in-one vector containing multiple gRNA cassettes along with a Cas9 nuclease cassette using Golden Gate 
assembly (STEP 2). Amp, ampicillin; Spec, spectinomycin; U6, human U6 promoter; CBh, chicken beta-actin 
short promoter. From (Sakuma et al., 2014) 
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The sense and antisense oligonucleotides for nuclease gRNA 1 & 2 were annealed prior to ligation 

into px330A-1 and px330S-2 respectively immediate 5’ of a tracrRNA scaffold (Figures 3.3 & 3.5 

A).  To confirm insertion of the annealed oligonucleotides into these plasmids a diagnostic digest 

was performed using EcoRI and BbsI, this would result in two fragments without insertion but only 

1 with, where the BbsI site is disrupted.  The results showed a single band for almost all the samples 

tested (Figure 3.5 C + D) confirming oligonucleotide insertion, with the exception of two samples 

for px330S-2 which showed multiple bands, although in a different pattern to the negative control, 

and as such these were discarded.  Px330A and px330S containing individual gRNAs were then 

used to assemble a multiplex CRISPR vector (Figure 3.3 – STEP 2) containing both gRNAs along 

with a Cas9 nuclease and other components required for CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing.  As the 

assembled multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector is only slightly larger than the separate plasmids that 

were used in its construction, with only the addition of a crRNA oligonucleotide, tracrRNA scaffold 

and U6 promoter, confirmation of correct assembly with gel electrophoresis would be difficult. 

Sanger sequencing was therefore performed on the plasmids using primers surrounding the gRNA 

site (CRISPR-step2-F & CRISPR-step2-R Figure 3.5 A) which showed insertion of both gRNA 

oligonucleotides in all cases (Figure 3.5 E) and confirming correct multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector 

assembly. 

 
 

Figure 3.4 gRNAs for multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing targeting the DLG2 stop codon 
(A) Location of the 2 gRNAs targets and corresponding Cas9 cut sites selected for multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 genome 
editing within exon 28 of DLG2. The translated DLG2 sequence for this region is also given using single-letter 
amino acid code.  (B) Sense and antisense DNA oligonucleotides corresponding to the designed gRNAs, with 
location of the target relative to the DLG2 stop codon indicated in base pairs along with the predicted editing 
efficiency (out of 100) indicated in brackets.  Added G/C bases to increases U6 promoter efficiency are highlighted 
in red and BbsI sites to allow ligation into vectors are highlighted in blue. 
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Figure 3.5 Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector assembly 
(A) Map of px330A, the vector for Nuclease gRNA1. (B) Map of px330S, the vector for Nuclease gRNA2.  (C) 
Diagnostic digests of px330A following gRNA1 ligation, with an unligated negative control. (D) Diagnostic digests 
of px330S following gRNA2 ligation, with an unligated negative control. (E) Alignments of Nuclease gRNA1 
(blue arrow) and Nuclease gRNA2 (red arrow) DNA sequences with 9 multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 clones following 
sanger sequencing, full alignment confirms correct vector assembly. 
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In order to test whether the designed gRNAs to cut in the vicinity of the DLG2 stop codon HEK 

cells were transfected with the multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector using lipofection. Multiple colonies 

survived transfection so genomic DNA was extracted and PCR performed using primers designed 

to flank the expected CRISPR/Cas9 cut sites (Figure 3.6 A). Gel electrophoresis using 4% agarose 

was then performed on these PCR fragments to look for indels, caused by double strand break repair 

following CRISPR/Cas9 cutting. This clearly showed additional bands in many samples tested 

(Figure 3.6 B), both larger and small than negative controls and indicative of insertions and 

deletions, suggesting the Cas9 driven by gRNAs are capable of cutting at this location.  

 

Once double strands breaks had been created in the vicinity of the DLG2 stop codon, using the 

multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector previously described, a FLAG-tag would be inserted using an HDR 

vector. This HDR vector was designed (Figure 3.7 A) to have two 700 base pair homology arms 

complementary to the DNA sequence flanking the DLG2 stop codon to enable the vector to bind to 

this region and act as template to repair the breaks caused by the multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector 

and in the process insert a FLAG-tag and other elements.  In addition to the homology arms the 

vector contained three FLAG-tags, allowing increased binding to anti-FLAG antibodies in later 

experiments, which were connected to 3’ region of the DLG2 gene (minus stop codon) using a 

glycine-serine (G-S) linker and were followed by a SV40 poly(A) signal for termination of 

transcription and mRNA stability (Proudfoot et al., 2002).  Also present in the HDR vector was a 

puromycin resistance gene to enable selection of cells that had taken up the vector along with an 

associated PGK promoter for the gene and a bGH poly(A) signal.  Finally, two loxP sites were 

added flanking the PGH promoter, puromycin resistance gene and bGH poly(A) signal so that these 

Figure 3.6 Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector testing in HEK 
(A) Location of primers designed to amplify the targeted Cas9 cut sites (B) PCR amplification of HEK genomic 
DNA using Cas9 cut site primers following transfection of multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vector, additional bands over 
control indicated presence of indels. 4% agarose was used to better resolve bands. 
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elements could be excised later if required. The HDR vector was synthesised commercially in the 

pUC57 plasmid (Figure 3.7 B) and both a restriction digest (Figure 3.7 C) and sequencing (Figure 

3.7 D) were performed to confirm correct assembly. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 HDR vector design and synthesis for multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing 
(A) Map of the HDR template for FLAG-tag insertion into DLG2. (B) Map of the HDR vector following HDR 
template insertion into pUC57-ATMA. (C) ScaI diagnostic digest confirming correct assembly of HDR vector., L 
= ladder, D = digested, -ve = undigested control. (D) Alignments (in red) of assembled HDR vector with designed 
template following sanger sequencing, confirming correct assembly. 
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With correct assembly of a multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 and HDR vector confirmed, H9 hESCs were 

transfected with both by nucleofection.  Although multiple cells survived the transfection process 

and grew into small colonies, none survived selection with 0.5 µg/ml puromycin, a concentration 

the puromycin resistance gene should have conferred resistance to if present (Paatero et al., 

2008).  Multiple variations of the experiment were attempted (Figure 3.8 A) in which the ratio of 

CRISPR/Cas9 vector to HDR vector were adjusted, puromycin concentration varied and linearised 

as opposed to circular HDR vector used (Figure 3.8 B); however, in all cases no colonies survived 

more than 5 days puromycin selection.  

 

3.5.  iCas9 cell line & synthesised gRNAs to generate tagged DLG2 

As a plasmid based multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 editing approach was not successful in generating 

FLAG-tagged DLG2, an alternative technique using directly synthesised gRNAs (rather than 

transcribed from plasmid DNA) along with Cas9 protein was devised. As previously shown the 

gRNAs designed to target the DLG2 stop codon did appear to cut in HEK cells (Figure 3.8), as 

HEK cells are relatively easy to transfect and edit compared to hPSCs (Xu et al., 2018) this raised 

the possibility that hESCs may be similarly edited using a more efficient technique. The technique 

of choice used the iCas9 cell line (González et al., 2014) which contains a doxycycline inducible 

Cas9 nuclease expression cassette, enabling the protein to be expressed transiently during the course 

of an experiment where it can form RNP complexes with transfected gRNAs (Figure 3.9 A).  The 

transfected gRNAs were produced using the SygRNA system from SigmaAldrich, in this approach 

rather than having gRNAs as a single large oligonucleotide they are separately synthesised as 

crRNA and tracrRNA (Figure 3.9 B).  The crRNA contains a 20 base pair sequence, complementary 

to the region on the genome being targeted for Cas9 cutting, along with an added adapter sequence 

Figure 3.8 Tested conditions for multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing 
(A) Summary of conditions tested for multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 and HDR vector mediated knock-in experiments 
(B) Digests with XmnI and AhdI to produce a linear HDR vector. L = ladder, -ve = undigested control, D = digested. 
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to enable annealing to a common tracrRNA sequence to form a complete gRNA. gRNA 1 + 2 that 

were designed for use in multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 technique previously described (Figure 3.4) were 

modified for this approach.  In addition to being directly synthesised as RNA rather than as DNA 

oligonucleotides, the synthesised crRNAs did not have an additional G/C or overhangs for BbsI 

ligation, while they did have an added adapter sequence for annealing to tracrRNA (Figure 3.10 A).  

As the iCas9 cell lines contains a puromycin resistance gene (Figure 3.10 B) the existing HDR 

vector which also contained a puromycin resistance gene (Figure 3.6) could not be used as selection 

for cells that had been edited successfully.  As such second HDR vector was designed containing 

all the elements of the first except for a blasticidin, rather than puromycin, resistance gene (Figure 

3.10 C).  Again, once designed, the HDR vector was synthesised commercially in the pUC57 

plasmid (Figure 3.10 D) and both a restriction digest (Figure 3.10 E) and sequencing (Figure 3.6 F) 

performed to confirm correct assembly. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Schematic overview of the iCa9 cell line and SygRNA 
(A) Overview of the iCas9 cell line, containing a doxycycline inducible Cas9 nuclease cassette. From (González 
et al., 2014)   (B) Overview of the SygRNA system in which gRNAs are constructed of crRNA elements specific 
to genomic targets with an added common adaptor sequence. crRNAs are annealed to a standard tracrRNA scaffold 
sequence to produce a complete gRNA prior to transfection. From (https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/technical-
documents/articles/biology/cas9-ribonucleoprotein-complexes.html).  
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Figure 3.10 gRNA and HDR vector design for iCas9 and SygRNA genome editing 
(A) Designed crRNA targeting exon 28 of DLG2 with added adaptor sequences for tracRNA binding shown in 
red. (B) Template used to generate iCAS9 cell line, containing a puromycin resistance gene. From (González et 
al., 2014) (C) Map of the new HDR template for FLAG-tag insertion into DLG2, containing a blasticidin 
resistance gene. (D) Map of the BSD HDR vector following HDR template insertion into pUC57-ATMA. (E) 
PvuII diagnostic digest confirming correct assembly of BSD HDR vector. L = ladder, D = digested, -ve = 
undigested control. (F) Alignments (in red) of assembled BSD HDR vector with designed template following 
sanger sequencing, confirm correct assembly. 
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Rather than directly using the synthesised HDR vector, either circular or linear, as a template to 

insert the FLAG-tags and other elements at a CRISPR/Cas9 mediated double stranded breaks, a 

single stranded HDR (ssHDR) template was produced. ssHDR templates have several advantages 

over traditional double stranded templates, notably improving editing efficiency and less cell 

toxicity following transfection (Hornung and Latz, 2010; Miura et al., 2015; Yoshimi et al., 2016; 

Roth et al., 2018).  These templates can be generated by performing PCR to amplify the insert 

region, including homology arms from an HDR vector before digesting one of the strands from the 

PCR product to produce a ssHDR template (Figure 3.11 A).  Primers were designed to amplify the 

desired template region from the HDR vector (Figure 3.11 B) both in full and with a slightly reduced 

length, in case a slight variation in primer position could increase in the efficiency of either the PCR 

or subsequent digestion reaction to produce a ssHDR template. Additionally, primers were 

synthesised in both standard and in 5’ phosphorylated forms (Figure 3.11 C) as in order to mark a 

strand of PCR product for digestion by strandase enzymes it must be 5’ phosphorylated. These 

primers were used in various combinations to produce double stranded DNA templates (with one 

strand 5’ phosphorylated) but all in all cases ssHDR templates were produced successfully 

following strandase digestion with roughly similar efficiency (Figure 3.11 D). 

Following synthesis of two gRNAs (consisting of crRNA annealed to tracrRNA) and a ssHDR 

template to insert FLAG-tags to the gene, iCas9 cells were treated with doxycycline to induce Cas9 

nuclease production prior to transfection with both components by lipofection. After successfully 

using lipofection to transfect multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 vectors, as previously reported (Figure 3.8 

B), this approach was also selected for these experiments in which various combinations of 

synthesised gRNAs and sense/antisense ssHDR templates were tested (Figure 3.12 A).  Multiple 

colonies survived lipofection and several of these were continuing to grow following selection with 

0.5 µg/ml blasticidin for 5 days, unlike negative controls which died within 2-3 days.  However, 

despite these transfected cells displaying blasticidin resistance, following PCR using primers 

flanking the Cas9 cut sites (Figure 3.8 A) all were found to be WT at this location (Figure 3.12 B), 

indicating the ssHDR templates had not been successfully inserted to DLG2 locus, but integrated 

into other genomic locus.  
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Figure 3.11 Single strand HDR template synthesis 
(A) Schematic overview of ssHDR synthesis from a dsHDR vector. From 
(https://www.takarabio.com/products/gene-function/gene-editing/crispr-cas9/long-ssdna-for-knockins). (B) 
Location of primers for ssHDR template generation, within the BSD HDR vector. (C) Standard and 5’ 
phosphorylated primers for ssHDR template generation (D) Gel confirming successful synthesis of ssHDR 
template in 6 separate reactions. L = Ladder DS = double stranded HDR template, SS = single stranded HDR 
template.  ssDNA runs roughly twice as fast as comparable ds DNA and binds DNA dyes poorly, appearing faint 
upon UV visualisation. 
 

BSD HDR Vector  - Complete (2911bp) 

1) F – GTGGACTTATGGTATTCTCAATATG 

2) 5’P-R- CTCATCTTTAGTGCCTTCTTTCAG 

 

3) 5’P-F – GTGGACTTATGGTATTCTCAATATG 

4) R- CTCATCTTTAGTGCCTTCTTTCAG 

 

BSD HDR Vector  - Partial (2864bp) 

1) F – CTCAAGTTACCAGAGATTTGGGGA 

2) 5’P-R- CTCATCTTTAGTGCCTTCTTTCAGT 

 

3) 5’P-F – CTCAAGTTACCAGAGATTTGGGGA 

4) R- CTCATCTTTAGTGCCTTCTTTCAGT 
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3.6. Cas9 nickase & synthesised gRNAs to generate tagged DLG2 

In conjunction with Sophia Wilson, an undergraduate student in the lab, a further modification was 

made to the genome editing method in an attempt to knock-in a FLAG-tag to DLG2, as well as 

reduce the possibility of cutting at unintended sites in the genome. These off-target effects were 

potentially indicated by colonies surviving antibiotic selection but appearing as WT at DLG2 stop 

codon (Figure 3.12 B).  To this end the Cas9 nuclease previously used to cause double stranded 

breaks was replaced with a Cas9 nickase, as this causes single stranded breaks any off-target effects 

are more likely to be repaired without indels; additionally over hangs created by nickases have been 

shown to have an increased efficiency for HDR mediated knock-ins compared to the blunt ends 

generated by nucleases (Ran et al., 2013b). Using this nickase approach therefore required two 

separate gRNAs are to produce a cut, both creating nicks either 5’ or 3’ of the desired cut site (Figure 

3.13 A). The IDT Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system was selected for this purpose, this involved annealing 

synthesised gRNAs with a Cas9 nickase protein to form an RNP complex, prior to transfection into 

cells (Figure 3.13 B).  This system has several advantages, RNP transfection has improved editing 

Figure 3.12 Tested conditions and experimental results for iCas9 and SygRNA genome editing  
(A) Summary of conditions tested for iCas9, SygRNA and ssHDR template mediated knock-in experiments (B) 
PCR amplification of the Cas9 cut site region showed colonies that survived blasticidin selection were WT at this 
location (WT at DLG2 locus = 152bp, Edited at DLG2 locus = 1846 bp)  
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efficiency compared to plasmid-based methods (Kim et al., 2014) (Figure 3.13 C), IDT provides 

length optimised crRNA that both increase editing efficiency and are chemically modified to 

increase nuclease resistance and reduce the innate immune response from cells following 

transfection (Yin et al., 2017; Schubert et al., 2018).  The gRNAs are also separated into two 

components, crRNA and tracrRNA (Figure 3.13 D), in a similar manner to the Sigma SygRNA 

system with the added advantage that the tracrRNA contains a fluorescent tag which can be used to 

verify successful transfection of RNP complexes. New gRNAs were designed for use with the Cas9 

nickase utilising evidence showing that, compared to nucleases, nickase cuts can be targeted further 

from the desired editing site without a substantial loss of efficiency (Satomura et al., 2017), making 

more distant gRNAs with higher on-target score feasible.  Additionally, although previous guides 

were designed with a PAM-in configuration, that is PAM sites facing towards the editing site 

(Figure 3.14 A), there is some evidence to suggests that a PAM-out configuration results in a greater 

editing efficiency (Yan et al., 2017) (Figure 3.14 B) . As such four PAM-out gRNAs were designed 

(Figure 3.14 C) and synthesised (Figure 3.14 D), with added adapters and chemical modifications, 

two 5’ and two 3’ of the intended editing site at the DLG2 stop codon.  All four had similar on-

Figure 3.13 Genome editing using Cas9 nickase and the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system  
(A) Overview of Cas9 nickase action. From (https://www.addgene.org/crispr/nick/). (B) Overview of RNP 
complex formation using the IDT Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system. (C) RNP based CRISPR/Cas9 editing shows 
increased correction efficiency compared to plasmid-based approaches. (D) Overview of gRNA components in 
the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system.  (B-D) adapted from (https://www.idtdna.com/pages/products/crispr-genome-
editing/alt-r-crispr-cas9-system).  
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target scores or better than those used previously, indicating that cutting should occur at these 

locations, although off-target scores were low meaning cutting at unintended sites may occur.  Off-

target effects should be minimised through the use of a nickase, as previously described, and gRNA 

choice are limited by the location of the desired editing site. 

 

Nickase gRNA A = TTTGAGGGAATCCAGATGAAGUUUUAGAGCUAUGCU                  

Nickase gRNA B = AATTTATAACTTTTCCTTTGGUUUUAGAGCUAUGCU 

Nickase gRNA C = AATATATATAACATACTACTGUUUUAGAGCUAUGCU    

Nickase gRNA D = ATATATAACATACTACTTGGGUUUUAGAGCUAUGCU 

Nuclease gRNA 1 Nuclease gRNA 2Nickase gRNA A
Nickase gRNA B

Nickase gRNA C
Nickase gRNA D

A

B

C

D

Figure 3.14 gRNAs for genome editing using Cas9 nickase and the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system  
(A) Overview of PAM-in versus PAM-out gRNAs, PAM sites in orange, gRNAs in dark blue and nickase 
cleavage sites in red. PAM-out gRNAs have PAM sites distal to the cut site (B) PAM-out gRNAs show increased 
on-target editing efficiency  (C) Location of Nickase gRNAs in PAM-out orientation (on and off target scores 
provided in brackets after names), original PAM-in Nuclease gRNAs shown for comparison. Green triangles 
indicate nickase cut sites and red triangles nuclease cur sites. (D) Designed Alt-R crRNA targeting exon 28 of 
DLG2 with added adaptor sequences for tracRNA binding shown in red. (A+B) from 
(https://www.idtdna.com/pages/products/crispr-genome-editing/alt-r-crispr-cas9-system). 
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Following synthesis of four cRNA these were separately annealed to tracrRNA before complexing 

with Cas9-D10A nickase.  H9 hESCs were transfected with RNP complexes containing various 

combinations of gRNAs pairs (Figure 3.15 A) and ssHDR template unchanged from that described 

previously (section 3.5).  Nucleofection was once again chosen due to evidence that it triggers a 

reduced innate immune response in cells compared to lipofection (Wienert et al., 2018), leading to 

increased cell survival, and the availability of Alt-R Cas9 electroporation enhancer, a Cas9 specific 

single stranded DNA nucleotides that acts as a carrier to increase transfection, and hence editing, 

efficiency (Figure 3.15 B).   Multiple transfected cells survived nucleofection and in one condition 

colonies survived selection with 0.5 ug/ml blasticidin for 5 days, unlike all negative controls.  PCR 

was performed on genomic DNA extracted from these colonies using previously described primers 

flanking the Cas9 cut sites (Figure 3.6 A), while the majority were WT, DNA from two clones 

produced a larger band of a size consistent with template insertion (Figure 3.15 C), indicating the 

possibility that DLG2 had been successfully tagged. However, once the PCR was repeated using 

primer pairs bracketing the DLG2 stop codon but more distant, and outside of the homology arms 

of the ssHDR template (Figure 3.15 D), the two clones containing the insert were both found to be 

WT at the DLG2 stop codon (Figures 3.15 E + F).  This suggests that for at least two clones the 

entire HDR template inserted into the genome not at the DLG2 stop codon but at an unknown site. 

To confirm the initial PCR results (produced by Sophia Wilson) PCR was again performed on 

genomic DNA extracted from these colonies using primers flanking the Cas9 cut sites (Figure 3.8 

A), despite consistent conditions these PCR results showed all clones were WT DLG2 (Figure 3.17 

A) However, when an alternative high-fidelity DNA polymerase was used larger bands of the 

correct size for the insert were detected (Figure 3.17 B), although not consistently for the two 

potentially positive clones previously identified (clone 7 + 8) and surprising also in WT cell line 

controls and human placental DNA. In an attempt to identity these large bands the PCR was 

repeated once more using a high-fidelity DNA polymerase for clones 7 and 8 as well as WT cell 

line and placental DNA. Gel electrophoresis showed all PCR samples contained both a smaller WT 

DLG2 band and the larger unknown band (Figure 3.17 C), in varying amounts, so TOPO cloning 

was used to insert PCR fragments from all samples into plasmids which were sent for sanger 

sequencing.  The sequencing results (Figure 3.17 D) showed all clone 7 samples correspond to the 

insert, clone 8 samples are a mixture of insert and WT DLG2 while all WT and placental DNA 

samples were WT DLG2.  These results therefore confirmed the presence of the insert in two of the 

clones, as stated previously this does not appear to be at the DLG2 stop codon, although not central 

to this work the nature of a similar size band to the insert in WT samples remains unclear. 
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Figure 3.15 Tested conditions and experimental results for Cas9 nickase RNP genome editing  
(A) Summary of conditions tested for nickase RNP and ssHDR template mediated knock-in experiments (B) Use 
of electroporation enhancer increases editing efficiency in a range of cell types, from 
(https://www.idtdna.com/pages/products/crispr-genome-editing/alt-r-crispr-cas9-system). (C) PCR amplification 
using previously designed Cas9 cut site primers showed 2 colonies that survived blasticidin selection may contain 
the insert (clones 7 and  8) while other appeared WT  (WT at DLG2 locus = 152bp, Edited at DLG2 locus = 1846 
bp). L = ladder, 7 = clone 7, 8 = clone 8, +ve = positive control (dsHDR vector). (D) Primers designed outside of 
homology arms of ssHDR template to check for on/off-target insertion. (E) PCR of clone 7 using Insert primer 
pairs 1-8, all WT bands of approx. 2000bp (insert – 3500bp) (F) PCR of clone 8 using Insert primer pairs 1-8, all 
WT bands of approx. 2000bp (insert – 3500bp). 
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Figure 3.16 Confirming PCR fragment identify following Cas9 nickase RNP genome editing  
(A) Repeating PCR amplification using original Cas9 cut site primers and MyTaq polymerase no longer showed 
any bands corresponding to the insert, all appear WT (WT at DLG2 locus = 152bp, Edited at DLG2 locus = 1846 
bp). L = ladder, 7 = clone 7, 8 = clone 8, WT = WT cell line, P = human placental DNA, +ve = positive control 
(dsHDR vector). (B) Repeating PCR amplification using original Cas9 cut site primers and PrimeStar polymerase. 
Clone 7 showed insert band, as did other samples including WT and placental DNA (WT at DLG2 locus = 152bp, 
Edited at DLG2 locus = 1846 bp). Key as in (A). (C) Repeat of PrimeStar PCR for TOPO cloning all samples 
show both an inset and WT band (WT at DLG2 locus = 152bp, Edited at DLG2 locus = 1846 bp). (D) Alignments 
(in red) to HDR insert following sanger sequencing of TOPO cloned samples, the sequence in HOM arms also 
present in WT.  Clone 8 are all insert (confirming off target-insertion), clone 7 a mix of insert and WT while the 
WT cell line and placental DNA are confirmed as WT. 
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3.7. Discussion 

3.7.1 DLG2 expression during early neurodevelopment 

An analysis of published transcriptome data shows that although DLG2 mRNA is strongly 

expressed at later development time points, in agreement with its known role in synaptic signalling, 

it is also expressed at significant levels throughout the course of neurodevelopment. This includes 

in vivo transcriptome data showing DLG2 expression from 8-10 WPC throughout multiple brain 

regions, which corresponds to the neurogenesis period of neurodevelopment rather than the later 

synaptogenesis period which begins around 20 WPC.  In vitro transcriptome data agrees with the 

in vivo data, showing significant DLG2 expression during early neurodevelopment, specifically the 

NPC containing neural differentiation and cortical specification phases, as well as higher levels at 

later time points of differentiation, corresponding to the generation of more mature neurons.   

Western blotting was used in an attempt to confirm that in vitro DLG2 protein expression follows 

as similar pattern to that found in the transcriptome analysis.  In agreement with the published 

RNAseq data DLG2 expression was detected at later time points of cortical differentiation 

containing postmitotic neurons, potentially from day 40 although with significantly increased levels 

at days 50 and 60. Through comparison with tagged positive controls this DLG2 expression appears 

to be mainly isoforms 1 and either 2 or 5. Unlike the transcriptome data western blotting did not 

show clear DLG2 expression at earlier time points of differentiation.  Faint protein bands of the 

appropriate size for DLG2, as determined by positive controls, were visible at days 15, 20 and 30 

although due to issues with antibody quality and the resulting noise on the western blots these results 

cannot be considered conclusive.  Expression of DLG2 at these earlier time points, in NPCs and 

hence prior to synaptogenesis, would be suggestive of an unknown function for the protein beyond 

synaptic signal transduction although further experimentation is required to determine if this is the 

case.  In the absence of more specific anti-DLG2 antibody to increase the sensitivity of this approach 

a FLAG-tag knock-in to DLG2 remains one possible technique to enable the pattern of endogenous 

DLG2 expression to be accurately determined, either through western blotting or ICC, although 

such a knock-in has not been successful to date. Although western blotting only reliably detected 

DLG2 protein expression from day 50 of cortical differentiation mass spectrometry was performed 

to better determine DLG2 protein expression which confirmed expression at days 30 and 60, the 

only 2 time points studied studied using this technique (see Chapter 4 for full details).  
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3.7.2 FLAG-tag knock-in to DLG2 using CRISPR/Cas9 approaches was not successful 

The lack of high quality and specific antibodies impedes any study into the spatiotemporal pattern 

of endogenous DLG2 expression.  As described earlier this problem may be countered using 

exogenously produced FLAG-tagged DLG2 which can be run as a positive control in western 

blotting, enabling the pattern of DLG2 expression during differentiation from hESCs to cortical 

projection neurons to be determined.  Unfortunately, such exogenous controls cannot be used to 

investigate the spatial pattern of DLG2, hence efforts were made to tag endogenous DLG2 so that 

its subcellular localisation could be determined.  To this end CIRSPR/Cas9 technology was used to 

attempt to knock-in a FLAG-tag at the DLG2 stop codon in hESCs.  

 Various different CRISPR/Cas9 methods were attempted including a plasmid-based approach, a 

Cas9 expressing cell line transfected with synthesised gRNAs and direct transfection of RNPs, 

however no attempt was successful in knocking-in a FLAG-tag at the correct location.  In several 

instances colonies did survive antibiotic selection following transfection, indicating the presence of 

the FLAG-tag containing HDR template, although following PCR and gel electrophoresis the region 

around the DLG2 stop codon was shown to be WT.  This antibiotic resistance, which was not found 

in negative controls, but failure to insert the template at the targeted location suggests that either the 

whole HDR template or at least the antibiotic resistance cassette inserted at another location within 

the genome.  When PCR was performed using primers located within the homology arms of the 

HDR template, DNA from certain clones did produce a band larger than WT and of the expected 

size for the entire template; as these were shown to WT at the DLG2 stop codon this implies that 

the entire HDR template including the resistance gene was inserted at another location in the 

genome.  DNA from other clones did not produce this large band corresponding to the HDR 

template, only a smaller WT band, yet were still showed antibiotic resistance. In this case, it is 

possible that part of the HDR template was partially inserted at an off-target site, including at least 

the resistance gene but not the sections of homology arms containing the primer binding sites.  

Another possible explanation for antibiotic resistance is that rather than random insertion in the 

genome the HDR template, in whole or part, is persisting in cells. This is unlikely however as 

selection was over at least five days, involving several rounds of cell division, meaning the gene 

would need to be inserted into the genome and replicated for daughter cells and colonies as a whole 

to have resistance. Also, when a ssDNA template is being used to provide the resistance gene, no 

expression from a non-integrated template should be possible. 

The identity of this larger PCR fragment band found in certain antibiotic resistant clones was 

confirmed to be the complete HDR template by TOPO cloning and Sanger sequencing. Similarly, 

samples from untransfected WT cells and placental DNA were sequenced as some showed both a 

small WT DLG2 band and an unexpected larger but fainter band of a similar size to the HDR 
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template.  However, all sequenced WT samples were shown to be the WT DLG2 stop codon region, 

possibly as the unknown larger fragment was of lower abundance and did not insert during TOPO 

cloning; although its identity is unknown this larger fragment may well be due to primers binding 

weakly to an unintended region of the genome with the resulting fragment having a similar size to 

the HDR template by chance.   

Clearly the HDR template can insert a FLAG-tag in the genome as following both PCR and gel 

electrophoresis as well as sanger sequencing, this appears to have occurred in several clones.  

However, in all cases this insertion appears to be at an off-target site rather than the DLG2 stop 

codon as intended.  Off-targets effects are always a concern and indeed the gRNAs used to direct 

Cas9 cutting did possess low off-target scores (indicating more possible off-targets), although it 

was believed that the use of a Cas9 nickase would reduce the risk of unintended double strand 

breaks. Furthermore, ssDNA HDR templates have also been shown to have a decreased risk of off-

target insertion when compared to dsDNA (Chen et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2018), although this 

clearly did occur in these experiments.  Perhaps most interesting is that while unintended insertion 

of the HDR template was more frequent than predicted, presumably at sites where off-target Cas9 

cuts have occurred, in no cases was the intended site at the DLG2 stop codon edited.  It is possible 

that the DNA at this site is tightly bound to histones and particularly inaccessible (Horlbeck et al., 

2016; Yarrington et al., 2018), indeed no similar knock-ins to DLG2 have been reported in cell lines 

or animal models. gRNAs targeting this region of DLG2 were tested in HEK cells and did appear 

to produce indels, indicative of successful cutting, although the precise gRNAs designed for Cas9 

nickase experiments were not tested in this manner, raising the possibility they were not effective 

at targeting the desired locus. It should also be noted that hESCs are considered harder to edit than 

immortalised cell lines such as HEK 293T (Byrne et al., 2014) so any testing performed in them 

should be viewed as the ideal condition.  As a FLAG-tag was not successfully knocked into DLG2, 

this approached could not be used to definitively identify the protein’s subcellular localisation and 

as such the spatial pattern of DLG2 protein expression during cortical differentiation remains 

unclear. 

 

3.7.3 Alternatives to CRISPR/Cas9 to investigate the pattern of DLG2 expression 

Although knocking-in a FLAG-tag to DLG2 has many advantages and would enable the precise 

subcellular localisation of the protein to be determined, other techniques could be used to investigate 

the spatiotemporal pattern of DLG2 expression. To determine if DLG2 protein is expressed In NPCs 

during early development fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) could be used to isolate this 

cell type prior to protein extraction and western blotting as previously described.  This sorting could 

be achieved either by staining for appropriate NPC cell-surface markers such as CD184(+)/CD271(-
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)/CD44(-)/CD24(+) (Yuan et al., 2011) or by transfecting cells with a nestin promoter-GFP-nestin 

enhancer lentiviral vector (Eberhardt et al., 2006), which would enable nestin expressing NPCs to 

be detected by their fluorescence. To gain a broad understanding of the subcellular localisation in 

DLG2 rather than extracting whole protein, nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions could be isolated 

from all cell types, as well as a synaptosome fraction from neurons (Bai and Witzmann, 2007).  This 

approach would enable comparison between these 3 subcellular compartments in different cell types 

and stages of neurodevelopment, such analysis could be done by western blotting with appropriate 

positive control or via peptide pull-down and mass spectrometry (as described in Chapter 4). Yet 

another method to gain information on the subcellular localisation of DLG2 would be fluorescence 

in situ hybridisation (FISH) in which DLG2 mRNA would be tagged with a specific fluorescence 

probe (Speicher and Carter, 2005), however mRNA localisation may not correlate well to protein 

localisation. 

 

3.7.4 Possible refinements to CRISPR/Cas9 for knock-in generation 

Three distinct CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing techniques were used in an unsuccessful attempt to 

knock-in a FLAG tag to the DLG2 gene, however many variations on these techniques are possible 

and could be used to continue this line of research.  The two approaches described utilising Cas9 

nuclease to create double stranded break could be repeated using gRNAs designed with a PAM-out 

configuration as this has been shown to increase editing efficiency (Yan et al., 2017). Different 

gRNAs could be selected with high on and off-target scores, meaning both increased editing 

efficiency and lower off-target effects, at the cost of increased distance from the desired editing site 

of the DLG2 stop codon.  The editing site itself could also be changed from the stop codon to the 

start codon which may enable the use of more specific guides, other locations within the gene could 

be attempted but would run the risk of an inserted FLAG-tag disrupting the localisation or function 

of the protein.  Variations on the HDR or ssHDR template could also be used, particularly varying 

the length and symmetry of the homology arms, which asymmetric homology arms showing 

increased editing efficiency at some genomic locations (Okamoto et al., 2019).  Based on recent 

publications perhaps the most promising technique would be move from a homology based 

approach to generate the knock-in to homology independent targeted integration (HITI) (Suzuki et 

al., 2016; Suzuki and Izpisua Belmonte, 2018) (Figure 3.17). This method generates a knock-in 

using the non-homologous end joining rather than HDR machinery following a double strand break; 

with a vector containing the same gRNA sequence and PAM that is targeted on the genome to direct 

integration; and has shown to have greatly improved efficiency particularly in difficult to edit cell 

types (Suzuki and Izpisua Belmonte, 2018).  A HITI based approach has recently been used to 
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successfully knock-in fluorescent markers to several neural genes, including DLG4 (Willems et al., 

2019), clearly indicating its suitability for a FLAG-tag knock in to DLG2.   

 

3.7.5 Summary 

An analysis of transcriptome data shows DLG2 mRNA expression, both in vivo within various 

regions of post-mortem human brain and in vitro during cortical differentiation from hESCs, at 

early neurodevelopmental time points and prior to synaptogenesis. Although western blotting 

confirmed DLG2 expression in vitro at later time points of neuronal differentiation, when 

postmitotic neurons are present in culture, no definitive protein expression was detected at earlier 

time points potentially due to a degree of non-specificity in the anti-DLG2 antibody rendering this 

approach insufficiently sensitive to detect low levels of expression.  An effort was made to knock-

in a FLAG tag to the DLG2 stop codon which would enable expression of endogenously produced 

protein to be accurately determined in the absence of reliable anti-DLG2 antibodies.  Several 

CRISPR/Cas9 methods including a plasmid-based approach, a Cas9 expressing cell line transfected 

with synthesised gRNAs and direct transfection of RNPs all failed to produce a knock-in at the 

desired locus.  Various refinements on the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing approaches have been 

identified as well as alternative to investigate the pattern of DLG2 expression which could be the 

focus of future experiments.  
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Figure 3.17 Homology independent targeted integration (HITI)  
Schematic of HITI using SpCas9. The SpCas9/sgRNA complex introduces DSBs 3 base pairs upstream of the 
PAM sequence in the genomic target sequence, resulting in two blunt ends. The exact same SpCas9/sgRNA target 
sequence is loaded onto the donor DNA in the reverse direction. Targeted genomic loci, as well as the donor DNA, 
are cleaved by Cas9/gRNA and the linearized donor DNAs are integrated into target sites via the NHEJ DSB repair 
pathway. If donor DNA is integrated in the correct orientation, junction sequences are protected from further 
cleavage by Cas9/gRNA. If donor DNA integrates in the reverse orientation, Cas9/gRNA will excise the integrated 
donor DNA due to the presence of intact Cas9/gRNA target sites. Blue pentagon, Cas9/gRNA target sequence. 
Black line within blue pentagon, SpCas9 cleavage site. GOI, gene of interest. From (Suzuki and Izpisua Belmonte, 
2018). 
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4. Characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype in human NPCs and neurons 

4.1. Introduction 

The established pattern of expression for DLG2 protein is within the neuronal PSD, where it acts 

as a scaffold protein to regulate receptor and ion channel clustering and facilitate synaptic signal 

transmission through interaction with other adaptor proteins (Zheng et al., 2011).  However, 

synaptogenesis is a relatively late stage of human neurodevelopment (Semple et al., 2013) and data 

presented in the previous chapter indicated that DLG2 mRNA is expressed both in vitro and in vivo 

substantially prior to this, during the initial stages of neurogenesis (see Chapter 3).  Attempts to 

investigate the spatiotemporal pattern of DLG2 protein expression in WT cells during cortical 

differentiation were hampered by both issues with antibody specificity and the inability to knock-

in a FLAG tag to the gene but did show expression in vitro at later time points containing postmitotic 

neurons, at earlier time points the pattern of expression was less clear requiring further investigation.    

One possible approach to both indirectly confirm DLG2 expression during early neurodevelopment 

and gain insight into its function is to analyse any resulting phenotypes when expression levels are 

perturbed. In a wider context this may be done by studying human patients in which the gene of 

interest is mutated but this comes with practical challenges for a gene such as DLG2 studied in 

relation to neuropsychiatric disease, where affected individuals often possess de novo  mutations 

(Kirov et al., 2012a) and with diagnosis typically in adolescence (Thapar and Riglin, 2020) studying 

the gene’s effects on early human neurodevelopment are not possible, even if the obvious ethical 

concerns were to be ignored. A suitable model system in which the levels of DLG2 have been 

manipulated is therefore the most suitable approach for studying the gene’s role in early human 

neurodevelopment.  Various approaches exist to manipulate the expression levels for a gene of 

interest: overexpression in an endogenous cell type or heterologous host (Prelich, 2012), a 

knockdown to reduce expression (Boettcher and McManus, 2015) or a knockout to eliminate 

expression (Ran et al., 2013a).  Out of these options the clearest way to determine the function of a 

gene, rather than to model a particular disease, is to perform a knockout so this approach was 

selected for DLG2.  If a gene knockout is embryonically lethal or if the function of a gene at a 

specific point in development is being studied, knockouts can be made conditional, using techniques 

such as Cre-Lox recombination to trigger the knockout at the desired time point (Song and Palmiter, 

2018); however, as unconditional DLG2 knockout mouse models have previously been successfully 

generated (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013) and the purpose of this research was to study the effect 

of DLG2 on neurodevelopment in general rather than at a specific time point, such an approach was 

not used.  

 hESCs were selected as an appropriate model system to study the role of DLG2 in early human 

neurodevelopment and the CIRSPR/Cas9 system selected to edit the DLG2 gene due to its relatively 
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low cost, ease of customisation and higher targeting efficiency compared to other approaches. As 

the focus of this research was to determine the role of DLG2 in neurodevelopment rather than to 

produce a direct disease model a homozygous knockout line (DLG2-/-) was produced. As a hESC 

line was edited no additional SNPs were present to act as confounding factors, thus ensuring the 

observed phenotypes were the result of DLG2 deficiency.  Given the focus of this research on the 

role of DLG2 in early neurodevelopment, rather than in mature functional neurons, a developmental 

patterning approach which does not accelerate or bypass the NPCs stage (Schafer et al., 2019) was 

selected to differentiate hESCs towards cortical projection neurons. 

The aim of the research presented in this chapter was therefore to characterise the DLG2-/- 

phenotype in human NPCs and neurons to determine if there may be currently unreported role for 

DLG2 in addition to its established function within the PSD. To this end two DLG2-/- hESC lines 

previously generated were validated through various approaches, this included the use of mass 

spectrometry to verify full knockout at the protein level and also clarify the pattern of DLG2 

expression in WT cells during cortical differentiation. Following differentiation of the DLG2-/- lines 

and WT controls towards cortical projection neurons ICC was used to quantify neuronal 

morphology while a combination of ICC and western blotting used to characterise the expression 

of various well-established NPC and neuronal makers at various stages of neurodevelopment. 

 

4.2. Experimental procedure – outline 

Two DLG2-/- hESC lines (KO1 and KO2) that had been previously generated by Dr Eunju Jenny 

Shin (NMHRI, Cardiff University) (Sanders et al., 2020) using CRISPR/Cas9-D10A nickase 

genome editing (Chiang et al., 2016) were validated by multiple approaches. Peptide affinity 

pulldown followed by mass spectrometry was used both to confirm full DLG2 knockout at the 

protein level as well as investigate WT DLG2 expression during early cortical differentiation, mass 

spectrometry being performed by Dr Mark Collins (Department of Biomedical Science, University 

of Sheffield). To further validate these DLG2-/- hESC lines PCR amplification of predicated off-

target sites and sanger sequencing along with CNV analysis were used to confirm no off-target 

effects as well as ICC used to analyse OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG expression to confirm 

pluripotency (Kashyap et al., 2009). 

Following validation, both DLG2-/- lines along with a genetically WT sister line were differentiated 

from hESCs to cortical projection neurons using a developmental patterning protocol. To 

characterise the DLG2-/- phenotype at 5 time points during cortical differentiation (days 20, 30, 40, 

50, 60), the expression of various well-established NPC and neuronal markers, identified from 

studies of neurodevelopment in vivo, were investigated through a combination of western blotting 

and ICC analysed by high content imaging. These markers included SOX2 (Hutton and Pevny, 
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2011), FOXG1 (Qi et al., 2017) and PAX6 (Englund et al., 2005) which were used to characterise 

NPCs and confirm a dorsal telencephalic fate. The markers NEUN (Mullen et al., 1992; Duan et al., 

2016) and MAP2 (Soltani et al., 2005) were used to general postmitotic neuronal markers, TBR1 

and CTIP2 for deep player cortical neurons of layers VI and V respectively (Molyneaux et al., 2007) 

and SATB2 (Britanova et al., 2008) for upper layer cortical neurons. A morphometric analysis was 

also performed on days 30 and 70 DLG2-/- and WT neurons following transfection with a GFP 

plasmid to enable the cell boundaries to be clearly identified 

As described in Section 2.20 Statistical analysis and data presentation all ICC and western blot 

characterisation results were from a minimum of two independent differentiations, unless otherwise 

stated in figure legends, while morphometric analysis results were from a single differentiation. 

Detailed protocols can be found in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1 Cell maintenance, 2.2 Cortical 

differentiation, 2.3 Western blotting, 2.6 PCR & agarose gel electrophoresis, 2.8 Sanger 

sequencing, 2.9 DLG2 knockout hESC generation, 2.10 Genetic validation of DLG2 knockout hESC 

lines, 2.11 Immunocytochemistry, 2.12 Peptide affinity pulldown & mass spectrometry and  2.13 

Morphometric analysis.  

 

4.3. Generation of DLG2-/- hESC lines 

Two previously generated homozygous DLG2 knockout hESC lines were made available for this 

research (Sanders et al., 2020).  These DLG2-/- lines were produced through genome editing of H7 

hESCs using the CRISPR/Cas9-D10A nickase system, with two gRNAs designed to direct Cas9-

D10A nickase mediated cutting within exon 22 of DLG2, which encodes part of the protein’s first 

PDZ domain (Figure 4.1 A). To confirm editing, multiple hESC clones were screened by PCR 

amplification of the region surrounding the targeted Cas9 cut sites followed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis.  Unlike the single band of H7 parental lines, several edited clones showed two 

bands, indicative of the presence of indels and hence successful editing (Figure 4.1 B). To 

investigate if the editing generated KOs, PCR amplicons for all clones were sent for sanger 

sequencing which showed two clones to be homozygous knockouts, these were named KO1 and 

KO2 (Figure 4.1 C). For both KO1 and KO2, the indels resulting from CRISPR/Cas9 genome 

editing generated premature stop codons within exon 22 of DLG2, meaning the resulting mRNA 

transcripts are likely to be degraded by nonsense-mediated decay (Figure 4.1 D). One genetically 

WT sister line, that is a line where CRISPR/Cas9 editing was attempted but failed leaving it WT as 

confirmed by sanger sequencing, was retained for use as a control.   
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Figure 4.1 Generation of DLG2-/- hESC lines  
(A) Two guide RNA sequences used to target exon 22 of DLG2 which is translated into part of the 1st PDZ domain. 
(B) A primer set used for screening successful indels on targeted DNA. PCR and gel electrophoresis show several 
hESC clones with indels. Parental H7 lines show a single 109bp band whereas several clones, such as 2 and 21, 
show two different sized bands suggesting generation of indels on the targeted exon of both copies of the gene. 
(C) PCR amplicons were sequenced and clones no.2 and 21 found to be homozygous knockouts (named KO1 and 
KO2). Red letters indicate deleted bases while blue indicate inserted DNA. (D) Indels in KOs generated premature 
stop codons on the targeted exon. Green indicates different amino acid sequences from WT. From (Sanders et al., 
2020). 
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4.4. Mass spectrometry confirms WT DLG2 expression at day 30 and full KO in DLG2-/- lines 

To determine if KO1 and KO2 were genuine DLG2 knockout cell lines mass spectrometry was 

performed to investigate the levels of unique DLG2 peptides. Western blotting and ICC were 

initially considered as techniques to investigate DLG2 protein expression and confirm the knockout; 

however, given the known issues with DLG2 antibody specificity (see Chapter 3) these approaches 

were not feasible. To this end KO1, KO2 and WT hESCs were differentiated towards cortical 

projection neurons and protein samples for mass spectrometry collected at two time points of 

differentiation.  Given the established role of DLG2 within the PSD day 60 was chosen as a later 

time point as this should contain more mature neurons with synapses and hence DLG2 expression 

in WT cells should be relatively high, as was also indicated by western blotting (Figure 3.2 A). Day 

30 was selected as an additional time point to determine whether DLG2 is also expressed in cultures 

containing new-born neurons, as western blotting results for DLG2 expression during the early 

stages of cortical differentiation in vitro were unclear.  On the principle that protein extracts would 

be heterogenous with a relatively low level of DLG2 compared to other proteins, potentially below 

the technical limits of detection by mass spectrometry, the decision was taken to enrich for PDZ 

domain containing proteins which include the majority of DLG2s isoforms.  This enrichment was 

achieved by peptide-affinity pulldown using a known PDZ domain interactor, the NMDA receptor 

NR2 subunit (Husi and Grant, 2001), with the resulting day 30 and day 60 PDZ domain enriched 

protein samples being sent for quantitative mass spectrometry. An analysis of these results both for 

unique DLG2 peptides and label free quantification (LFQ) intensity for DLG2, a measure of 

intensity normalised across samples, showed that DLG2 is not only expressed in day 60 samples as 

expected but also at a lower level earlier in cortical differentiation at day 30 (figure 4.2).  This 

analysis also indicate that both KO1 and KO2 were full DLG2 knock-outs which were absent unique 

DLG2 peptides at both days 30 and 60 while showing a significant reduction in LFQ intensity for 

DLG2 (Figure 4.2). 
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4.5. DLG2-/- lines show no off-target effects and retain pluripotency 

Following confirmation that KO1 and KO2 were full DLG2 knock-out lines potential off-target 

effects of the Cas9/D10-A nickase were investigated to ensure editing had only occurred at the 

desired location within exon 22 of DLG2 and not at other locations within the genome.  The two 

gRNAs used during the generation of KO1 and KO2 both had several predicted off-target effects 

when used individually with a Cas9 nuclease to cause double stranded breaks (Supplementary Table 

1); however,  as the alternative Cas9/D10-A nickase approach was used to generate these hESC 

lines, with both gRNAs targeting the creation of a separate single-strand break, the combined gRNA 

pair had no predicted off target effects (Figure 4.3 A).  To confirm this prediction of no off-target 

effects when using a Cas9 nickase, a total of fourteen randomly selected genic off-target sites 

identified from the Cas9 nuclease off-target predictions were selected for investigation.  Genomic 

DNA was extracted from KO1, KO2 and WT hESCs and primers designed flanking the predicted 

off-target sites, which were amplified by PCR; sanger sequencing of the resulting amplicons 

showed no difference between either KO lines and WT at any site (Figure 4.3 B, C).  

As an additional validation stem for the lines genotyping was performed to check for any deleted 

or duplicated regions with the genomes of KO1 and KO2.  The results of this genotyping and 

subsequent CNV analysis did highlight two pre-existing, non-pathogenic, deleted and duplicated 

Figure 4.2  Mass-spec quantification of DLG2 expression in WT and DLG2-/- cell lines 
Quantification of DLG2 expression in PDZ-ligand (NR2 C-terminus) affinity pulldowns samples from WT and 
DLG2-/- cells lines (KO1 & KO2) at days 30 and 60 of cortical differentiation using LC-MS/MS analysis. DLG2 
expression is present in all WT samples at both time points and significantly reduced DLG2-/- lines, as determined 
by both the number of unique DLG2 peptides and label free quantification (LFQ) intensity. Analysis was by two-
way ANOVA: unique peptides genotype (F2,18= 309.4; P<0.0001; n=4), time (F1,18= 21.43; P=0.0002; n=4), 
interaction (F2,18= 21.43; P<0.0001; n=4); LFQ intensity genotype (F2,18= 193.0; P<0.0001; n=4), time (F1,18= 
149.0; P<0.0001; n=4), interaction (F2,18= 148.8; P<0.0001; n=4). 
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regions in all three hESC lines compared to the reference genome; however, there was once again 

no difference between either KO lines and WT (Figure 4.4). Finally In order to confirm that KO1 

and KO2 were indeed genuine hESC lines ICC was performed to determine the expression of three 

key markers of pluripotency, OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG, all of which were expressed in the DLG2-

/- lines at 100% of WT levels (Figure 4.5).  Taken together these validation data therefore confirm 

that KO1 and KO2 are homozygous DLG2 knockout hESCs lines, with no detectable off target 

effects or other genetic abnormalities compared to a WT sister line. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 gRNA off-target prediction and validation  
(A) Quality of the two gRNAs used in the generation of DLG2-/- hESC lines.  Separately the gRNAs had predicted 
off-targets of 89 and 125 loci; however, when used as a pair in conjunction with a Cas9 nickase there were no 
predicted off-targets. Captured from crisp.mit.edu. Based on these predictions 7 genic off-target loci were selected 
at random for both gRNA 1 (B) and gRNA 2 (C) for validation by PCR amplification and sanger sequencing, in 
all cases this showed the sequence in knockout lines to be identical to WT at these locations. Adapted from 
(Sanders et al., 2020). 
 
 
 

A 

B 

C 
 on target  n_mismatches  score chromosome  strand  position  gene  reference sequence WT cell line sequence KO1 cell line sequence KO2 cell line sequence
 False 4 0.23362076 chr8 1 126958054  NR_038446  AGGAAGATTGGTCTATGGTTAGG AGGAAGATTGGTCTATGGTTAGG AGGAAGATTGGTCTATGGTTAGG AGGAAGATTGGTCTATGGTTAGG
 False 4 0.158578648 chr1 -1 22310277  NM_007352  ATGTAGCAGGGTGTCTCGTTGGG ATGTAGCAGGGTGTCTNGTTGGG ATGTAGCAGGGTGTCTNGTTGGG ATGTAGCAGGGTGTCTNGTTGGG
 False 4 0.157225945 chr15 1 33059133  NM_001103184  AGTAAACAGGGTCTATGGTCAAG AGTAAACAGGGTCTATGGCCAAG AGTAAACAGGGTCTATGGCCAAG AGTAAACAGGGTCTATGGCCAAG
 False 4 0.099818052 chr12 1 106457104  NM_014840  AAGAAGCAAGGTCTCTGGTTCAG  AAGAAGCAAGGTCTCTGGTTCAG  AAGAAGCAAGGTCTCTGGTTCAG  AAGAAGCAAGGTCTCTGGTTCAG
 False 4 0.058898835 chr14 1 24807080  NM_006871  TGGAAGGAGGGTCTGTCCTTGGG  TGGAAGGAGGGTCTGTCCTTGGG  TGGAAGGAGGGTCTGTCCTTGGG  TGGAAGGAGGGTCTGTCCTTGGG
 False 4 0.031081415 chr1 1 151008981  NM_138278  AGGAGGCAGGGTTTTTCTTTTGG  AGGAGGCAGGGTTTTTCTTTTGG  AGGAGGCAGGGTTTTTCTTTTGG  AGGAGGCAGGGTTTTTCTTTTGG
 False 4 0.017491315 chr6 -1 37344619  NM_003958  AGGGAGCAGGGTCAATTATTTAG  AGGGAGCAGGGTCAATTATTTAG  AGGGAGCAGGGTCAATTATTTAG  AGGGAGCAGGGTCAATTATTTAG

gRNA 2

 on target  n_mismatches  score chromosome  strand  position  gene  reference sequence WT cell line sequence KO1 cell line sequence KO2 cell line sequence
 False 4 0.450877754 chr7 -1 31150952  NM_001199636  GGCTTACTTAGCTTTACTGTGGG  GGCTTACTTAGCTTTACTGTGGG  GGCTTACTTAGCTTTACTGTGGG  GGCTTACTTAGCTTTACTGTGGG
 False 3 0.200806759 chr1 1 90459736  NR_002830  GGATTCCACCGCCTTCCTGTAGG GGATTCCGCCGCCTTCCTGTAGG GGATTCCGCCGCCTTCCTGTAGG GGATTCCGCCGCCTTCCTGTAGG
 False 4 0.17599752 chr9 -1 103340717  NM_001018116  GGCTTTCACATCTTTAATGTGAG GGCTTTCACATCTTTAATGTGAG GGCTTTCACATCTTTAATGTGAG GGCTTTCACATCTTTAATGTGAG
 False 4 0.092421904 chrX 1 14038524  NM_001042479  GGATTCCACGGCCTTCCTGTAGG  GGATTCCACGGCCTTCCTGTAGG  GGATTCCACGGCCTTCCTGTAGG GGATTCCACGGCCTTCCTGTAGG
 False 4 0.079007985 chr12 1 57923866  NM_001261412  GGCCTCCACTGCTTTTCTATGGG  GGCCTCCACTGCTTTTCTATGGG GGCCTCCACTGCTTTTCTATGGG GGCCTCCACTGCTTTTCTATGGG
 False 4 0.046785459 chr16 1 71894409  NM_001201556  GGCTTCCAGCAGTTTACGGTAGG  GGCTTCCAGCAGTTTACGGTAGG  GGCTTCCAGCAGTTTACGGTAGG GGCTTCCAGCAGTTTACGGTAGG
 False 4 0.012046771 chr6 1 47662977  NM_153839  GGCTTCCATCTCTATGCTGTTGG  GGCTTCCATCTCTATGCTGTTGG  GGCTTCCATCTCTATGCTGTTGG GGCTTCCATCTCTATGCTGTTGG

gRNA 1

Overhang region gRNA 1 gRNA 2 
Pair score 

gRNA 1 + 2 
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Figure 4.4 CNV analysis of WT and DLG2-/- lines  
WT, KO1 and KO2 genomic DNA was analysed using the Illumina PsychArray v1.1, with data analysed using 
PennCNV. CNVs smaller than 100Kb and containing less than 10 SNPs were filtered out during PennCNV QC. 
No additional CNVs are identified in wither KO lines in comparison to WT controls. From (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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4.6. DLG2-/- NPCs show an increasing trend in PAX6 and KI67 expression 

Following validation of the generated hESC lines, DLG2-/- and WT sister cells were differentiated 

towards cortical projection neurons and a combination of ICC and western blotting used to 

characterise their phenotypes at multiple time points.  All analyses were performed on KO1, KO2 

and WT cells; however, as the results for both DLG2-/- lines were broadly similar (Figure 4.6 A, 

Supplementary Figure 1) and the focus of this research was changes resulting from the loss of the 

DLG2 gene, rather than any DLG2-/- cell line specific differences, these results were combined with 

Figure 4.5 Pluripotency marker expression in WT and DLG2-/- hESCs  
Representative ICC images of OCT4 (A), SOX2 (B) and NANOG (C) expression with DAPI nuclear counterstain 
for 2 DLG2-/- hESC lines and WT controls. (D) ICC quantification of nuclei expressing either OCT4, SOX2 or 
NANOG in 2 DLG2-/- hESC lines and WT controls, the genotype had no significant effect on the expression of 
these markers (OCT4: F(2,15)=0.3780; P=0.9616; n=6, SOX2: F(2,15)=0.5383; P=0.5946; n=6, NANOG: 
F(2,15)=0.03433; P=0.9663; n=6). Analysis was by one-way ANOVA for each pluripotency marker. All scale 
bars are 100 μm. From  (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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analyses presented as WT against DLG2-/- (KO1 + KO2). ICC results at differentiation day 20 

(Figure 4.6) show cells from all lines are predominately NPCs expressing characteristic markers 

such as PAX6, FOXG1 and SOX2. In contrast there is very low expression of neuronal markers 

including the postotic neuron marker NEUN and the cortical layer markers TBR1 (cortical layer 

IV) and CTIP2 (cortical layer V).  Also supporting an NPC, rather than neuronal, identity at this 

time point is the expression of the general proliferation marker KI67 in the majority of day 20 cells, 

combined with expression of the mitosis marker PH3 in a reduced number of cells (those in the M 

phase of the cell cycle), neither of which would be found in postmitotic neurons. In addition to 

indicating an NPC identity for both WT and DLG2-/- cells at day 20 of differentiation, the expression 

of PAX6 indicates a dorsal telencephalic fate for cells and confirms differentiation towards the 

intended cortical projection neuronal identity.  

For all the markers investigated by ICC at day 20 of differentiation (PAX6, FOXG1, SOX2, PH3, 

KI67, NEUN, TBR1, CTIP2) there were no obvious trends or statistically significant differences 

between the cell lines (Figure 4.6). This indicates that were a similar percentage of cells expressing 

these given markers in the WT and DLG2-/- lines at this time point; however, as this may not reflect 

the amount of protein present in these cells western blotting was also performed to assess this. This 

western blotting was run for many of the markers investigated by ICC including SOX2, PAX6, 

NEUN & KI67 (Figure 4.7). The expression of TBR1 and CTIP2 was also investigated by western 

blotting, but unlike later time points (see section 4.7), could not be detected at day 20 of 

differentiation; presumably due to their low abundance, as indicated by the results of ICC analysis 

(Figure 4.6,) combined with the size of polyacrylamide gel wells limiting the total amount of protein 

that can be run for subsequent blotting.   

Unlike with ICC results, which showed no difference between any markers tested, western blotting 

results showed increased expression (although this failed to reach significance) of PAX6 and KI67 

in the DLG2-/- cell lines at day 20 of cortical differentiation (Figure 4.7). A lack of statistical 

significance potentially due to a degree of variability within the samples means this is only a 

trending increase in expression; however, this may have changed if time and resources had 

permitted the analysis of additional replicates. Although not as prominent there was also a 

decreasing trend in SOX2 expression in the DLG2-/- cell lines compared to WT, while NEUN 

expression was similar.  PAX6 and SOX2 are key neurodevelopmental transcription factors 

(Englund et al., 2005; Kashyap et al., 2009; Sansom et al., 2009; Hutton and Pevny, 2011) so any 

perturbation to their expression in DLG2-/- cells  at day 20 of cortical differentiation would both 

suggest that DLG2 is expressed a this relatively early time point and that is involved in 

developmental signalling pathways at this stage. Additionally KI67 is an established marker of cell 

proliferation, a process known to be regulated by invertebrate Dlg (Elsum et al., 2012; Stephens et 
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al., 2018), providing further evidence both for DLG2 expression and function at this stage of cortical 

development.  As ICC results showed no change for these markers this would suggest the increased 

expression (possibly decreased for SOX2) relates to the amount of protein within individual cells 

rather than the percentage of cells expressing these proteins within the whole population. It should 

also be noted that although analysis of these markers is relevant and informative, due to their limited 

number cannot represent and extensive characterisation of DLG2-/- NPCs which would require 

either testing additional markers in a similar manner or an alternative approach such as RNAseq. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 ICC characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype at day 20 of cortical differentiation 
(A) Representative ICC images of PAX6, SOX2, KI67, TBR1, FOXG1, PH3, NEUN and CTIP2 expression with 
DAPI nuclear counterstain for 2 DLG2-/- hESC lines and WT controls at day 20 of cortical differentiation. (B) ICC 
quantification of nuclei expressing either PAX6, SOX2, KI67, TBR1, FOXG1, PH3, NEUN in DLG2-/- (KO1 + 
KO2) and WT cells at day 20 of cortical differentiation.  Marker identity did have a significant effect on expression 
levels as determined by two-way ANOVA (F7,131= 451.9; P<0.0001; n³6) but genotype did not (F1,131=1.873; 
P=0.1734; n³6). 
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4.7. DLG2 deficiency has no effect on production of post-mitotic neurons but significantly 

reduces expression of layer V identity 

Following characterisation of DLG2-/- cells at day 20 the next step was to investigate later time 

points of cortical differentiation, where we would expect NPCs to exit the cell cycle to become 

postmitotic neurons.  For this the expression of cell-type specific neuronal markers was analysed in 

WT and DLG2-/- lines from days 30 - 60 of cortical differentiation via ICC (Figure 4.8) and Western 

blotting (Figure 4.9). Using both these techniques it was clear that WT and DLG2-/- cells are able 

to differentiate from NPCs and produce postmitotic neurons expressing characteristic neuronal 

markers such as NEUN (Figures 4.8 B & 4.9 A) and MAP2 (Figure 4.9 D), plus cortical deep layer 

markers TBR1 and CTIP2 (Figures 4.8 C + D & 4.9 B + C). Additionally, preliminary ICC analysis 

(from1 round of differentiation only) also showed all lines were capable of producing neurons 

expressing SATB2 (Figure 4.8 F), a result validated by western blotting using cells from two 

independent differentiations (Figure 4.9 E).   Although known to be highly expressed in upper layer 

neurons (Britanova et al., 2008) more recent studies have shown that in vivo SATB2 is also 

expressed in populations of deep layer neurons during cortical development, in particular being 

expressed for a long period within the prefrontal cortex (Nowakowski et al., 2017).  

Both western blotting for NEUN and MAP2 and quantification of NEUN+ cells following ICC 

revealed no significant difference in the proportion of postmitotic neurons produced by DLG2-/- 

cultures compared to WT; in agreement with the similar proportion of NPCs found in all lines at 

days 30 to 60, as indicated by similar levels of KI67, PAX6 and SOX2 (Figures 4.8 E & 4.9 F - H).  

Figure 4.7 Western blot characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype at day 20 of cortical differentiation 
SOX2, PAX6, KI67, NEUN, TBR1 and CTIP2 western blot protein bands and histogram of intensity normalised 
to GAPDH for DLG2-/- (KO1 + KO2) and WT cells at day 20 of cortical differentiation. Unlike subsequent 
experimental time points, no TBR1 or CTIP2 expression was detectable by western blot at day 20.  Neither marker 
identity (F3,76= 0.1525; P=0.9278; n³6) nor genotype (F1,76=1.631; P=0.2054; n³6) had a significant effect on 
expression levels as determined by two-way ANOVA. 
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However, despite all cultures producing similar percentage of neurons an analysis of the layer 

markers TBR1, CTIP2 and SATB2 revealed a significant decrease in CTIP2+ cells in DLG2-/- lines 

compared to WT, although the proportion TBR1+ and SATB2+ neurons were comparable for all 

timepoints investigated. The decrease of CTIP2 expressing cells found in  DLG2-/- cultures was 

most noticeable at day 30 of cortical differentiation where levels were only 15% of the WT level, 

although this recovered somewhat to roughly 50% at day 60 (Figure 4.8 H). Although there was 

some variation between DLG2-/- lines (Supplementary Figure 1), at all time points investigated the 

level was significantly reduced when compared to WT. Therefore, DLG2 deficiency does not appear 

to affect cell cycle exit and the rate at which neurons are produced from NPCs but does significantly 

impair the expression of cortical layer V identity in new-born deep layer neurons. 

 

4.8. DLG2-/- neurons display immature morphology 

After establishing a clear DLG2-/- phenotype during corticoneurogenesis, that being an impaired 

expression in layer V identity as determined by the proportion of cells expressing CTIP2 compared 

to WT, this was further investigated by performing a morphometric analysis of both DLG2-/- and 

WT neurons. This involved tracing both immature (day 30) and more mature (day 70) WT and 

DLG2-/- neurons following transfection with a GFP expressing plasmid, which enabled all major 

neuronal structures to be clearly identified (Figure 4.10 E). At both timepoints there was no 

significant difference in the soma area for DLG2-/- neurons compared to WT or either the total 

neurite length or the number of primary neurites projecting from the soma (Figure 4.10 A, C + D). 

However, DLG2-/- neurons showed greatly reduced branching with a significant reduction in the 

number of secondary neurites (Figure 4.10 B), those being neurites that project from primary 

neurites rather than directly from the soma.  As the total neurite length did not differ for DLG2-/- 

neurons, this leads to a clear phenotype of longer and relatively unbranched primary neurites when 

compared to WT cells (Figure 4.10 E). Therefore, although DLG2-/- cells are capable of forming 

neurons at a similar rate to WT these have both a delayed expression of layer identity and neurite 

morphology, with both features persisting from the new-born immature stage to a later more mature 

stage of neuronal development. 
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Figure 4.8 ICC characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype at days 30 – 60 of cortical differentiation  
(A) Representative ICC images of NEUN, TBR1 and CTIP2 expression with DAPI nuclear counterstain for 2  
DLG2-/- lines and WT controls at days 30 and 60 of cortical differentiation.  (B - F) ICC quantification of expressing 
nuclei for DLG2-/- and WT cells at 4 time points of cortical differentiation. (B) Time (F3,52=7.018, P=0.0005; n³6) did 
have a significant effect on NEUN expression, while genotype (F1,52=1.687; P=0.1998; n³6) did not, there was also a 
significant interaction between these factors (F3,52=2.842; P=0.0466; n³6). (C) Time (F3,58=4.738, P=0.0050; n³6) did 
have a significant effect on TBR1 expression, while genotype (F1,58=1.664; P=0.2022; n³6) did not. (D) Both time 
(F3,67=18.93, P<0.0001; n³6) and genotype (F1,67=101.8; P<0.0001; n³6) had significant effects on CTIP2, there was 
also a significant interaction between these factors (F3,67=7.862; P=0.0001; n³6). (E) Neither time (F3,27=1.754; 
P=0.1798; n³3) nor genotype (F1,27=0.03483; P=0.8533; n³3) had a significant effect on KI67 expression (from 1 
differentiation only). (F) Both genotype (F4,28=7.373; P=0.0112; n³3) and time (F3,28=4.520; P=0.0105; n³3) had 
significant effects on SATB2 expression (from 1 differentiation only).  (G) ICC quantification of the proportion of 
CTIP2 expressing nuclei in both DLG2-/- lines relative to WT levels at 4 time points of cortical differentiation.  The 
timepoint had a significant effect on the proportion of DLG2-/- nuclei expressing CTIP2 (F3,42=5.391; P=0.0031; n³6).  
Data sets (B-F) were analysed by two-way ANOVA and (G) by one-way ANOVA.  Stars above bars in each graph 
represents Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001 vs. WT controls (B-
F) or day 30 (H). Adapted from (Sanders et al., 2020). 
 
 
 
Analysis was by one-way ANOVA for each pluripotency marker. All scale bars are 100 μm. From  (Sanders et al., 
2020). 
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Figure 4.9 Western blot characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype at days 30 – 60 of cortical differentiation  
(A - H) Western blot protein bands and histograms of expression normalised to GAPDH for DLG2-/- and WT cells at 
4 time points of cortical differentiation. (A) Neither time (F3,90=0.5382; P=0.6573; n³7) nor genotype (F1,90=0.1852; 
P=0.6680; n³7) had a significant effect on NEUN expression. (B) Neither time (F3,95=0.5052; P=0.6796; n³9) nor 
genotype (F1,95=0.3899; P=0.5338; n³9) had a significant effect on TBR1 expression. (C) Both time (F3,86=5.2262; 
P=0.0022; n³7) and genotype (F1,86=39.89; P<0.0001; n³7) had a significant effect on CTIP2 expression, there was 
also a significant interaction between these factors (F3,86=3.677; P=0.0152; n³7). (D) Time (F2,30=8.721; P=0.0010; 
n³5) did have a significant effect on MAP2 expression, while genotype (F1,30=0.2673; P=0.6157; n³5) did not. (E)  
Neither time (F3,31=1.028; P=0.3937; n³2) nor genotype (F1,31=0.0.02854; P=0.8669; n³2) had a significant effect on 
SATB2 expression.  (F).  Neither time (F2,25=0.9226; P=0.4106; n³3) nor genotype (F1,25=0.09364; P=0.7621; n³3) 
had a significant effect on SOX2 expression (from 1 differentiation only). (G)  Both time (F3,25=4.856; P=0.0085; 
n³3) and genotype (F1,25=6.248; P=0.0194; n³3) had a significant effect on PAX6 expression (from 1 differentiation 
only).  (H) Time (F3,111=15.89; P<0.0001; n³9) did have a significant effect on KI67 expression, while genotype 
(F1,111=1.766; P=0.1866; n³9) did not. All data sets were analysed by two-way ANOVA. Stars above bars in each 
graph represents Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001 vs. WT 
controls. Adapted from (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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Figure 4.10 The morphology of WT and DLG2-/- neurons 
(A - D) Morphological quantification of DLG2-/- and WT neurons at days 30 and 70 of cortical differentiation.  
(A) Neither genotype (F1,126=1.591; P=0.2095; n³28) nor time (F1,126=2.278; P=0.1337; n³28) had significant 
effects the numbers of primary neurites (those projection from the soma). (B) Genotype (F1,126=18.78, P<0.0001; 
n³28) did have a significant effect on the number of secondary neurites (those projecting from primary neurites), 
while time (F1,126=1.082, P=0.3003; n³28) did not. (C) Both genotype (F1,126=4.568; P=0.0345; n³28) and time 
(F1,126=26.33; P<0.0001; n³28) had significant effects on the total neurite length. However, post hoc analysis 
showed no significant differences at individual timepoints. (D) Neither genotype (F1,136=0.9170; P=0.340; n³28) 
nor time (F1,136=1.399; P=0.2390; n³28) had a significant effect on soma area. (E) Representative neuronal traces. 
Data sets were analysed by two-way ANOVA.  Stars above bars in each graph represents Bonferroni-corrected 
post hoc tests, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001 vs. WT controls. From (Sanders et al., 2020).  
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4.9. Discussion 

4.9.1. DLG2 is expressed from day 30 in WT cells and absent from knock-outs 

Two DLG2-/- lines (KO1 & KO2) had been generated previously by using CRISPR/Cas9-D10a 

nickase genome editing at exon 22 gene, which is translated into part of the first PDZ domain of 

the DLG2 protein. The knockout was confirmed at the genetic levels by sanger sequencing which 

shows indels resulting in premature stop codons in both knockout lines within the targeted region 

of exon 22.  To ensure that both KO1 and KO2 were full knockouts and unable to produce DLG2 

protein mass spectrometry was performed, following a peptide affinity pulldown of PDZ domain 

containing proteins, on both lines as well as WT cells at days 30 and 60 of cortical differentiation.  

Mass spectrometry analysis not only confirmed the absence of DLG2 protein in the knock-outs but 

showed DLG2 expression in WT cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation, although levels are 

reduced compared to day 60.  Previous efforts to investigate the pattern of DLG2 expression in vitro 

by western blotting were hampered by issues with antibody specificity (see Chapter 3) so that clear 

expression could only be seen from day 50 (Figure 3.2), these mass spectrometry data therefore 

bring the time point at which DLG2 expression has been detected forward by 20 days.  As day 30 

represents a time of early neurogenesis in culture, being the first time point that neuronal markers 

are detected by western blotting, it is unlikely that significant synaptogenesis has occurred and 

DLG2 expression may indicate a role outside of the PSD. Also of interest is that the faint bands 

visible in DLG2 western blots from day 30 samples are of a similar intensity to those at days 15 and 

20 (Figure 3.2), although none of these are definitive from western blotting alone due to the issues 

previously described, the fact that mass spectrometry confirms DLG2 expression at day 30 suggests 

the possibility that it is expressed at similar levels at these even earlier time points.  

These results show that mass spectrometry analysis of WT samples from earlier time points of 

cortical differentiation, including days 15 and 20, would be beneficial to determine a more accurate 

picture of the temporal pattern of DLG2 expression in vitro and this will certainly be included in 

any future studies. It should be noted that while the described enrichment for PDZ domain 

containing proteins, performed prior to mass spectrometry, would capture the majority of the DLG2 

protein coding isoforms it would not capture those truncated isoforms without a PDZ domain such 

as isoform 4, as such these may still be produced in knock-outs. However, as the function of these 

truncated isoforms is not known and the focus of this research was canonical DLG2 with 3 PDZ, 1 

SH3 and 1GK domains enrichment using a PDZ domain interactor such as the peptide “SIESDV” 

remains valid.  If enrichment of all DLG2 isoforms, including those without PDZ domains, was 

required then other approaches could be used such as isolating protein from synaptosomes rather 

than whole cells.  
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4.9.2. DLG2-/- hESCs were successfully validated for off-target effects and pluripotency 

marker expression 

Further validation of these generated DLG2-/- lines was undertaken prior to their use for this 

research.  An initial validation step was to confirm that the CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing 

had not produced any off-target effects, necessary as off-target predictions made by computer 

algorithms have been shown to be incorrect in some cases (Zhang et al., 2015).  As predictions 

showed no off-target effects for the two gRNAs used as a pair for CRISPR/Cas9-D10a nickase 

editing but did show multiple potential off-targets for each gRNA if used with a CRISPR/Cas9 

nuclease, which could cause unwanted double stranded DNA breaks. Even though the nickase was 

employed hence no strong possibility of indel generation, investigating these nuclease off-target 

sites was the logical first step. PCR primers were designed to amplify 14 of these predicted off-

target sites, seven for each gRNA selected at random, and following sanger sequencing all potential 

off-target sites examined were confirmed as WT. Although not conclusively proving that no off-

target effects occurred as a result of the CIRSPR/Cas9 genome editing, which would require whole 

genome sequencing based approaches (Tsai et al., 2015), these sequencing results combined with 

the results of the prediction algorithms are strongly indicative of no off-target effects.   

Sequencing and CNV analysis was performed to detect any deleted or duplicated regions. The 

results of the CNV analysis run for both DLG2-/- lines and a WT sister line showed all lines had two 

deletions and two duplications compared to the reference genome.  This may be the result of 

passaging to maintain the original H7 hESC line which has been implicated in the introduction of 

CNVs (Liu et al., 2014), although at  least one of the detected CNVs, the 20q11.21 duplication, 

appears to be feature of the cell line and potentially stems from its genesis (Laurent et al., 2011). 

However, as both generated DLG2-/- were identical to WT with no additional CNVs this further 

suggests successful genome editing with no off-target effects.  Following this genetic validation of 

the two DLG2-/- lines an analysis of pluripotency marker expression confirmed their identity as 

hESCs and making them suitable for subsequent differentiation.   

 

4.9.3. Directed differentiation of DLG2-/- hESCs can be used to model human cortical 

neurogenesis 

Both KO1 and KO2 along with WT controls underwent several directed differentiations from 

hESCs to cortical projection neurons using a developmental patterning approach adapted from that 

developed by Chambers et al. (Chambers et al., 2009).  The initial purpose of this was to confirm 

that the generated DLG2-/- hESC lines were capable of successfully undergoing neuronal 

differentiation and hence be used as an in vitro model for human cortical neurogenesis. As the 

developmental patterning method for cortical differentiation broadly recapitulates in vitro the 
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developmental process in vivo, we expected cells of both DLG2-/- lines along with a WT control to 

undergo a progressive specialisation from pluripotent hESCs to NPCs, immature postmitotic 

neurons and finally to more mature postmitotic neurons. There was no reason to believe that DLG2-

/- hESC would not be able to successfully undergo neuronal differentiation, the process is relatively 

well established for hESCs and both DLG2-/- lines were validated and shown to express the expected 

pluripotency markers as previously described; furthermore, DLG2-/- mouse models have been 

previously generated and are not embryonic lethal, although adults do display various cognitive 

deficits (Nithianantharajah et al., 2013).  

Both DLG2-/- lines were indeed able to differentiate successfully; initially from hESCs expressing 

the pluripotency markers OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG at day 0 of the cortical differentiation to NPCs 

expressing SOX2, FOXG1 and PAX6 by day 20. PAX6 in conjunction with FOXG1 and SOX2 

expression being of particular significance as it confirms that the NPCs have a dorsal telencephalic 

identity and hence are precursors to cortical projection neurons, confirming differentiation to the 

correct lineage.  In addition to these more specific markers the cells at day 20 also express markers 

common to proliferative cells, which include NPCs, such as KI67 and PH3. By day 30 new-born 

immature neurons are successfully produced in culture expressing the postmitotic neuronal makers 

NEUN and MAP2 as well as the cortical deep layer markers TBR1 (initially all new-born neurons 

and cortical layer VI) and CTIP2 (cortical layer V). CTIP2 levels in particular increase at later 

timepoints of the differentiation compared to day 30, in agreement with the normal process of 

cortical development where cortical excitatory neurons are born in an inside-out fashion (from deep 

to upper layers) beginning with TBR1 expressing all new-born and layer VI neurons before 

progressing to CTIP2 expressing layer V neurons. Cultures also produce neurons expressing the 

marker SATB2 at all time points investigated, although known to be highly expressed in upper layer 

neurons (Britanova et al., 2008) it is unlikely that a 2D directed differentiation system of cortical 

development, such as the one used in this research, could produce significant numbers of these 

neurons from hESCs within 60 days. However, research has shown that in human foetal brains 

SATB2 is also expressed in populations of deep layer neurons during cortical development, in 

particular being expressed for a long period within the prefrontal cortex (Nowakowski et al., 2017).  

It is therefore likely that SATB2 expression observed in culture from days 30-60 comes from deep 

layer neurons meaning that the effect of DLG2 deficiency on the generation of upper layer neurons 

cannot be confidently concluded. DLG2-/- hESC lines can therefore be successfully differentiated 

to dorsal telencephalic NPCs and subsequently to deep layer cortical projection neurons that express 

the characteristic markers of these cell types, confirming these lines can be used to successfully 

model human cortical neurogenesis. 
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4.9.4. DLG2 deficiency has a significant effect on the expression of neuronal identity, if 

not on the rate of neurogenesis 

DLG2 deficiency also does not appear to affect the rate of neurogenesis, that is the production of 

postmitotic neurons from NPCs. From day 30 of cortical differentiation to day 60 there is no 

significant difference in the expression of the postmitotic neuronal markers NEUN and MAP2 in 

DLG2-/- cultures compared to WT. This is also supported by similar levels of TBR1 expression in 

both WT and DLG2-/- cultures, a marker expressed at basal levels in all deep layer neurons, but most 

highly expressed in new-born neurons (Hevner et al., 2001; Englund et al., 2005).  A similar 

proportion of NPCs found in all lines at days 30 to 60 providing further evidence as indicated by 

the levels of KI67, PAX6 and SOX2 which show no significant difference. NPCs can be found in 

all time points of differentiation from day 20 onwards as a population of these cells continue to 

proliferate, maintaining the progenitor pool, while others cease proliferation and differentiate to 

produce immature postmitotic neurons. Mitotic inhibitors can be added to cultures to force NPC 

cell cycle exit (Crawford and Roelink, 2007; Kemp et al., 2016) but this was not done in this 

research to ensure that no developmental phenotypes were artificially suppressed.   

Although DLG2-/- cultures may produce neurons at a similar rate to WT they express significantly 

less of the layer V marker CTIP2 compared to WT from days 30 to 60 of cortical differentiation, 

while neurons display a more immature morphology characterised by significantly reduced neurite 

branching. This could potentially be explained by an altered identity for DLG2-/- neurons compared 

to WT, meaning the proportion of neurons that do not express CTIP2 are not layer V neurons and 

never will be, with an alternate but currently undefined neuronal fate. If this were the case then the 

change would be permanent, with no recovery or catch up of the observed phenotype. A second 

explanation is that cortical layer identity is delayed in DLG2-/- neurons meaning that neurons 

initially not expressing CTIP2 will express it at later time points. This delay in expressing layer V 

identity seems better supported by the experimental data, although the percentage of CTIP2+ cells 

is significantly reduced in DLG2-/- cultures at all time points, there is also a significant amount of 

recovery over the course of the differentiation, from roughly 15% of WT levels at day 30 to roughly 

50% by day 50. The immature morphology of DLG2-/- neurons could also be seen as a delay in 

expressing their latent neuronal identity, although this feature did not show recovery between the 

two time points investigated such large-scale morphological changes may well take longer to catch 

up to WT than levels of protein expression. It therefore possible that two broad processes may be 

occurring as NPCs differentiate into cortical projection neurons; neurogenesis itself which appears 

to be a DLG2 independent process broadly not affected by DLG2 deficiency and the expression 

neuronal subtype identity which is a DLG2 dependent process which is significantly delayed in 

DLG2-/- cells. 
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4.9.5. An altered state within DLG2-/- NPCs may explain subsequent neuronal phenotypes 

Data from ICC, western blotting and morphometric assays indicate a role for DLG2 in the 

acquisition of neuronal subtype identity, with DLG2-/- neurons showing a reduced and likely 

delayed expression of cortical layer V identity. Although this data does not provide a clear 

mechanism underlying this neuronal phenotype, it likely has its origins at an earlier stage of 

differentiation in DLG2-/- NPCs. At day 20 of cortical differentiation, a time point where NPCs are 

the predominant cell type in culture DLG2-/- cells an increasing trend in the expression of the 

transcription factor PAX6 as well as the marker of cellular proliferation KI67, although these were 

not statistically significant with the current number of replicates.   

The exact mechanism by which specific neuronal subtypes are generated from NPCs is not 

completely understood, with some evidence suggesting that specific subtypes of NPCs are 

generated which in turn give rise to specific neuronal populations (Mi et al., 2018). More widely 

accepted is that NPCs form a common pool with their internal state immediately prior to cell-cycle 

exit determining the eventual identity of generated neurons, this state changing over the course of 

multiple cell divisions leading to the progressive generation of layers VI-II neurons (Telley et al., 

2019).  Although neuronal subtype identity may of course be a combination of specific NPCs 

determining which layer neurons may be generated, or alternatively not be generated, in conjunction 

with the internal state of the NPCs.  

 This also suggests two possibilities for the role of DLG2 in the acquiring neuronal subtype identity; 

it may either act to alter the ratio of specific NPC pools in culture or perhaps more likely change 

the internal state of NPCs prior to neurogenesis in a process linked to cell-cycle regulation. Given 

the indicated disruption to a key regulator of neurodevelopment such as PAX6 (Englund et al., 

2005; Sansom et al., 2009) in DLG2-/- NPCs along with increased cellular proliferation indicated by 

levels of KI67, disrupted developmental signalling pathways within NPCs including those 

regulating the cell-cycle may indeed contribute to the subsequently observed neuronal phenotype.  

Although western blotting results are not statistically significant such as disruption to the cell-cycle 

in particular would be supported by the established association between DLG2 mutations and cancer  

as well as the role of invertebrate Dlg the regulation of proliferation (Elsum et al., 2012; Stephens 

et al., 2018). If this is correct it would of course provide evidence for both DLG2 expression earlier 

in neurodevelopment than currently appreciated and an additional role for the protein outside of the 

PSD, although further experiments are required to clarify this. 
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4.9.6. Summary 

Two DLG2-/- hESC lines (KO1 & KO2) previously generated using CRISPR/Cas9-D10a nickase 

genome editing were validated and shown to have no detectable off-target effects, express 

pluripotency markers at 100% of WT levels and be full DLG2 knockouts at the protein level by 

mass spectrometry, a technique that also showed WT DLG2 expression relatively early in cortical 

differentiation from day 30. These knockout hESC lines successfully underwent cortical 

differentiation producing NPCs, deep layer and upper layer cortical neurons.  DLG2 deficiency had 

no effect on the rate of neurogenesis with DLG2-/- cells showing similar numbers of NPCs and 

postmitotic neurons compared to WT at all time points investigated.  DLG2-/- neurons did however 

show a delay in the expression of cortical layer V identity compared to WT, as evidence by a 

significant reduction in the percentage of CTIP2+ cells that recovered from ~15% of WT levels at 

day 30 to ~50% by day 50.  In agreement with a delayed expression of mature characteristics (such 

as layer marker expression) DLG2-/- neurons also display an immature morphology compared to 

WT, with significantly reduced neurite branching. This neuronal phenotype potentially having its 

origin in aberrant developmental signalling pathways in DLG2-/- NPCs although this requires further 

study.  As a DLG2-/- phenotype exists during early cortical neurogenesis this suggests a novel role 

for DLG2 in neurodevelopment in addition to its established function in synaptic transmission, 

although additional work is required to validate this and determine a mechanism of action. 
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5. Underlying mechanisms of the DLG2-/- phenotype 

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapter, through the use of ICC and western blotting to compare DLG2-/- and WT 

cells at various time points throughout cortical differentiation, it was shown that a clear phenotype 

exists in new-born DLG2-/- neurons whereby they exhibit a significant delay in the expression of 

neuronal subtype identity (See Chapter 4).  This was characterised by a significant reduction in the 

expression of the neurodevelopmental transcription factor and cortical layer V marker CTIP2 in 

DLG2-/- cells compared to WT at all time points investigated, although relative expression levels 

did increase over the course of the differentiation they did not fully recover to WT levels. 

Supporting delayed maturation for DLG2-/- neurons a morphometric analysis also showed these 

cells possess a simpler structure when compared to WT, with long but relatively unbranched 

neurites. Interestingly DLG2 knockout did not affect the rate of neurogenesis itself with cells 

expressing the postmitotic neuron markers including NEUN as well as cortical layer VI marker 

TBR1 in similar levels to WT, indicating the phenotype was restricted to the maturation of neuronal 

subtypes.  Although not statistically significant there were also trending increase in the expression 

of PAX6 and KI67 in DLG2-/- NPCs, suggesting a potential role for DLG2 prior to neurogenesis 

during the early stages of cortical differentiation. Taken together these data indicated an unreported 

role for DLG2 in corticoneurogenesis; however, due to the inherent limitations in marker selection 

for ICC and WB the characterisation of the DLG2-/- phenotype during cortical differentiation was 

far from complete, with the possibility that many biological processes regulated by DLG2 in NPCs 

and neurons remained to be identified.  

Numerous possible approaches are available to further study the DLG2-/- phenotype in NPCs and 

neurons, perhaps the simplest of which would be to perform ICC and western blotting with 

additional markers, particularly alternative cortical layer markers such as FOG2 for layer VI 

(Wiegreffe et al., 2015) or ER81 for layer V (Molyneaux et al., 2007). Phenotypic characterisation 

could also be extended to later stages of neuronal differentiation past day 60 to determine if the 

deficiencies observed in marker expression and morphology for DLG2-/- neurons do recover to WT 

levels given sufficient time in culture. As maintaining neurons in culture for long term can be 

challenging and even at their most mature in vitro status is less mature than those found in vivo, the 

transplantation of human DLG2-/- neurons into mouse brains could be used both to maintain neurons 

and promote their maturation allowing DLG2-/- phenotypes to be studied at later time points.  An 

alternative or complementary approach would be the use of a DLG2-/- mouse model to confirm the 

observed phenotypes in vivo during early embryonic development and determine if they recover 

during later embryonic development or postnatally 
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Rescue experiments could also be performed both to further investigate the DLG2-/- phenotype in 

vitro and gain insight into the potential mechanism of action for DLG2 during early cortical neuron 

development.  One such experiment would be to co-culture both WT and DLG2-/- hESC during the 

course of differentiation and repeat the various western blotting, ICC and morphometric analysis 

previously described; subsequently comparing the co-culture results to when DLG2-/- cells are 

differentiated in isolation. If the identified DLG2-/- phenotype is still present in co-cultures this 

would indicate that it is the result of solely intrinsic cellular processes. If no such phenotype was 

present in co-cultures this would indicate that external factors such as secreted molecules or proper 

cell-cell connections that are required for normal development are absent in exclusively DLG2-/- 

cultures resulting in the observed phenotype. An additional rescue experiment would be to 

reintroduce DLG2 into the DLG2-/- hESC cells lines through the use of a tetracycline inducible 

lentiviral vector (Pluta et al., 2005) containing DLG2 cDNA, followed by differentiation towards 

cortical projection neurons and subsequent phenotypic characterisation. Using this system if DLG2 

expression through the course of differentiation rescued the DLG2-/- phenotype and resulted in 

NPCs and neurons similar to WT this would provide both further validation of DLG2-/- lines and a 

role for DLG2 in the regulation of cortical neurogenesis.  The inducible nature of this system would 

also allow DLG2 expression only at specific time points of differentiation  and could provide 

additional insights into both the DLG2-/- phenotype and the mechanism of action for DLG2.  

Expressing DLG2 only at later time points of differentiation and determining whether or not the 

observed  DLG2-/- deficits in CTIP2 expression and neuronal morphology show increased recovery 

would help confirm DLG2s function in the expression of neuronal subtype identity and clarify its 

role in the development of more mature neurons.  In contrast, expression of DLG2 only at earlier 

time points could be used to investigate the role of DLG2 in NPCs, if DLG2-/- neurons displayed a 

WT phenotype following DLG2 expression solely during cortical differentiation this could establish 

the role of DLG2 in regulating the internal state of NPCs as a crucial factor in subsequent neuronal 

identity. 

As the work present here was performed using DLG2-/- hESC lines it could also be repeated using 

patient-derived DLG2+/- cell lines; although the focus of this work was to understand the role of 

DLG2 in early neurodevelopment, for which homozygous cell lines are of greatest utility, 

comparison to a heterozygous line could provide additional insights into possible disease relevant 

phenotypes.  Given the success of peptide affinity pulldowns coupled with mass spectrometry to 

both confirm WT DLG2 expression at day 30 of cortical differentiation and validate the DLG2 

knockout, a similar technique could be used to investigate the proteome of DLG2-/- and WT cells at 

multiple stages of differentiation in a more complete fashion that is not feasible using ICC and 

western blotting.  A DLG2-FLAG knock in line such as described previously (see Chapter 3) would 
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enable specific DLG2 interacting proteins to be pulled-down and investigated but various 

enrichment methods could be used to isolate different protein subpopulations, such as 

synaptosomes, nuclear protein fractions or membrane bound protein isolations. 

Although these additional experiments would have been of benefit to this research, time and 

resources prohibited their execution; however, an approach was required to further clarify the 

DLG2-/- phenotype and develop a hypothesis for the mechanism underlying it, ideally in a more 

systematic and high-throughput manner than is possible with ICC and western blotting.  To this end 

RNAseq (Emrich et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Stark et al., 2019) was used to quantify gene 

expression in genetically WT and DLG2-/- cells at various timepoints throughout differentiation 

from hESCs to cortical projection neurons.  Analyses were performed to identify genes 

differentially expressed between WT and DLG2-/- lines at each time-point and to test whether the 

set of genes differentially expressed at each time-point showed enrichment for particular biological 

processes or phenotypes. Finally, experimental assays were performed to validate a number of 

predicted phenotypes arising from these analyses.   

 

5.2. Experimental procedure - outline 

RNA samples for RNAseq were extracted in triplicate from WT and DLG2-/- (KO1 & KO2) cell 

cultures at 4 time points during cortical differentiation from hESCs (days 15, 20, 30 and 60 for a 

total of 36 samples). The time points were selected to cover a range of developmental stages and 

cell types (Figure 5.1). These were weighted towards early development to better investigate the 

role of DLG2 prior to PSD formation and synaptic transmission. After sample validation and library 

construction, 75bp paired-end sequencing at a depth of 20 million reads was performed using an 

Illumina HiSeq4000. After QC the resulting reads were mapped to an indexed reference genome to 

produce counts of gene expression. Gene counts were normalised and sets of differentially 

expressed genes were created between DLG2-/- and WT cells for all time points of the experiment.  

Functional enrichment analyses were then performed on these sets of differentially expressed genes 

using gene ontology and mammalian phenotype data (Ashburner et al., 2000; Smith and Eppig, 

2009; Carbon et al., 2019), to identify particular biological processes significantly over or under-

represented in DLG2-/- cells.  Finally, experimental assays were used to determine whether any such 

biological processes identified from the functional enrichment analysis show evidence of 

dysregulation in cultured WT and DLG2-/- cells, thereby validating the bioinformatic analyses.  

Detailed protocols can be found in Chapter 2, Sections 2.2 Cortical differentiation, 2.14 RNA 

sequencing, 2.15 Adhesion assay, 2.16 proliferation assay, 2.17 Migration assay, 2.18 

Electrophysiology; details of the RNAseq analysis steps follow below. 
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5.3. Large numbers of genes were differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells during cortical 

differentiation 

The integrity of the RNA samples extracted from WT, KO1 & KO2 (DLG2-/-) at days 15, 20, 30 

and 60 of cortical differentiation was determined using an RNA integrity number (RIN) algorithm 

following capillary gel electrophoresis, which assigns a value of 1 to 10 based on the amount of 

RNA degradation.  A high RIN was obtained for all 36 samples with all ≥ 8.5 and most ≥ 9.5 (Figure 

5.2, Supplementary Figure 2) indicating they were of good quality with low amounts of RNA 

degradation, so these were subsequently used for the construction of stranded cDNA libraries for 

RNAseq. These libraries were quantified and verified to contain a sufficient cDNA of an appropriate 

size for efficient sequencing for the majority of samples, the exception being triplicate repeats of 

day 30 KO2 samples. These 3 day 30 samples were of lower concentrations than expected and did 

not clearly show a peak DNA fragment size within the optimal range for sequencing, 200 – 300 

base pairs, additional they showed a small peak at roughly 100bp potentially indicating a PCR 

amplification of library adapter sequences over cDNA libraries (Figure 5.3).  These results were 

noted for further investigation in later analyses; however, the day 30 KO2 samples were included 

when producing equimolar pools of the constructed libraries which were subsequently sequenced 

with the help from Joanne Morgan in the division sequencing core team. 

  

Figure 5.1.  Overview of cortical differentiation protocol 
Overview of cortical differentiation protocol with approximate timings of key developmental processes and 
predominant cell types present in culture. Asterisks indicate time point selected for RNA sequencing. The coating 
substrates, culture medium and small molecule factors used during differentiation are fully described in Chapter 2, 
section 2.2 Cortical differentiation. 
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 Day 15 Day 20 Day 30 Day 60 
Cell Line A B C A B C A B C A B C 

WT 9.8 9.9 9.8 9.7 9.6 9.7 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.2 9 9 
KO1 9.9 9.8 9.9 10 9.9 10 9.3 9.4 9.2 9.5 9.5 9.5 
KO2 10 10 10 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.3 8.5 9.2 9.5 9.4 9.3 

 

 

Following Illumina sequencing the Trimmomatic software (Bolger et al., 2014) was used with 

default parameters to trim the fastq files from the sequencer prior to mapping to a genome index. 

This trimming process ensures that any residual adapter sequences, incorporated during cDNA 

library construction, are removed from the final reads along with any low-quality bases as 

determined by PHRED score (PHRED score < 30).  A quality check of both the original and 

trimmed reads was performed using the FastQC software (Andrews, 2010) which showed good 

statistics including per base quality, per sequence quality, overexpressed sequences, adapter content 

and others (Supplementary File 1). The STAR software (Dobin et al., 2013) was then used to index 

the GRCh38.p12 assembly of the human reference genome (Zerbino et al., 2018) and map the 

Figure 5.2.  Quality of RNA extracted from WT and DLG2-/- cultures as determine by RIN 
RNA integrity numbers (RIN) for triplicate RNA samples (A, B, C) extracted from WT and DLG2-/- cultures (KO1 
& KO2) and 4 time points of cortical differentiation from hESCs.  Determined using the Agilent  RNA 6000 Nano 
kit analysed using the 2100 Bioanalyzer Eukaryote Total RNA Nano assay.  RIN numbers are on a scale of 1 (low 
quality RNA) to 10 (high quality RNA). 

Figure 5.3.  RNAseq library quantification 
Quantification of fragment size in cDNA libraries for RNA sequencing, determined using the Agilent Bioanalyzer 
high sensitivity DNA assay.  X axis gives size of fragments in base pairs, the y axis frequency. (A), (B) & (C) are 
triplicate repeats of day 60 KO2 samples and are representative of the majority of the constructed libraries, showing 
two sharp ladder peaks at 35 bp and 10000 bp in between which is a defined peak of cDNA fragments at 200-300 
bp, the required size for sequencing. (D), (E), & (F) are triplicate repeats of day 30 KO2 samples and show a greatly 
reduced 200-300 bp peak along with an additional peak at ~100bp likely corresponding to amplified adapter 
sequences. 
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generated trimmed reads to the resulting genome index. As an additional QC step the Picard 

software (Broad Institue, 2019) and BamTools software (Barnett et al., 2011) was used to mark 

duplicates within the mapped trimmed reads for each library and compute the percentage of 

duplication.  Sequence duplication occurs when multiple reads map to the same locus due to the 

over-amplification of a single piece of cDNA. Although this inevitably occurs to some degree 

during RNAseq, excessive duplication can be the result of low-quality libraries or incorrect pooling 

of libraries prior to sequencing.  For the majority of the mapped reads sequence duplication was 

relatively low, in the range of 15 – 25%, with the exception of the previously highlighted day 30 

KO2 samples which showed an increased level of sequence duplication of approximately 70% 

(Supplementary File 2). Finally, gene expression of the 36 samples was quantified from the mapped 

trimmed reads using the featureCounts software (Liao et al., 2014) by computing the number of 

raw reads aligning to exons within a gene. 

The DESEQ2 package (Love et al., 2014) was used to normalise the raw read counts per gene 

generated from the sequencing data and analyse them for evidence of systematic changes between 

the cell lines i.e. determine differential gene expression between DLG2-/- and WT cells. Analyses 

of RNA sequencing data to determine differential gene expression can suffer from a lack of 

statistical power due to relatively low replicate numbers per condition, large dynamic range, the 

presence of outliers and other factors. To overcome these factors DESEQ2 utilises the assumption 

that genes of a similar average expression level have a similar dispersion, a statistical model of 

variability within a group, allowing information to be pooled across genes and increasing statistical 

power. DESEQ2 was used to analyse differential gene expression between DLG2-/- cells and 

genetically WT cells at each of the four time points of cortical differentiation investigated. This was 

performed both separately for KO1 and KO2 compared to WT, (3 replicates KO vs 3 replicates 

WT) (Supplementary Tables 2b, 2c) and for the combined data from DLG2-/- lines compared to the 

WT (6 replicates KO vs 3 replicates WT) (Supplementary Table 2a).  

To investigate variation between the samples principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical 

clustering was performed using the genes expressed (defined as expression > 0 in at least 3 samples) 

in KO1, KO2 and WT at each time point (Figure 5.4). The resulting plots of principal components 

1 and 2 (Figure 5.4 A) show generally good clustering between replicates. Those showing the 

greatest variability are notably the day 30 KO2 samples, previously found to have a high degree of 

sequence duplication potentially due to a low-quality initial cDNA library.   As PCA did in some 

cases indicate a degree of biological variability both within replicates and between the two DLG2-

/- cell lines, hierarchical clustering was performed to better determine the similarity of samples. 

Unlike PCA, which seeks to identify factors that maximise apparent differences between samples, 

hierarchical clustering groups samples according to their similarity taking into account all variation 
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in expression. The results of this clustering (Figure 5.4B) both show the similarity of triplicate 

samples, which cluster together in all cases, as well as the similarity between the KO1 and KO2 cell 

lines, which again in all cases cluster together at a given time point.  These results also indicate that 

the DLG2-/- and WT cells lines are most similar at the earliest time point investigated (day 15), 

where both KO1 and KO2 cluster with WT samples (Figure 5.4 B), a point also emphasised by the 

tight PCA grouping of samples at this time point (Figure 5.4 A).  Interestingly, later in 

differentiation (D20, D30 & D60) KO1 and KO2 cluster with WT samples not from their current 

time point but rather the one immediately prior (Figure 5.4 B), e.g. KO1 & KO2 D30 samples 

cluster with WT D20. This is consistent with the delayed developmental changes in gene expression 

seen in DLG2-/- cells in the previous chapter. 

PCA and hierarchical cluster analysis of RNAseq data therefore indicate that despite some 

biological variability KO1 and KO2 are broadly similar, this is in agreement with ICC and western 

blotting data which shows a similar trend between the lines but not identical results through all 

analyses (Supplementary Figure 1).  To increase statistical power, minimise the effects of biological 

variability and focus on the core phenotypes resulting from DLG2-/- deficiency the decision was 

taken to use the differential gene expression data from the two combined DLG2-/- lines compared 

to WT, which is presented here. However, the further analysis of RNAseq data presented in this 

chapter was also performed for KO1 and KO2 separately which is available in supplementary 

materials (Supplementary Tables 3b, 3c, 4b, 4c), again these analyses show broadly similar results 

between the two cells lines as well as those using the combined data. 
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Figure 5.4.  PCA and hierarchical clustering of genes expressed in WT and DLG2-/- cultures 
Principle component analyses (A) and hierarchical clustering (B) of genes expressed (expression > 0 in at 
least 3 samples) between triplicate samples (A, B, C) of DLG2-/- (KO1 & KO2) and genetically WT cultures 
on four separate days (D15, D20, D30, D60) of cortical differentiation from hESC.  Triplicate samples are 
plotted for the PCA in call cases also although all 3 points may not be visible due to overlap between 
replicates. 
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Prior to an analysis of differential gene expression for the combined KO against WT data sets the 

GENEsis (Parker and Clifton, 2018) gene conversion program was kindly provided by Dr Nicholas 

Clifton (NMHRI, Cardiff University) to convert the Ensembl IDs used to identify genes throughout 

the RNAseq analysis up to this point into Entrez Gene IDs. Genes were also separated into up-

regulated (positive log2 fold change) and down-regulated (negative log 2 fold change) groups and 

non-protein coding genes removed. Histograms of -log10 p-value distribution were produced for 

the up-regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes at each time point, in all cases a positive 

-log10 p-value indicates up-regulated genes and a negative -log10 p-value down-regulated genes 

(Figure 5.5). The histograms for days 15, 20 and 60 showed the expected pattern with a clear peak 

frequency near 0, indicating that most genes show no significant differential expression, that 

decreases relatively smoothly as the -log10 p-value increases or decreases and with a roughly even 

distribution of up-regulated and down-regulated genes. However, the histogram for day 30 showed 

an unexpected pattern with a second peak present in the up-regulated differentially expressed genes, 

which disappeared when the day 30 KO2 results were removed (Figure 5.5).  

The unusual -log10 p-value distribution identified in day 30 KO2 samples (Figure 5.5), along with 

their previously noted broad PCA clustering (Figure 5.4) high sequence duplication (Supplementary 

File 2) and reduced 200-300bp peak during RNAseq library quantification (Figure 5.3) resulted in 

the removal of these samples from the combined analysis.  This decision was taken to ensure only 

high-quality samples were used in analyses and increase confidence in the results obtained.  The 

data presented here for days 15, 20 and 60 therefore corresponds to the two DLG2-/- lines combined, 

while day 30 results are for one DLG2-/- line only (KO1) in triplicate. However, data for KO2 at 

day 30 available as part of the separate line analyses presented in supplementary information 

(Supplementary Tables 3c, 4c) and shows similar results to KO1 at  day 30 despite the issues with 

samples quality previously noted.   

Differential gene expression analysis of the day 15, 20, 30 and 60 samples showed large numbers 

of protein coding genes were significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) in DLG2-

/- cells compared to WT, peaking at day 30 (Figure 5.5).  This included both up and downregulated 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) but when considered as whole 5.74% of human protein 

coding genes were differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells at D15, 36.9% at D20, 47.0% at D30 

and 21.5% at D60. Therefore, these data clearly show a large-scale dysregulation of gene expression 

in cultures lacking the DLG2 gene during the course of differentiation from hESC to cortical 

projection neurons; this includes all developmental stages investigated, not only the later time points 
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known to contain more mature and electrically active neurons but also earlier time points containing 

NPCs and immature neurons. 

  

Figure 5.5.  p-value distribution in genes differentially expressed between DLG2-/- and WT cultures 
-log10 p-value distribution of protein coding genes differentially expressed between DLG2-/-and genetically WT 
cultures at four time points of cortical differentiation from hESCs. Positive -log10 p-values indicate up-regulated 
genes and a negative -log10 p-values down-regulated genes. Unless otherwise specified differential gene expression 
is for both DLG2-/- cell lines (KO1 & KO2) combined, compared to WT. For all histograms Frequency is limited 
to 200 and -log10 p-value to -/+ 100, bin size 0.1. 
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5.4. DEGs suggest neurodevelopmental deficits in DLG2-/- NSCs  

Even at the earliest time point of investigated (day 15) large numbers of protein coding genes 

(~1100) were differentially expressed in DLG2-/- compared to WT (Figure 5.6) clearly indicating a 

role for DLG2 in the regulation of early corticoneurogenesis. A point further emphasised by the top 

3 differentially expressed genes (by Bonferroni corrected P value) in DLG2-/- cells at day 15 

belonging to the inhibitor of DNA binding (ID) family of transcriptional factors (Figure 5.7 A), 

these genes also being among the most differentially expressed at this timepoint when KO1 and 

KO2 are analysed separately (Supplementary Tables 2b, 2c). The ID genes encoding highly 

conserved proteins that act as key regulators of stem cell differentiation (Jung et al., 2010; Niola et 

al., 2012). However, to further interpret the gene expression data and clarify the role of DLG2 in 

neurodevelopment, Fisher’s exact tests were performed to analyse the sets of genes differentially 

expressed at each experimental time point for functional enrichment, using an R script written and 

kindly provided by Dr. Andrew Pocklington (MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric Genetics and 

Genomics, Cardiff University) (Supplementary Figure 3). These analyses enabled the assignment 

of properties to the differentially expressed gene sets by identifying functional classes of genes 

(those associated with a specific biological process or phenotype) that were overrepresented within 

the set. Two sources of gene classification were used for this functional enrichment analysis, a 

Figure 5.6.  Differentially expressed protein coding genes between DLG2-/- and WT cultures 
Up and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) between 
DLG2-/- (KO1 & KO2 combined) and genetically WT cultures at four time points of cortical differentiation from 
hESCs. 
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strictly annotated (removing those with the IEA – inferred from Electronic Annotation – evidence 

code) set of GO terms (Ashburner et al., 2000; Carbon et al., 2019) and MP (mouse phenotype) data 

from the mouse genome informatics (MGI) resource (Smith and Eppig, 2009). The MP data was 

restricted to phenotypes reported in single-gene functional studies and where the mouse gene had a 

1:1 mapping onto a human gene.  For each of the 4 time points, significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p< 0.05) protein coding genes were separated into up-regulated and down-regulated 

gene sets; functional enrichment for both GO and MP terms was then performed on each of these 

sets. A complete set of protein coding genes expressed throughout all samples and time points was 

used as the background (comparator) gene set for these analyses rather than all human protein 

coding genes, thereby preventing inflated enrichment for neural related terms by virtue of the fact 

that these gene sets were derived cultures undergoing neuronal differentiation.  

The results of these initial analyses showed significant functional enrichment (Bonferroni p < 0.05) 

for large numbers of GO and MP terms in both up-regulated and down-regulated gene sets at all 

time points (Supplementary Tables 3a & 4a).  There can be considerable overlap in GO and MP 

terms due to gene pleiotropy in addition to the hierarchical nature of these ontologies, making it 

unclear how many relatively independent sets of gene are driving observed functional enrichment.  

However, these initial analyses can be refined to reduce the number of terms to a more manageable 

size and group terms whose enrichment is driven by a common set of genes. To this end sets of 

genes were recursively removed from the significant GO and MP terms, beginning with the genes 

present in the term with the largest odds ratio (OR), re-testing and only retaining terms remaining 

significant (Bonferroni p<0.05) before proceeding to remove the set of genes present in the term 

with the next highest OR, re-testing and so on. This recursive refinement by OR continued until 

concise lists of enriched GO and MP terms, with independent evidence for enrichment, were 

produced. 

At the earliest time point of cortical differentiation studied, day 15, functional enrichment results 

indicate that key developmental processes are already dysregulated in DLG2-/- cells (Figure 5.7). 

For GO terms (Figure 5.7 B), down-regulated genes show enrichment for nervous system 

development while correspondingly the up-regulated genes show an enrichment for the negative 

regulation of key neurodevelopmental signalling pathways, namely receptor serine threonine 

kinase signalling and BMP signalling (Derynck and Zhang, 2003; Hegarty et al., 2013).  Separate 

analysis of the DLG2-/- lines also showing a disruption to nervous system development and 

developmental signalling pathways at day 15 of differentiation is a feature of both KO1 and KO2 

(Supplementary Tables 3b, 3c). Furthermore, the MP terms (Figure 5.6 C) are in broad agreement 

with the those for GO terms, down-regulated genes being enriched for phenotypes related to nervous 

system function such as abnormal nervous system physiology, abnormal long-term potentiation and 
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abnormal spatial learning.  Taken together these data therefore provide further evidence for the 

role of DLG2 as a component of signalling pathways regulating early corticoneurogenesis and 

indicate that biological processes regulated by DLG2 are not restricted to neurons but are also 

present in NSCs.  

 
 

 
Figure 5.7. Day 15 DEGs, GO and MP functional enrichment 
(A) Top 5 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in DLG2-/- cultures at day 15 of cortical differentiation. (B+C) 
Fisher’s exact test for GO term (B) and MP term (C) functional enrichment in sets of up-regulated and down-
regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and 
WT cultures at day 15 of cortical differentiation from hESCs. Enrichment resulting from unique sets of differentially 
expressed genes was achieved following recursive refinement by odds ratio (OR).  All protein coding genes 
expressed at all experimental timepoints were included in the analysis as a comparator gene set, Noverlap = number 
of unique differentially expressed genes captured by term. 
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5.5. DLG2-/- NPCs display increased proliferation and adhesion to the ECM 

Enriched GO and MP terms were surveyed to determine common themes and identify potential 

DLG2-/- phenotypes and DLG2 regulated biological processes that could be experimentally 

validated.  Cellular adhesion to the ECM and proliferation were two such processes, identified as 

being dysregulated in DLG2-/- NPCs through functional enrichment analyses for GO terms at days 

15 (Figure 5.7) and 20 (Figure 5.8). Several terms relating to both processes also being found in the 

sperate analysis of KO1 and KO2 at days 15 and 20, further indicating the similarity between the 

DLG2-/- cells lines (Supplementary Tables 3b, 3c).  Up-regulated differentially expressed genes 

were enriched for GO terms at D15 that included biological adhesion and collagen metabolic 

process (Figure 5.7 B) similarly D20 up-regulated genes were enriched for extracellular matrix 

organisation, cell adhesion and others (Figure 5.8 A). Enrichment for processes related to ECM 

adhesion in proliferative cells at early time points of differentiation (in D15 NSCs and D20 NPCs) 

is perhaps unsurprising, given that 4 out of the 5 most significantly differentially expressed genes 

at day 15 are related to this process; ID1, ID2 and ID3 are all upregulated and have established roles 

in maintaining cellular adhesion to the ECM (Jung et al., 2010; Niola et al., 2012) while COL1A1 

encodes the pro-a1 chain of collagen, a key ECM component in the developing cortex (Long et al., 

2018).  Based on these results we would therefore predict that DLG2-/- cells would show increased 

adhesion to the ECM compared to WT and an experimental assay was performed to test this. Cells 

at day 26 of cortical differentiation were selected for this assay, this time point chosen as being 

similar to but slightly advanced of the time point for the corresponding functional enrichment 

analyses, allowing time for any changes at the RNA level to clearly manifest in culture. For this 

assay equal numbers of WT and DLG2-/- cells were plated on to seven different ECM substrates, 

including three collagen types, in triplicate and the number of adhering cells quantified in 

colorimetric manner. DLG2-/- cells did show significantly increased adhesion to various ECM 

substrates compared to WT cells particularly to types I and II collagen and fibronectin, with others 

including type IV collagen and laminin showing an increased trend (Figure 5.9 A); interestingly 

both laminin and fibronectin, are known mediators of ID protein regulated adhesion (Niola et al., 

2012).  These assays therefore confirm the prediction of increased adhesion and validate the results 

of the functional enrichment analyses. 

Cell proliferation was a second biological process identified as being dysregulated in DLG2-/- cells 

in the day 20 functional enrichment results (Figure 5.8). The refined functional enrichment results 

show that genes related to the mitotic cell cycle are enriched in the day 20 down-regulated gene set 

(Figure 5.8B). However, the enrichment results prior to refinement by odds ratio indicate that the 

down-regulated genes are related to the negative regulation of the cell cycle with enrichment for 

terms such as negative regulation of cell cycle, negative regulation of cell cycle G2/M phase 
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transition and others while the day 20 up-regulated gene set is in enriched for the positive regulation 

of cell proliferation (Figure 5.8 C, Supplementary Table 3a). The refined enrichment analysis for 

MP terms also supports a phenotype of increased proliferation in DLG2-/- cells with the day 20 up-

regulated gene set being enriched for terms including abnormal kidney cell proliferation and altered 

tumour pathology. Again, perhaps unsurprising given that ID1, ID2, ID3 show significantly 

increased expression in the DLG2-/- during early neurodevelopment and are known to regulate the 

cell cycle with their expression increasing the proliferation of cortical NSCs (Jung et al., 2010; 

Niola et al., 2012).  An assay was therefore performed to further investigate proliferation in WT 

and DLG2-/- cells, on day 26 of cortical differentiation, chosen for similar reasons to those described 

for the ECM adhesion assay.  This assay involved plating equal numbers of WT and DLG2-/- cells 

in triplicate and monitoring their proliferation at 2-day intervals using a colorimetric approach to 

quantify the numbers of cells in culture at a given time. The results of this assay (Figure 5.9c) agree 

with both experimental observations and the functional enrichment analyses in that DLG2-/- cells, 

show significantly increased proliferation from day 26 of cortical differentiation compared to WT. 

As a negative control an additional assay was performed to investigate proliferation in WT and 

DLG2-/- cells maintained as hESCs, rather than during the course of cortical differentiation. There 

was no significant difference in proliferation (Figure 5.9b) between the three cell lines at the hESC 

stage, thereby indicating that an increase in proliferation for DLG2-/- cells is a cell type specific 

neurodevelopmental phenotype that mirrors the changes seen in gene expression. 
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Figure 5.8. Day 20 GO and MP functional enrichment 
(A+B) Fisher’s exact test for GO term (A) and MP term (B) functional enrichment in sets of up-regulated and down-
regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and 
WT cultures at day 20 of cortical differentiation from hESC. Enrichment resulting from unique sets of differentially 
expressed genes was achieved following recursive refinement by odds ratio (OR).  (C) Selected results from GO 
term functional enrichment analyses (as in A) prior to refinement by odds ratio. For all analyses all protein coding 
genes expressed at all experimental timepoints were included in the analysis as a comparator gene set, Noverlap = 
number of unique differentially expressed genes captured by term. 
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Figure 5.9. Adhesion and proliferation assays 
(A) Adhesion of DLG2-/- and WT cells to various ECM protein substrates at day 25 of cortical differentiation.  Both 
genotype (F1,128=38.08; P<0.0001; n³6) and ECM substrate (F7,128=16.20; P<0.0001; n³6) had significant effects 
on adhesion. (B) Proliferation of DLG2-/- and WT lines maintained as hESCs for 5 days. While time (F4,35=1924, 
P<0.0001; n³3) did have a significant effect on hESC proliferation, genotype (F1,35=0.3780, P=0.8470; n³3) did 
not. (C) Proliferation of DLG2-/- and WT lines from days 26 to 36 of cortical differentiation.  Both genotype 
(F1,80=738.5; P<0.0001; n³6) and time (F4,80=126.1; P<0.0001; n³6) had significant effects on proliferation and 
there was a significant interaction between these factors (F4,80=59.36; P<0.0001; n³6). Data sets were analysed by 
two-way ANOVA. Stars above bars in each graph represents Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests, *P<0.05; 
**P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001 vs. WT controls. From (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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5.6. DLG2-/- neurons display altered morphology, migration and electrical properties 

Functional enrichment results for genes differentially expressed at day 30 (Figure 5.10), a time point 

corresponding to the emergence of postmitotic neurons in culture, further characterised the DLG2-

/- phenotype and highlighted several neuron specific biological processes potentially regulated by 

DLG2 dependent signalling that were further investigated through experimental assays including 

neuronal morphology, locomotion and electrical properties. Once again to verify that the results for 

the two DLG2-/- cells lines were broadly similar, functional enrichment analyses were also 

performed for both lines separately which showed that terms relating to these 3 processes were 

over-represented in both KO1 and KO2 at day 30 (Supplementary Tables 3b, 3c). 

Genes down regulated at day 30 (Figure 5.10 A) were enriched for GO terms related to nervous 

system development generally but more specifically several terms related to neuronal morphology 

including regulation of neuron projection development, axonogenesis, dendrite morphogenesis and 

others. These results at the level of the transcriptome clearly indicated defects in the morphology of 

DLG2-/- neurons, in agreement with the observations from morphometric assays reported in a 

Chapter 4 (Section 4.7) that DLG2-/- neurons display a less mature structure than WT characterised 

by a similar number of primary neurites projecting from the soma but significantly reduced neurite 

branching (Figure 4.10).  

 Another key aspect of nervous system development dysregulated in DLG2-/- neurons was neuronal 

migration, as indicated by functional enrichment for GO terms in the D30 down-regulated gene set. 

Results from earlier time points had indicated a role for DLG2 in regulating cell migration with 

regulation of mononuclear cell migration enriched at day 15 (Figure 5.7 B) and cell leading edge 

(the area of a migrating cell nearest the direction of movement) enriched at day 20 (Figure 5.8 A).  

Although not present in the refined enrichment results at day 30 (Figure 5.10 A) the unrefined 

results show clear enrichment in down-regulated genes for neuronal migration and cell leading 

edge GO terms. To investigate this phenotype DLG2-/- and WT neurons were tracked for 70 hours 

from day 40 of differentiation with the location of individual neurons recorded at 2-hour intervals.  

These results validated the RNAseq analyses and showed that DLG2-/- neurons had a significantly 

slower speed of migration and displacement from their origin over the course of the assay (Figure 

5.11). 
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In addition to defects in morphology and migration functional enrichment results also indicated 

DLG2-/- neurons to have abnormal electrical properties.  The day 30 down-regulated gene set was 

enriched for the GO term voltage-gated sodium channel activity following odds ratio refinement 

(Figure 5.10 A) while prior to refinement numerous GO terms relating to the electrical properties 

of neurons were significantly enriched including membrane depolarization, voltage-gate ion 

channel activity and action potential (Figure 5.10 C). To investigate this further, various 

electrophysiological studies were performed on DLG2-/- and WT neurons at days 50 and 60 of 

cortical differentiation by Dr Daniel Whitcombe and Tom Steward (Bristol Medical School, 

University of Bristol) as well as Dr Ying Zhu (Neuroscience and Mental Health Research Institute, 

Cardiff University), the results of which are included here to provide a more complete picture of 

the DLG2-/- phenotype.  Full results are available in (Sanders et al., 2020) but in summary these 

Figure 5.10. Day 30 GO and MP functional enrichment 
(A+B) Fisher’s exact test for GO term (A) and MP term (B) functional enrichment in sets of up-regulated and down-
regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and 
WT cultures at day 30 of cortical differentiation from hESCs. Enrichment resulting from unique sets of differentially 
expressed genes was achieved following recursive refinement by odds ratio (OR).  (C) Selected results from GO 
term functional enrichment analyses (as in A) prior to refinement by odds ratio. For all analyses all protein coding 
genes expressed at all experimental timepoints were included in the analysis as a comparator gene set, Noverlap = 
number of unique differentially expressed genes captured by term. 
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show day 50 DLG2-/- neurons to be less excitable than WT, they possess a significantly more 

depolarised resting membrane potential than WT (Figure 5.12 A) and a reduced ability to fire APs 

following current injection (Figure 5.12C ).  APs  that were generated by DLG2-/- neurons showed 

characteristics of less mature neurons including a smaller amplitude, longer half-width and a slower 

maximum rate of depolarisation and repolarisation (ẟV/ẟt) (Figure 5.12 E-H). Other 

electrophysiological properties were unchanged between DLG2-/- and WT neurons which includes 

the percentage of neurons displaying spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) along 

with their frequency and amplitude (Figure 5.12 I-M). It was hypothesised that this lack of effect 

on synaptic transmission may be due to a compensatory mechanism by DLG4, which shows a trend 

towards increased expression in synaptosomes from DLG2-/- neurons (Figure 5.12 O). As DLG2-/- 

neurons have a reduced ability to fire APs and produce less mature APs, these experimental results 

therefore validate the functional enrichment analyses. 
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Figure 5.11. Migration assay 
(A) The average speed of migration for DLG2-/- and WT neurons over 70 hours, from day 40 of cortical 
differentiation. DLG2-/- neurons showed significantly decreased average migration speed compared to WT 
(t52=6.1175; P<0.0001; n=27).  (B) The displacement of DLG2-/- and WT neurons at 70 hours migration, from day 
40 of cortical differentiation. DLG2-/- neurons showed significantly decreased displacement compared to WT 
(t52=3.244; P=0.0021; n=27).  (C) Representative traces of neuronal migration from a given origin over 70 hours, 
from day 40 of cortical differentiation.  Data analysed by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. Stars above bars in 
each graph represents Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests, *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001 vs. WT 
controls From (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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Figure 5.12. Electrophysiological properties of DLG2-/- neurons 
(A) Resting membrane potential (B) input resistance (day 50) (C) %cells firing APs on current step injection. (D) 
Example traces of first overshooting AP and AP trains (E-H) AP height, half-width, maximum depolarising and 
repolarising speed (I-J) spike threshold voltage & rheobase current (day 50) (K) Example whole-cell patch clamp. 
Amplitude and frequency of spontaneous EPSCs, days (L) 50 and (M) 60. (N) %cells displaying sEPSCs (O) DLG4 
western blot. From (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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5.7. Aspects of the DLG2-/- phenotype show recovery at later time points 

Both differential gene expression analyses as well as the subsequent functional enrichment for GO 

and MP terms suggests the DLG2-/- phenotype show a degree of recovery over the course of cortical 

differentiation. When considering differential gene expression as a whole (Figure 5.6) this did not 

show a continual increase over the course of the differentiation or a plateau at later time points, 

rather it peaked at day 30 of cortical differentiation where 47% of protein coding genes were 

differentially expressing in DLG2-/- cells.; however, at day 60 differential gene expression was only 

21.5%, below the levels found at both D30 and D20. This recovery in expression at later 

experimental time points includes genes such as BCL11B encoding the key developmental 

transcription factor and cortical layer V marker CTIP2 (Supplementary Table 2a).  At the mRNA 

level BCL11B expression is significantly reduced in DLG2-/- cells at early experimental time points 

but recovers fully to WT by day 60. This recovery in BCL11B expression is in at least partial 

agreement with the CTIP2 expression data presented in Chapter 4; in this case CTIP2 expression is 

significantly reduced at all experimental time points but shows significant recovery towards WT 

levels as differentiation progresses. Presumably the delayed recovery of CTIP2 expression 

compared to BCL11B is due to the time taken for changes in the transcriptome to be reflected at the 

protein level within cells. 

The results of the functional enrichment analyses also support a recovery for certain DLG2-/- 

phenotypes over time. Genes relating to various aspects of neuronal development such as 

morphology, migration and electrical properties, are downregulated in DGL2-/- cells at day 30 of 

differentiation (Figure 5.10 A) but by day 60 of this is no longer the case (Figure 5.13 A), suggesting 

recovery for these phenotypes at the mRNA level. Genes significantly down-regulated in DLG2-/- 

cells at day 20 are also enriched for various GO terms related to mitochondria, aerobic respiration 

and translation (Figure 5.8 A) while 10 days later similar terms are found to be enriched in the day 

30 up-regulated gene set (Figure 5.10 A), suggesting a delay in the expression of genes regulating 

these processes in DLG2-/- cells; however, the recovery may not be complete in this case as by day 

60 several mitochondria related GO terms are once again enriched in the down-regulated gene set 

(Figure 5.13 A). Finally, another phenotype that shows evidence of incomplete recovery is cell 

cycle abnormalities, which are present at early time points such as day 20 (Figure 5.8 A), appear to 

show recovery by day 30 (Figure 5.10A) but are once again present at day 60 (Figure 5.13 A). 
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Figure 5.13. Day 60 GO and MP functional enrichment 
(A+B) Fisher’s exact test for GO term (A) and MP term (B) functional enrichment in sets of up-regulated and down-
regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed (Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and 
WT cultures at day 30 of cortical differentiation from hESCs. Enrichment resulting from unique sets of differentially 
expressed genes was achieved following recursive refinement by odds ratio (OR).  All protein coding genes 
expressed at all experimental timepoints were included in the analysis as a comparator gene set, Noverlap = number 
of unique differentially expressed genes captured by term. 
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5.8. Discussion 

5.8.1. RNAseq supports a novel role for DLG2 in cortical neurogenesis 

To further investigate the currently unreported role for DLG2 in early cortical neurogenesis 

identified from ICC and western blotting analyses (see Chapter 4), RNAseq was performed on 

DLG2-/- and WT cells at various time points of cortical differentiation. These sequencing data 

supported previous analyses and provided further evidence of a role for DLG2 in early cortical 

neurogenesis as DLG2-/- cells displayed large-scale disruption to gene expression compared to WT 

at all time points investigated (Figure 5.5), including early developmental stages where NSCs, 

NPCs and immature neurons are the predominant cell types in culture (days 15, 20 & 30 

respectively).  Although transcriptional changes are observed at all time points investigated, of 

particular interest is that the peak of differential gene expression, 47% of protein coding genes, did 

not occur at day 60, where mature neurons are present in the culture and DLG2 is known to function 

within the PSD, but rather at day 30 when the cell types present in culture are a mix of NPCs and 

new-born immature neurons.    

A developmental role for a DLG protein is itself not novel. The single orthologue of human DLG1-

4, invertebrate Dlg, is known to have such a role and regulates diverse cellular processes relating to 

apical-basal polarity, proliferation and differentiation as a component of the Scribble signalling 

module (Elsum et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2018). In humans this developmental role for Dlg is 

believed to be taken by DLG1 (also called human DLG or hDlg) interacting with SCRIB (Humbert 

et al., 2008; Massimi et al., 2008; Elsum et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2018) with the other 

homologues assuming the role of scaffolding proteins. DLG1 and DLG2 are of course members of 

the same MAGUK subfamily and as such have a very similar domain structure, DLG1 possessing 

an L27 domain being the notable difference (Zheng et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2016).  This structural 

similarity combined with the data presented here suggests that both DLG1 and DLG2 have inherited 

aspects of the developmental regulation functions ascribed to invertebrate Dlg. 

 
5.8.2. DLG2 mutations act at early stages of cortical differentiation in NSCs/NPCs 

ICC and western blotting analyses identified significant differences in the protein expression and 

morphology of DLG2-/- neurons from day 30 of cortical differentiation although the phenotype of 

cells assayed prior to this at day 20 was less clear (see Chapter 4). RNAseq was selected as a suitable 

approach to determine if a DLG2-/- phenotype was restricted to postmitotic neurons or existed in 

earlier cell types. Initial RNAseq analysis did show large numbers of differentially expressed genes 

in DLG2-/- cells at earlier time points of cortical differentiation and prior to neurogenesis, while 

functional enrichment analysis for GO and MP terms showed numerous biological processes and 
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phenotypes were either under or over-represented the cells, indicating that there are indeed DLG2-

/- phenotypes in NSCs and NPCs in addition to those established for postmitotic neurons. 

The functional enrichment analyses for the day 15 and 20 gene sets, corresponding to NSC and 

NPC time points, indicated a dysregulation of several developmentally relevant biological processes 

(Figures 5.7 & 5.8). This includes two processes that were experimentally validated, adhesion to 

the ECM and cell cycle progression, with DLG2-/- cells showing both increased adhesion to various 

ECM substrates and proliferation compared to WT controls (Figure 5.9), in agreement with the 

increased trend in KI67 expression identified from western blots (Figure 4.7). Cell-ECM adhesion 

play a critical role in normal development (Rozario and DeSimone, 2010) including cortical 

differentiation, during which various transcriptional programmes inhibit cell adhesion to the ECM, 

triggering the delamination and subsequent migration of cells (Itoh et al., 2013).  Collagen is the 

most abundant protein within the ECM where it forms a cross-linked scaffold with itself, other ECM 

components and cell surface receptors (Frantz et al., 2010).  Interestingly the gene encoding the 

pro-a1 chain of collagen I (COL1A1) is one of the most significantly upregulated genes in DLG2-/- 

cells at day 15 of cortical differentiation (Figure 5.7 A), this may lead to greater collagen secretion 

into the ECM leading to a denser scaffold and increased adhesion. The regulation of cell adhesion 

has previously been associated with MAGUK proteins, although cell-cell rather than cell-ECM 

adhesion, where these scaffolding proteins are known to stabilise tight junctions (Funke et al., 

2005). These  proteins are also known to be targeted for degradation by proteases to weaken cell 

adhesion prior to detachment (Ivanova et al., 2011); it is therefore possible that cell-ECM contacts 

which form in the absence of the normal scaffolding proteins, such as DLG2, cannot be efficiently 

degraded by proteases inhibiting cell detachment from the ECM. 

The increased proliferation observed in DLG2-/- cultures during early cortical differentiation may 

also relate to the delayed expression of cell-type identity observed in DLG2-/- neuronal cultures, 

including the significant reduction in expression of cortical layer V maker CTIP2 that shows 

recovery towards WT levels at later time points (see Chapter 4). Cell cycle regulation in NPCs plays 

a key role in determining neuronal subtype identity, with their internal state changing over the 

course of multiple cell divisions and the precise state immediately prior to cell cycle exit 

determining the final identity of generated neurons, (Telley et al., 2019).  NPCs are intrinsically 

capable of producing postmitotic neurons, the initial identity of which appears to be independent of 

environmental signals; however transcriptional programmes activated in NPCs in response to 

environmental signals are believed to have roles in subsequent neuronal maturation and final cell 

type identity (Telley et al., 2019). Initially NPCs exist in an “introverted” state and are not 

responsive to such external signals with the switch to an environment sensing “extroverted” state 

being under cell cycle control, once in this receptive state it is the length of the cell cycle that 
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appears key for the ability of cells to sense and respond to its environment, with the G1 phase in 

particular appearing critical for environment sensing and fate decision (Telley et al., 2019). This 

raises the possibility that the increased proliferation in DLG2-/- NPCs, with implied reduction in 

cell-cycle length, may reduce the period these cells are receptive to external signals and hence delay 

the expression of transcription programmes required for the development of mature neuronal 

identity; a process that could be exacerbated by any disruption of signalling between cell surface 

receptors and the transcriptional machinery within the nucleus. 

The significant upregulation of the transcription regulators ID1, ID2 and ID3 in DLG2-/- at day 15 

of cortical differentiation (Figure 5.7 A) may also be a factor underlying both of the experimentally 

validated NPC phenotypes, being key regulators of early neurodevelopment including NPC 

proliferation and adhesion to the ECM (Jung et al., 2010; Niola et al., 2012).  These act by inhibiting 

the binding of basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors to DNA, with knockout of ID1-3 

increasing cell cycle length and decreasing adhesion to the ventricular surface of the embryonic 

cortex in vivo and to ECM substrates in vitro (Jung et al., 2010; Niola et al., 2012).   

   
5.8.3. Multiple DLG2-/- phenotypes indicated a delayed expression of cell-type identity 

A diverse collection of cortical projection neurons subtypes exists which were initially characterised 

by the connection they made within the brain (hodology), although more recently this has expanded 

to include their gene expression profiles, morphology and electrophysiological properties (Migliore 

and Shepherd, 2005; Molyneaux et al., 2007). The results of ICC and WB blotting analysis 

presented previously showed that two such characteristics were disrupted in DLG2-/- neurons 

compared to WT, the expression of the cortical layer V marker CTIP2 and neurite morphology, 

suggesting a delay in the development of mature cell-type identity (Chapter 4).  The results of the 

functional enrichment analysis also indicate that DLG2-/- postmitotic neurons are less mature than 

their WT counterparts (Figure 5.10). This includes an over-representation of differentially 

expressed genes relating to various aspects of neuronal morphology such as regulation of neuron 

projection development, axonogenesis, dendrite morphogenesis and others.  This agrees with the 

results of a morphometric analysis noted in Chapter 4 that DLG2-/- neurons have a more immature 

morphology than WT with significantly reduced neurite branching (Figure 4.10).  A second 

phenotype present in the DLG2-/- cells relates to migration with both an over-representation of 

differentially expressed genes related to neuronal migration and cell leading edge. This was 

validated by experimental assay that showed DLG2-/- cells had a slower speed of migration and 

migration less distance from their origin in a given period (Figure 5.11).   

 A third phenotype in the down-regulated genes at day 30 relates to electrical properties with an 

over-representation for genes in GO terms relating to voltage gated sodium channel activity, 
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membrane depolarization and action potential. Electrophysiological assays confirmed these 

findings and showed that DLG2-/- neurons have a reduced ability to fire APs and produce less mature 

APs (Figure 5.12). These electrophysiology results, along with those of migration assay previously 

described, also suggest that the DLG2-/- phenotype is not restricted to a specific neuronal subtype, 

as neurons for these experiments were selected at random rather than by expression of a particular 

marker. ICC analyses at days 50 and 60 (the time points analysed by electrophysiology) shows for 

both WT and DLG2-/- cultures a more cells are expressing the marker TBR1, which showed no 

difference between the cell lines, than are expressing CTIP2, which was significantly reduced in 

DLG2-/- cells (Figure 4.8). The likelihood that the majority of neurons analysed were TBR1 positive, 

yet still significant deficits were observed for DLG2-/- compared to WT, indicated that DLG2-/- 

phenotype is widespread among neurons and not restricted to those of a layer V identity. For future 

experiments selecting neurons of a specific subtype identity for electrophysiological assays would 

be of use to further refine the DLG2-/- phenotype, although such a selection of live neurons would 

be difficult with the currently generated hESC lines; however, this could be possible if the lines 

were transduced with suitable lentiviral reporters, such as a CTIP2 promoter-GFP vector. 

There are several potential links between the phenotypes identified for DLG2-/- NPCs and neurons.  

Within neurons it is possible that a disruption to voltage gated sodium channel activity, as indicated 

by functional over-representation analyses, may not only contribute to the observed 

electrophysiological defects but also to those in migration and morphology; with voltage gated 

sodium channel activity shown to enhance the spontaneous calcium transients required for neuronal 

maturation in the developing neocortex, including migration and dendritic branching (Bando et al., 

2016). Aberrant signalling resulting from disrupted voltage gated sodium channel activity in new-

born neurons may also impact the transcriptional programmes of NPCs, if these NPCs are in an 

extroverted stated and receptive to external signals (Telley et al., 2019), potentially leading to 

abnormal neuronal identity upon cell cycle exit. There is also a potential link between the increased 

cell-ECM adhesion observed in NPCs and decreased migration of neurons, if the ECM is 

particularly dense or cell-ECM attachment cannot be efficiently severed this would impede the 

ability of neurons to migrate from their site of birth.  One molecule that may link many of the 

observed phenotypes both in NPCs and neurons is CASK, known to regulate proliferation and ECM 

adhesion through an interaction with ID1 (Qi et al., 2005; Jung et al., 2010; Niola et al., 2012) and 

multiple aspects of neurogenesis through the transcription factor TBR1 (Hsueh et al., 2000; Wang 

et al., 2004; Huang and Hsueh, 2017). More specifically CASK regulates neuronal migration and 

branching through interaction with the transcription factor CTIP1 (Kuo et al., 2010), the gene 

encoding CTIP1 (BCL11A) is also significantly downregulated in DLG2-/- cells at day 30 of 

differentiation (Supplementary Table 2a). Interestingly CASK is also a MAGUK protein and thus 
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shares the same PSD tandem as the DLG subfamily members, although it does contain additional 

domains (Zheng et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2016), it is also known to interact with DLG1 in mammalian 

epithelia (Porter et al., 2019), a similar DLG2-CASK interaction in NPCs and new-born cortical 

projection neurons could therefore explain many of the observed DLG2-/- phenotypes. 

 

5.8.4. RNAseq indicates mitochondrial abnormalities in DLG2-/- NPCs and neurons 

Additional evidence of a role for DLG2 in the regulation of developmentally relevant processes can 

be found in the genes down-regulated in the DLG2-/- at day 20 which show a functional enrichment 

for numerous terms related to the mitochondria and cellular respiration (Figure 5.8). NSCs  and 

NPCs are known to have relatively low energy requirements, to the extent that when quiescent they 

may be entirely glycolytic (Folmes and Terzic, 2016) and in other cases possessing immature 

spherical mitochondria with poorly developed cristae (Beckervordersandforth, 2017). However, the 

process of neuronal differentiation is associated with a large increase in cellular respiration along 

with mitochondrial mass, mitochondrial DNA copy number and electron transport chain capacity 

(Cheng et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010). Indeed specific terms relating to cristae formation, the inner 

mitochondrial membrane and the mitochondrial electron transport chain as well as the more 

general term aerobic respiration are all over-represented in the day 20 down-regulated gene-set, 

suggesting DLG2-/- NPCs at this time point may have reduced energy requirements, potentially as 

a result of reduced translation as this term is also over-represented among the same gene set.  

Although corticoneurogenesis itself does not appear to be delayed in DLG2-/-cells these processes 

being down-regulated in DLG2-/- NPCs relative to WT could therefore be seen as evidence of a 

delay in the production of cellular components required for subsequent neuronal maturation, in 

agreement with the immature phenotype of DLG2-/- neurons previously described.  Such a delay is 

further supported by many of the related terms including mitochondrion, aerobic respiration and 

translation that are over-represented among down-regulated genes at day 20 being enriched among 

up-regulated genes at day 30 (Figure 5.8). 

Although mitochondria related terms appear to show recovery between days 20 and 30 they are 

once again over-represented among the down-regulated gene set at day 60 (Figure 5.12).  This later 

time point of cortical differentiation contains more mature and electrically active neurons so it is 

possible that reduced mitochondrial energy production is linked to the abnormal 

electrophysiological properties of DLG2-/- cells, such as the reduction in number and maturity of 

action potentials, although many of these show recovery by this time point (Figure 5.12) (Sanders 

et al., 2020). Alternatively, this may be a similar phenotype to that proposed at day 20 with 

decreased translation leading to lower energy requirements, terms relating to translation are also 

over-represented in the day 60 down-regulated gene set (Figure 4.12) including tRNA and 
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preribosome (Abetov et al., 2019).  This decreased translation may be in NPCs, as these persist in 

culture to later time points, but also neurons as DLG2 does have a known role in the establishment 

of LTP (Carlisle et al., 2008), a process that requires both the remodelling of existing and the 

generation of new protein complexes (Bliim et al., 2016, 2019).   

 

5.8.5. DLG2 mediated signalling may regulate multiple signalling pathways during early 

cortical differentiation 

 Based on the observed DLG2-/- phenotypes relating to proliferation, adhesion and various aspects 

of neuronal subtype identity it seems DLG2 shares many of the neurodevelopmental roles 

associated with its paralogue DLG1.  Due to these similarities in function as well as a similar domain 

structure it is possible that DLG2 may interact with key developmental signalling complexes in a 

similar manner to DLG1, including SCRIB and CASK, as previously described. Functional 

enrichment analyses for GO terms have also shown that DLG2 knockout impacts the expression of 

genes related to multiple signalling pathways including regulation of transmembrane receptor 

protein serine/threonine kinase signalling pathway and regulation of BMP signalling pathway 

(Figure 5.7). Receptor serine threonine kinase signalling covers a broad range of pathways with 

numerous developmental roles; DLG2 itself has also been shown to link cell surface receptors to 

components of another serine/threonine kinase pathway, the MAPK/ERK signalling cascade 

(Pocklington et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2012) know to regulate cell proliferation and synaptic plasticity 

(Pocklington et al., 2006; Cagnol and Chambard, 2010) and defects of which have been shown to 

result in abnormal cortical development (Li et al., 2014a; Xing et al., 2016). Another signalling 

pathway implicated by functional enrichment analyses is BMP signalling, itself a receptor 

serine/threonine kinase signalling pathway (Hegarty et al., 2013). The inhibition of BMP signalling 

during early development differentiates neuroectoderm from ectoderm, playing a critical role in the 

establishment of neural fate (Bond et al., 2012) and is a key feature of the in vitro cortical 

differentiation protocol that was adapted for use in this research (Chambers et al., 2009). In contrast 

once a neural fate is established BMP signalling is required  for neurogenesis, with transient BMP 

signalling sufficient to generate postmitotic neurons while sustained BMP signalling is required for 

the successive generation of neuronal subtypes from NPCs (Tozer et al., 2013).  This offers another 

potential explanation for the DLG2-/- phenotype in relation to neurogenesis and altered subtype 

identity, with impaired BMP signalling in DLG2-/- NPCs being sufficient to generate neurons but 

not of the normal cortical layer V identity.  BMP signalling has also been implicated in two specific 

aspects of neurodevelopment that are disrupted in DLG2-/- cells, neuronal migration and neurite 

branching (Gámez et al., 2013). 
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Particularly considering the proliferation phenotype observed in DLG2-/- cells during cortical 

differentiation another serine/threonine kinase pathway of potential interest is the Hippo signalling 

pathway, which is involved in inhibiting cell proliferation and promoting apoptosis (Zhao et al., 

2011). This pathway is often disrupted in cancer leading to uncontrolled cell proliferation (White 

et al., 2019). DLG2 has a known role in cancer as a tumour suppressor (Shao et al., 2019; Keane et 

al., 2020), giving additional emphasis to the proliferation phenotype observed on DLG2 knock-outs, 

with studies also showing an interaction between DLG2 protein and components of the Hippo 

signalling pathway such as  Ras Association Domain Family Member 6 (RASSF6) (Kwan et al., 

2016). In addition to regulating proliferation, Hippo signalling plays important roles in regulating 

cell’s apical-basal polarity (Genevet and Tapon, 2011) and mitotic spindle orientation relative to 

the cell surface (VanHook, 2015). As studies have shown a role for the relative orientation of the 

mitotic spindle during cell division in NPC fate determination (Lancaster and Knoblich, 2012) this 

provides another potential link between DLG2, proliferation and neuronal identity.   

 

5.8.6. Possible DLG2-scaffolded signalling complexes in early neurodevelopment 

Data from mass spectrometry, western blotting, immunocytochemistry and RNAseq indicate both 

that DLG2 is expressed during early cortical neurogenesis and is potentially involved in several 

developmental signalling pathways, given the large-scale changes in gene expression and various 

phenotypes identified in DLG2-/- NPCs and neurons.  As DLG2 is known to function as a scaffolding 

protein these data raise the possibility that it may play a similar role during early cortical 

differentiation, holding the components of one or more signalling pathways in the correct location 

and/or orientation for efficient signal transduction. If this hypothesis were correct DLG2 deficiency 

may not prevent the signalling pathways in which it normally acts as a scaffold from functioning, 

as although less optimally organised the key components are still present, but could make that 

signalling more stochastic and less efficient.  These signalling deficits could delay rather than 

prevent the activation of key transcriptional programmes required for normal cortical development 

which would explain why hierarchical cluster analysis which shows DLG2-/- samples from later 

experimental time points clustering with WT samples from earlier time points (Figure 5.4 B).  Such 

as delay may also explain why several features of the DLG2-/- phenotype show recovery at later 

experimental time points including overall differential gene expression, the expression of key 

neuronal markers, and certain  electrophysiological properties.  It is also of interest that the greatest 

expression variability between samples as determined PCA (Figure 5.4) was the day 30 DLG2-/- 

samples, this includes KO1 day 30 which showed good QC metrics in all other regards.  As day 30 

corresponds to the start of neurogenesis and is likely the stage at which cells are changing most 

rapidly in terms of their identity/external state (it also corresponds to the greatest differential gene 
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expression between WT and DLG2-/- cultures); therefore,  it could be expected that the greatest 

effects of stochastic signalling would be observed at this time point, not only increasing differences 

between cell lines but also in samples from the same line.   

 
5.8.7. Summary 

The RNAseq and subsequent analyses described in this chapter identify DLG2-/- phenotypes at 

various developmental stages during the directed differentiation of hESCs to cortical projection 

neurons and similar to previous western blotting and ICC data these show a broad similarity 

between the two DLG2 KO lines.  As differential gene expression between DLG2-/- and WT cell is 

shown to occur at the earliest time points investigated and prior to the formation of mature neurons 

this cannot be the result of errors in synaptic signalling, indicating a novel role (or roles) for DLG2 

in the regulation of early cortical neurogenesis in addition to its established function within the 

PSD.  Functional enrichment analyses performed on sets of genes differentially expressed between 

DLG2-/- and WT cells identified various dysregulated developmental processes and further refined 

the phenotypes associated with DLG2 knock-out. The phenotypes included increased proliferation 

and adhesion to the ECM in DLG2-/- NPCs as wells as abnormal morphology, migration and 

electrical activity in DLG2-/- neurons, all of which were validated by experimental assays.  Potential 

mechanisms underlying the DLG2-/- phenotypes are also suggested by the analyses of RNAseq data 

which includes a delay in the activation of several key neurodevelopmental transcription 

programmes, possibly due to stochastic signalling resulting from the lack of a DLG2 scaffold in 

signalling complexes, although further experiments are required to better determine the precise 

mechanism of action for DLG2.  Such delayed signalling due to a lack of a DLG2 scaffold could 

explain how many (but not all) of the identified DLG2-/- phenotypes show recovery at later time 

points in culture. 
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6. The DLG2-/- phenotype and neuropsychiatric disease 

6.1. Introduction 

RNAseq analysis of DLG2-/- and WT cells at four time points of cortical differentiation provided 

further support for a hypothesised role for DLG2 mediated signalling during early cortical 

neurogenesis,  with large numbers of protein coding genes differentially expressed in DLG2 

deficient cultures at all experimental time points investigated including those predominantly 

composed of NPCs.  Furthermore, this RNAseq analysis provided evidence for several DLG2 

dependent biological process in both NPCs, such as proliferation and ECM adhesion, and new-born 

neurons, such as neuronal morphology, migration and electrophysiological properties, which were 

verified by experimental assays. Additional experiments are however required to better resolve the 

mechanism of action for DLG2 during neurodevelopment and more precisely determine how DLG2 

mediated signalling regulates the large-scale changes in gene expression previously described.   

The ‘bulk’ RNAseq performed for this research yielded robust and informative results yet one of 

its limitations is that it was performed on a mixed population of cells in culture. With an analysis 

of morphology, staining for key markers along with reference to published data one can determine 

what the predominant cell type is in a culture at a given time; however, there will inevitably be other 

cells types in the population.  Although resulting in a shallower read depth that bulk sequencing 

single cell RNAseq (Mi et al., 2018) would overcome this heterogeneity limitation and identify the 

contribution of defined cell types such as NPCs and neurons, as well their sub-types, to each DLG2-

/- phenotype. To compliment this identification of proteins that DLG2 interacts with during 

neurodevelopment, including the NPC stage, would also be of great benefit in understanding its 

mechanism of action prior to PSD formation.  Such protein-protein interaction analysis would be 

greatly aided if a successful DLG2-FLAG knock-in could be generated (as described in Chapter 3) 

for use in pull-down experiment although peptide affinity purification using the NMDA receptor 

subunit 2 C-terminal peptide “SIESDV” (Husi and Grant, 2001) to pull-down DLG2 and other PDZ 

containing proteins would still provide valuable information.  Such a pull down has currently been 

performed for 30 and 60 samples but requires both additional analysis of the mass spectrometry 

data as well as expansion to earlier time points of cortical differentiation.  Various developmentally 

relevant signalling pathways indicated by RNAseq analysis including receptor serine/threonine 

kinase pathways such as BMP or HIPPO signalling could also be manipulated through the 

application of agonists and antagonists in an attempt to rescue the DLG2-/- phenotype and confirm 

whether DLG2 does act through these pathways when regulating early neurodevelopment.  

These additional experiments would have to form the basis of future studies into the role of DLG2 

in early cortical neurogenesis; however, various additional analyses of the currently generated 

‘bulk’ RNAseq data to investigate the transcriptional programmes disrupted in DLG2-/- cultures 
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during  cortical differentiation are possible, several of which are now in preprint (Sanders et al., 

2020).  Given the established link between DLG2 and schizophrenia one question that can be 

answered from the existing RNAseq data is whether this newly identified role for DLG2 in cortical 

projection neuron development shows disease relevance.  This can be address due to the availability 

of high quality schizophrenia GWAS data (Pardiñas et al., 2018) and statistically robust tools for 

the gene set analysis of this data, such MAGMA (de Leeuw et al., 2015), which enable sets of genes 

differentially expressed in DLG2 KO cells to  be tested for schizophrenia risk variant enrichment.   

Although rare variant studies convincingly implicate components of mature synaptic signalling, 

such as DLG2-scaffolded NMDA receptor complexes, in schizophrenia aetiology (Kirov et al., 

2012a; Fromer et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014; Szatkiewicz et al., 2014; Pocklington et al., 2015; 

Genovese et al., 2016) these show little evidence of GWAS association, with even more broadly 

classified synapse-related gene sets only accounting for a small proportion of the overall GWAS 

signal (Pardiñas et al., 2018).  However, the common variant association signal is highly enriched 

for LoFi genes which capture roughly 50% of genic SNP-based heritability for schizophrenia. As 

LoFi genes are under strong selective pressure they are believed to play key roles in normal 

development (Pardiñas et al., 2018). The implied involvement of developmental processes, 

harbouring LoFi genes, in the schizophrenia GWAS signal and the role for DLG2 in regulating 

cortical development, indicated in previous chapters, provided the rational for testing gene sets 

differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells for schizophrenia common variant enrichment.   

The aim of the research presented in this chapter was to determine if genes differentially expressed 

in DLG2-/- cells at any of the four time points studied were enriched for schizophrenia common risk 

variants, thereby determining if the novel role identified for DLG2 in early cortical neurogenesis 

was relevant to neuropsychiatric disease.  Additionally, sets of DLG2 dysregulated genes identified 

by GO term analysis as being involved in DLG2-/- phenotypes were also tested to gain greater insight 

into the neurodevelopmental processes underpinning schizophrenia aetiology.  To this end sets of 

genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells were tested for schizophrenia common risk variant 

enrichment using competitive gene-set enrichment tests run in MAGMA. 

 

6.2. Experimental procedure 

Following RNAseq analysis of DLG2-/- and WT cells during cortical differentiation eight sets of 

differentially expressed protein coding genes were identified, being genes up and down-regulated 

at each of the four experimental time points (see Chapter 5).  These eight gene sets were tested for 

schizophrenia and (as a control) Alzheimer’s disease common risk variant enrichment using 

MAGMA (version 1.07) (de Leeuw et al., 2015).  GWAS summary statistics for schizophrenia were 

taken from the PGC2+CLOZUK meta-analysis (Pardiñas et al., 2018) and Alzheimer’s from the 
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IGAP meta-analysis (Lambert et al., 2013). Gene locations being taken from human genome build 

37 (available at https://ctg.cncr.nl/software/magma) and MAGMA gene annotation was in a 35,10 

window around genes (35kb upstream and 10kb downstream), meaning that SNPs lying within this 

region were assigned to a gene. Gene-wide analysis was performed using the MAGMA multi model 

and the 1,000 Genomes European panel (available at https://ctg.cncr.nl/software/magma) used as a 

reference data set to estimate the correlation between pairs of SNPs. When calculating gene-wide 

association statistics under the multi model, a fixed number of permutations (20,000) was used for 

each gene. A one-sided MAGMA gene-level analysis was performed for each of the eight sets of 

differentially expressed genes identified for DLG2-/- cells either without conditioning, conditioning 

on all expressed genes at a given experimental time point, or all expressed genes across all 

experimental time points, using the condition-residualize function.  Finally, a two-sided MAGMA 

gene-set analysis was performed on several sub-sets of differentially expressed genes, identified in 

day 30 down-regulated genes through functional enrichment for GO or MP terms.  Conditioning 

was on both all expressed genes (either at a time point or across all time points) as well as the 

original gene-set form which they were derived. A two-sided test being selected to detected both 

significant depletion or significant enrichment and thereby determine whether any over-represented 

functional genes sets appear to play a significantly greater, or lesser role, in schizophrenia than day 

30 down-regulated genes as a whole. The gene sets used for the research presented in this chapter 

were taken from the combined DLG2-/- vs WT RNAseq data described previously (see Chapter 5); 

however, significant results were verified using data from KO1 and KO2 separately.  Further details 

of these analyses can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.19 MAGMA gene set enrichment and also 

follow within this chapter. 

 

6.3. Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants 

As previously reported, large numbers of protein coding genes are differentially expressed (both up 

and down-regulated) in DLG2-/- cells at four time points of cortical differentiation (see Chapter 5).  

In order to determine if any sets of differentially expressed genes were enriched for schizophrenia 

common risk variants a competitive gene-set enrichment test was performed using MAGMA 

(Figure 6.1, Supplementary Table 5).  The results of the initial analysis (without conditioning) 

showed enrichment for common variant association in gene sets comprised of all expressed genes 

(WT and DLG2-/-) at each time point as well as DLG2-/- differentially expressed genes at several 

time points (Figure 6.1 A). This is unsurprising given that schizophrenia is a neuropsychiatric 

disorder and these gene sets were from cells of a neural lineage.  In order to determine if any genes 

sets were enriched above all expressed genes as a whole the competitive gene-set enrichment was 

re-run conditioning on all genes expressed in KO1, KO2 and WT cells using MAGMAs condition-
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residualize function.  Two approaches were used for this, one conditioning on all expressed genes 

at a given experimental time point (Figure 6.1 B) and the other conditioning on a single gene set 

consisting of all genes expressed at one or more time points (Figure 6.1 C).  While the first 

conditioning approach (at a time point) provides a good internal control for each cell-type, the 

second (across all timepoints) allows for a better comparison across cell-types; however, both 

approaches produced a similar pattern of enrichment and as such subsequent enrichment analyses 

presented here used conditioning across all time points, analyses using at time point conditioning 

are presented in supplementary information (Supplementary Tables 5, 6 & 7). 

Enrichment analysis revealed a strong association (Pcorrected = 8.37 x 10-8) in the day 30 down-

regulated gene set only, with enrichment for other gene sets no longer significant following 

conditioning (Figure 6.1 C).  As the greatest differential gene expression between DLG2-/- and WT 

cells occurs at day 30 of cortical differentiation (Figure 5.5) this raises the possibility that it is 

simply the number of differentially expressed genes at this time point driving the strong enrichment 

for schizophrenia common risk variants. However, the day 30 down-regulated and day 30 up-

regulated genes sets contain similar numbers of genes (4530 and 4442 respectively) yet day 30-

upregulated genes show no enrichment (Figure 6.1 C).  Also of note is that out of all gene-sets tested 

the day 30 down-regulated has the largest regression coefficient (b) indicating enrichment due to a 

greater effect size rather than numbers of genes (Figure 6.1 D).  This was significantly greater than 

all up-regulated gene sets (Supplementary Table 5) and also the day 20 and day 60 down-regulated 

gene-sets (Figure 6.1 D). The comparison between day 30 and 20 being particularly compelling as 

both time points have large numbers of down-regulated genes (4030 at day 20, 4530 at day 30); 

however, only the day 30 downregulated genes show enrichment (Figure 6.1 C) and this is with a 

significantly greater effect size (p = 4.56 x 10-3) than that found at day 20 (Figure 6.1 D).  Finally, 

to verify that the observed significant enrichment for schizophrenia risk genes was a shared feature 

of both DLG2-/- lines the analysis was repeated using day 30 down-regulated genes from KO1 and 

KO2 separately (Figure 6.1 E).  This showed a strong association in both lines of a relatively similar 

magnitude to that from the combined DLG2-/- vs WT analysis (KO1 Pcorrected = 2.46 x 10-7, KO2 

Pcorrected = 7.27 x 10-8) providing both additional validation of the enrichment results and evidence 

for the similar behaviour of the knock-out lines. 
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Figure 6.1 Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants 
(A) Schizophrenia common risk variant enrichment for all expressed genes in WT and DLG2-/- cultures at four time 
points of cortical differentiation (all expressed) and in genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cultures at each time 
point (up or down-regulated), without conditioning.  (B) Schizophrenia common risk variant enrichment in genes up & 
down-regulated at each timepoint of cortical differentiation (DLG2-/- relative to WT), conditioning on all expressed 
genes at a given time point.  (C) & (D) Schizophrenia common risk variant enrichment in genes up & down-regulated 
at each timepoint of cortical differentiation (DLG2-/- relative to WT), conditioning on all expressed genes across all time 
points. (E) Schizophrenia common risk variant enrichment in genes down-regulated in KO1 and KO2 (separately) at 
day 30 of cortical differentiation, conditioning on all expressed genes across all time points. In all cases dotted red line 
indicates Pcorrected = 0.05 following Bonferroni correction for 12 tests (A), 8 tests (B-C) and 2 tests (E). 
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6.4. Enrichment for Alzheimer’s common risk variants as a negative control 

In order to confirm that the enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants identified in genes 

down-regulated at day 30 of cortical differentiation is a genuine disease specific effect, rather than 

revealing general relevance to any brain disorders, an additional MAGMA gene-set enrichment was 

performed to act as a negative control.  Summary statistic for this enrichment were taken from the 

largest available Alzheimer’s GWAS, the IGAP meta-analysis (Lambert et al., 2013).  Enrichment 

for Alzheimer’s common risk variants was selected as a negative control as, unlike a 

neurodevelopmental disorder such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s is a neurodegenerative disorder 

and therefore we would not expect to see enrichment at day 30 of cortical differentiation, a time 

point corresponding to active neurogenesis in culture.  As described previously this enrichment was 

run conditioning on all genes expressed in KO1, KO2 and WT cells across all time points and 

showed no enrichment for the day 30 down-regulated gene set (Figure 6.2, Supplementary Table 

6), therefore confirming the relevance of these genes to schizophrenia aetiology.  Although not the 

focus of this research there was modest enrichment for Alzheimer’s common risk variants in the 

day 20 up-regulated gene-set (Figure 6.2). 

 

 
 

 
 
  

Figure 6.2 Enrichment for Alzheimer’s disease common risk variants 
Enrichment for Alzheimer’s disease common risk variants in genes up & down-regulated at each timepoint of 
cortical differentiation (DLG2-/- relative to WT), conditioning on all expressed genes. Dotted  red line indicates 
Pcorrected = 0.05 following Bonferroni correction for 8 tests.  
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6.5. Relevance of specific processes and phenotypes to disease 

After identifying that genes down-regulated in DLG2-/- cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation are 

enriched for common schizophrenia risk variants this process was refined to determine the relevance 

of specific biological processes and phenotypes to the disease.  As previously described a Fisher’s 

exact test was used to test enrichment in the day 30 down-regulated gene set for both GO and MP 

terms (see Chapter 5). After iteratively refining results by odds ratio, 28 GO terms and 19 

mammalian phenotypes were identified with independent evidence for over-representation in day 

30 down-regulated genes (Figure 5.10).  The sets of day 30 down-regulated genes found in these 

over-represented GO terms and mammalian phenotypes were tested for schizophrenia common risk 

variant enrichment using MAGMA, to determine if any biological process or phenotype is of 

significantly more/less relevance to disease than the day 30 down-regulated gene set as a whole 

(Figure 6.3, Supplementary Table 7).  For this purpose a two-sided enrichment test was performed, 

enabling both significant enrichment or depletion to be investigated. Tests were conditioned on both 

all genes expressed in DLG2-/- and WT cells across all time points and all day 30 down-regulated 

genes, in order to determine if any functional gene sets (GO or MP terms) have a greater of lesser 

role in schizophrenia than the day 30 down-regulated gene set as a whole.   This analysis showed 

that no terms were significantly depleted, indicating that all processes and phenotypes over-

represented in the day 30 down-regulated may potentially contribute to schizophrenia.  However, 

following Bonferroni-correction two GO terms showed moderate enrichment for common 

schizophrenia risk variants: voltage gated sodium channel activity and synapse assembly (Figure 

6.3 A) suggestive of a more central role to disease, in contrast no mammalian phenotypes were 

significantly enriched compared to the overall day 30 down-regulated gene set (Figure 6.3 B). 

Finally to validate these results for the separate DLG2-/- lines, genes within the GO terms voltage 

gated sodium channel activity and synapse assembly that were downregulated in KO1 and KO2 at 

day 30 of cortical differentiation were also tested for schizophrenia common variant enrichment, 

conditioning in the same manner as above (Supplementary Table 8).  These results showed 

significant enrichment for both terms in both lines separately, again providing evidence of the broad 

similarity between the DLG2-/- lines. 
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Figure 6.3 Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants in GO terms and mammalian phenotypes  
(A) Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants in GO terms over-represented amongst genes down-
regulated in DLG2-/- cultures at day 30 of cortical differentiation, conditioned on all expressed genes and on the day 
30 down-regulated gene set. Pcorrected = P value following Bonferroni correction for 28 tests.  (B) Enrichment for 
schizophrenia common risk variants in gene MP terms over-represented amongst genes down-regulated in DLG2-/- 

cultures at day 30 of cortical differentiation, conditioning on all expressed genes and on the day 30 down-regulated 
gene set. Pcorrected = P value following Bonferroni correction for 19 tests. 
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6.6. Discussion 

6.6.1. Genes down-regulated in DLG2-/- cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation are 

enriched for schizophrenia common risk variants 

It is perhaps unsurprising that sets of genes expressed in WT and DLG2-/- cells at various time points 

of differentiation from hESCs to cortical projection neurons are enriched for schizophrenia common 

risk variants, given the neural lineage of these cells and the nature of schizophrenia as a 

neuropsychiatric disease.  However, one gene set remains strongly enriched for schizophrenia 

common risk variants even after conditioning the analysis on all genes expressed in DLG2-/- and 

WT cells across all time points of the experiments, linking several of the DLG2-/- phenotypes 

identified in previous chapters to neuropsychiatric disease.  These results are also consistent with 

published genetic data indicating a role for DLG2 in schizophrenia pathogenesis (Kirov et al., 

2012a; Nithianantharajah et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 2017; Michaelovsky et al., 2019). Given the 

established role of DLG2 in the postsynaptic density of mature neurons it is interesting to note that 

this strong enrichment for schizophrenia genetic risk was not found in the genes from the day 60 

experimental time point, containing the most mature neurons, but rather in the day 30 down-

regulated gene set.  This strong enrichment at time point corresponding to active neurogenesis (day 

30), places emphasis on the novel role for DLG2 in corticoneurogenesis reported in previous 

chapters as it pertains to schizophrenia genetic risk. This is of course in agreement with the long 

established neurodevelopmental component of schizophrenia aetiology (Murray and Lewis, 1987; 

Weinberger, 1987; Harrison, 1997, 1999), with recent work also supporting a role for various 

schizophrenia risk factors during corticoneurogenesis (Walker et al., 2019) as well as more 

generally highlighting the contribution of developmentally relevant LoFi genes to schizophrenia 

genetic risk (Pardiñas et al., 2018).  The lack of GWAS enrichment in day 15 or 20 gene sets also 

indicates that the novel NSC and NPC phenotypes identified in previous chapters, such as increased 

proliferation and adhesion to the extracellular matrix, although of interest in a developmental 

context are not directly relevant to the schizophrenia common variant signal, although their 

enrichment for rare variants remains to be tested.   

The evidence of schizophrenia common risk variant enrichment in the day 30 down-regulated gene 

set is robust, being highly significant after Bonferroni correction (Pcorrected = 8.37 x 10-8).   This 

enrichment for day 30 down-regulated genes appears not to be a result of the number of genes tested, 

as indicated by its large effect size (b) that showed a significant increase over the majority of gene 

sets tested; furthermore, no other gene set showed significant enrichment despite several containing 

a broadly similar numbers of genes to the day 30 down-regulated set. A lack of enrichment for 

Alzheimer’s common risk variants in the day 30 down-regulated gene set provides evidence that 

results are a genuine effect relevant to schizophrenia pathophysiology, rather than more generally 
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relevant to brain disorders. Although neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease are 

not the focus of this research it should be noted that the day 20 up-regulated gene set was modestly 

enriched for Alzheimer’s common risk variants. Although surprising that genes from an NPC time 

point (day 20) would be enriched for a neurodegenerative disease such as Alzheimer’s, the day 20 

up-regulated gene set was enriched for GO terms relating to protein phosphorylation (Figure 5.8), 

offering a possible explanation given the link between dysregulation of this process and 

Alzheimer’s aetiology (Kumar et al., 2015; Oliveira et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). 

 
6.6.2. DLG2 knockout reveals multiple biological processes disrupted in schizophrenia 

Subsets of genes down-regulated in DLG2-/- cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation can be 

identified based on enrichment for GO terms and mammalian phenotypes as described in Chapter 

5 (Figure 5.8).  Following a two-sided test none of these identified functional gene sets were 

significantly depleted for schizophrenia common variant enrichment, indicating that the 

schizophrenia GWAS signal is distributed across these gene sets and thus implicating the disruption 

of multiple biological processes in schizophrenia (Figure 6.3). Such DLG2 relevant biological 

processes include those identified both through RNAseq analysis and experimental assays, such as 

the regulation of neuronal morphology and electrical activity (see Chapters 4 and 5).  Although no 

functional gene sets were depleted for enrichment, indicating a role for all in schizophrenia 

developmental pathophysiology, voltage-gated sodium channel activity and synapse assembly did 

show a modest but significantly increased enrichment suggesting these two terms best capture the 

most relevant pathophysiological processes. The synapse assembly set contains genes encoding 

various cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) with established roles in synapse development in addition 

to pre and postsynaptic specialisation (Südhof, 2018) that are differentially expressed in day 30 

DLG2-/- cells. These CAMs include Neuroligin (NLGN1) and Neurexin (NRXN1), associated with 

schizophrenia (Kirov et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2011), and others such as Ephrin receptor B2 (EPHB2) 

which have additional roles in axon guidance and neuron branching (Xu and Henkemeyer, 2012), 

providing a potential link to other identified DLG2-/- phenotypes. This enrichment for synapse 

assembly genes is of interest as although synaptic dysfunction has been robustly implicated in 

schizophrenia pathophysiology the current genetic support for disease models focuses on 

postsynaptic signalling and synaptic plasticity (Kirov et al., 2012a; Fromer et al., 2014; Szatkiewicz 

et al., 2014; Pocklington et al., 2015; Genovese et al., 2016).  Genes related to the regulation of 

synaptic plasticity were indeed over-represented in the day 30 down-regulated set confirming their 

relevance; however, these were not enriched for schizophrenia genetic risk more than the gene set 

as whole. Taken together this may suggest that a greater emphasis should be placed on synapse 

assembly during early cortioneurogenesis in the aetiology of schizophrenia although this obviously 
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requires further investigation. As disruption of synaptic NMDA and ARC receptor complexes is the 

schizophrenia relevant biological processes with the most genetic support (Kirov et al., 2012a; 

Fromer et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014; Szatkiewicz et al., 2014; Pocklington et al., 2015; Genovese 

et al., 2016) this would suggest testing to determine whether the rare variant signal in these 

complexes is solely a mature functional signal, or if it can be captured be genes expressed during 

early development. 

The increased schizophrenia common variant enrichment for voltage-gated sodium channel activity 

genes (Figure 6.3) provides disease relevance to the aberrant electrophysiological properties of 

DLG2-/- neurons as previously described (see Chapter 5), given the well-established role of these 

channels in the resting membrane potential and action potential generation (Catterall, 2012).  This 

is supported by genetic studies implicating voltage gated sodium channels in several disorders 

including schizophrenia and ASD (Wolff et al., 2017; Rees et al., 2019).  Dysfunction in these 

channels may also be linked to additional DLG2-/- phenotypes, including deficits in neuronal 

morphology and migration, as voltage gated sodium channel activity has been shown to regulate 

spontaneous calcium transients critical for neuronal migration and dendritic branching within the 

developing neocortex (Bando et al., 2016).  Finally, the development of voltage-dependent ion 

channels in immature neurons and subsequent spontaneous electrical activity has been shown to 

have a key role in the establishment and maturation of neuronal networks, with any  disturbance of 

this process potentially leading to long-lasting neuronal deficits (Luhmann et al., 2016). 

 
6.6.3. Summary 

Using a competitive gene set enrichment test implemented in MAGMA, genes downregulated in 

DLG2-/- cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation, a time point corresponding to early neurogenesis, 

are shown to be strongly enriched (Pcorrected = 8.37 x 10-8) for schizophrenia common risk variants, 

a result verified in both KO1 and KO2 seperately.  This enrichment was conditioned on all genes 

expressed in both DLG2-/- and WT cells across all experimental time points and appears robust, as 

dysregulated gene sets of a similar size do not show enrichment. In addition the significantly 

enriched day 30 down-regulated set has a larger effect size than the majority of other gene sets 

tested, as determined by a significantly increased b.  The day 30 down-regulated gene set is also 

not enriched for Alzheimer’s disease indicating the observed schizophrenia enrichment is a disease 

specific effect and not related to brain disorders more generally. Various subsets of functional genes 

were identified within the day 30 downregulated gene set and upon testing none of these were 

depleted for schizophrenia association, indicating a contribution from multiple biological processed 

in the disease.  Two specific subsets of genes displayed evidence for increased enrichment, being 

those related to voltage gated sodium channel activity and synapse assembly, suggesting a greater 
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contribution to schizophrenia pathophysiology from these processes. This work has therefore 

indicated that DLG2 mediated signalling regulates schizophrenia relevant gene expression during 

early corticoneurogenesis and provides may provide insight into processes contributing to the 

neurodevelopmental component of disease aetiology; however, the precise molecular mechanism 

of action for DLG2 remains unclear and requires further study.   
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7. General discussion 

 
7.1. Research Summary 

DLG2 in common with other MAGUKs is known to act as a scaffolding protein within the PSD of 

mature neurons, with roles in the assembly, localisation and function of neurotransmitter receptors 

complexes that are associated with the regulation of synaptic transmission and plasticity (Zheng et 

al., 2011; Frank et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016). In addition to these established roles in later 

neurodevelopment (subsequent to synaptogenesis) it was hypothesised that DLG2-mediated 

signalling may also regulate early cortical neurogenesis due to the association between DLG2 and 

neuropsychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia, which possess a known neurodevelopmental 

component with risk factors acting both in cortical excitatory neurons and their progenitors (Hill 

and Bray, 2012; Willsey et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2018; Clifton et al., 2019; Polioudakis et al., 

2019; Walker et al., 2019). This hypothesis was reinforced by DLG2 mRNA expression both in 

vitro and in vivo during early neurodevelopment and prior to synaptogenesis (Kang et al., 2011; van 

de Leemput et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2020) as well as the known involvement of the invertebrate 

orthologue of DLG2 in the regulation of developmental signalling pathways (Humbert et al., 2008; 

Stephens et al., 2018). 

The research presented here supports this hypothesis and indicates a novel role for DLG2 in the 

regulation of early cortical neurogenesis, which was identified through the characterisation of WT 

and DLG2-/- cells during the course of differentiation from hESC to cortical projection neurons.  

This involved multiple complimentary techniques including western blotting mass spectrometry, 

immunocytochemistry, RNA sequencing and various phenotypic assays. Enrichment for 

schizophrenia common risk variants in genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cultures suggested 

that processes regulated by DLG-mediated signalling during excitatory cortical neurogenesis may 

be disease relevant and could potentially provide insight into the neurodevelopmental component 

of schizophrenia pathophysiology. 

 

7.2. DLG2-mediated signalling in early cortical differentiation 

 An initial search of transcriptome databases revealed that DLG2 is expressed earlier in the 

neurodevelopmental time course than previously appreciated and prior to synaptogenesis.  DLG2 

mRNA being present from 8 weeks post-conception in humans (Kang et al., 2011) as well as in 

vitro throughout all stages of differentiation from hESCs to cortical projection neurons (van de 

Leemput et al., 2014). Efforts to verify DLG2 protein expression during early cortical 

differentiation using western blotting were hampered by issues with antibody specificity so mass 

spectrometry was employed as an alternative approach and this robustly identified DLG2 
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expression in WT cells at day 30 of cortical differentiation, a time point corresponding to the early 

emergence of postmitotic neurons in culture. Although resource constraints precluded the 

investigation of earlier time points using mass spectrometry, western blotting analysis of DLG2-/- 

cells at day 20 of cortical differentiation indicated increased expression of PAX6 (a key dorsal 

forebrain developmental transcription factor) and KI67 (a marker of cell proliferation) compared to 

WT, suggesting a role for DLG2-mediated signalling (and by implication, active DLG2 expression) 

in NPCs.  

In addition to confirm DLG2 mRNA expression in WT cells at all experimental time points RNAseq 

provided further evidence for DLG2 expression during early cortical differentiation, with  DLG2-/- 

cells showing large scale gene expression changes compared to WT from as early as day 15. At 

these early time points of differentiation, corresponding to the NPC stage, genes differentially 

expressed in DLG2-/- cells were over-presented in GO terms relating to biological processes 

including proliferation and adhesion.  Experimental assays validated these findings, with DLG2-/- 

NPCs showing increased proliferation and adhesion to several ECM substrates compared to 

controls. Such a role for DLG2-mediated signalling in the regulation of proliferation would be novel 

in the context of cortical neurogenesis but in agreement with the known role of DLG2 more widely, 

previously studies having identified DLG2 as a tumour suppressor gene with abnormally low DLG2 

expression linked to ovarian cancer, osteosarcoma and recently neuroblastoma (Shao et al., 2019; 

Keane et al., 2020).  Although the precise mechanism by which DLG2 regulates cell cycle 

progression is unclear, invertebrate Dlg is known to have a similar role and acts via interaction with 

the Scribble cell polarity module.  The GK domain of Dlg interacts with the PDZ2 domain of Scrib 

via the adaptor protein GUK-holder as well as directly with another component of the Scribble 

module, Lethal giant larvae (Lgl) in a phosphorylation dependent manner (Mathew et al., 2002; Zhu 

et al., 2014).  Loss of function of either Scrib, Dlg or Lgl results in excessive cell proliferation, 

tumour formation and overgrowth of larvae providing a clear link to the regulation of cell cycle 

progression (Humbert et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2018).  In humans this role of Dlg is believed to 

be taken by DLG1 (also called human DLG or hDlg) interacting with SCRIB (Massimi et al., 2008; 

Elsum et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2018). However, DLG1 and DLG2 are both members of the 

same MAGUK subfamily and with the exception of the L27 domain of DLG1 have a very similar 

structure which includes a GK domain (Zheng et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2016).  Interactions between 

the DLG4 GK domain and LGL2 (a homologue of Lgl) in vitro have also been established (Zhu et 

al., 2014), raising the possibility that DLG2-LGL2 or DLG2-SCRIB complexes may regulate cell 

cycle progression in cortical NPCs.   

An alternative or perhaps complementary mechanism by which DLG2 may regulate NPC 

proliferation is through the ID proteins, which inhibit the binding of basic helix-loop-helix 
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transcription factors to DNA and whose knockout has been shown to increase cell cycle length 

(Jung et al., 2010; Niola et al., 2012).  During early corticoneurogenesis at day 15 of differentiation, 

the expression of ID1, ID2 and ID3 was upregulated in DLG2-/- cells compared to controls, with 

these being the most significantly differentially expressed genes at this time point. This is consistent 

with a decrease in cell cycle length, inferred from the increased proliferation observed in DLG2-/- 

cultures.  In addition to DLG2 affecting ID gene expression either directly or indirectly to regulate 

NPC proliferation, there is also the possibility that the two proteins may interact. This would be 

similar to CASK, which is known to regulate proliferation through interaction with ID1 (Qi et al., 

2005).  DLG2 and CASK possess a comparable structure which contains the PSG tandem common 

to all MAGUKs, although CASK contains three additional domains, two L27 and one CaM (Zheng 

et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2016).  If DLG2 does not directly interact with the ID proteins, it may do so 

in complex with CASK; DLG1-CASK interactions have been shown in mammalian epithelia where 

they regulate mitotic spindle orientation (Porter et al., 2019). Interestingly, in Drosophila 

neuroepithelial cells mitotic spindle orientation and proliferation are under the control of a common 

signalling pathway (Franco and Carmena, 2019), raising the possibility that DLG1 or potentially 

DLG2 complexes may play similar roles in spindle orientation and proliferation in cortical NPCs. 

It should be noted that proteins that share similar domain structures do not necessarily share binding 

partners or act through similar mechanism. This can be seen with DLG2 and DLG4 each of which 

contain one GK, one SH3 and three PDZ domains yet have distinct roles in the regulation of synaptic 

plasticity (Carlisle et al., 2008), making further work to validate any potential DLG2 interactions 

essential. 

Cell adhesion is another process that has been previously associated with MAGUK proteins, 

although this is in the context of cell-cell adhesion where these scaffolding proteins are known to 

stabilise tight junctions (Funke et al., 2005).  In contrast, genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- 

cultures during early cortical differentiation were shown to be enriched for biological processes 

related to cell-ECM adhesion, with experimental assays confirming increased adhesion between 

DLG2-/- NPCs and various ECM substrates including the most abundant ECM component Collagen 

I (Frantz et al., 2010). Interestingly COL1A1 expression, the gene encoding Collagen I, is also 

significantly upregulated in DLG2-/-, being the most significantly differentially expressed at day 15 

of differentiation after the ID genes.  It should be noted that although collagen production is usually 

more associated with glia, in vitro COL1A1 expression in NPCs has previously been shown  at 

comparable time points of cortical differentiation to this day 15 data (van de Leemput et al., 2014) 

and antibody staining shows the protein is expressed in neurons within the human cerebral cortex 

(Uhlén et al., 2015) (https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000108821-

COL1A1/tissue/cerebral+cortex). This elevated COL1A1 expression may therefore suggest that the 
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increased adhesion in DLG2-/- cells may in part be due to a greater concentration of proteins 

surrounding cells producing a denser and more cross-linked ECM, potentially resulting in an 

increased number and/or stronger cell-ECM interactions.  MAGUK proteins are also known to be 

targeted by proteases for degradation which weakens cell contacts prior to detachment (Ivanova et 

al., 2011), raising the possibility that cell-ECM contacts which form in the absence of the normal 

scaffolding proteins, such as DLG2, cannot be efficiently targeted by proteases leading to increased 

adhesion.   

In addition to their role in cell cycle regulation, the ID proteins have also been shown to regulate 

cell-ECM adhesion, with ID1-3 knockout decreasing adhesion to the ventricular surface of the 

embryonic cortex  in vivo and to ECM substrates in vitro (Niola et al., 2012). This increased 

adhesion in DLG2-/- cells may indicate a defect in the normal process of cortical differentiation, in 

which transcriptional programmes inhibit NPC adhesion to the ECM, triggering the detachment and 

subsequent migration of cells (Itoh et al., 2013).  Further evidence for an early disruption to cortical 

differentiation during the NPC stage can been seen by DLG2-/- differentially expressed genes being 

enriched for receptor serine/threonine kinase signalling pathways including BMP signalling, a key 

regulator of early neurodevelopment (Hegarty et al., 2013).  Taken together these data from western 

blotting, mass spectrometry RNAseq and cellular assays clearly suggest that DLG2-mediated 

signalling is present during early cortical differentiation, although the full range of processes 

regulated by this signalling and the precise mechanisms underlying it require clarification. Give the 

evidence that neuronal sub-type identify is determined by the internal state of NPCs immediately 

prior to cell-cycle exit (Telley et al., 2019) it may be the perturbation of gene expression in DLG2-

/- NPCs  that underlies subsequently observed neuronal phenotypes. 

 

7.3. DLG2-mediated signalling regulates schizophrenia relevant aspects of 

corticoneurogenesis 

Despite the large scale differential gene expression and resulting phenotypes observed in DLG2-/- 

NPCs these cells are able to exit the cell cycle and differentiate to cortical projection neurons.  At 

day 30 of cortical differentiation, a timepoint corresponding to early neurogenesis, DLG2-/- cultures 

contain a similar proportion of postmitotic neurons as controls, as determined by the expression of 

the markers NEUN, TBR1 and MAP2, indicating that cell cycle exit is a DLG2 independent process 

(although DLG2-/- NPCs may have increased levels of PAX6 and KI67 as previously described). 

However, the neurons produced by DLG2-/- cultures appear to exhibit a more immature subtype 

identity as determine by their gene expression, morphology and electrophysiological properties. 

This includes reduced expression of the neuronal transcription factor and cortical layer V marker 
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CTIP2, a lack of arborisation with long but relatively unbranched neurites, reduced neuronal 

migration as well as a reduction in both the number and maturity of generated action potentials. 

Such a delay is also supported by hierarchical clustering analysis of the RNAseq data, which shows 

DLG2-/- samples from later time points of differentiation clustering with WT samples from earlier 

time points. 

Although several of these neuronal phenotypes persist from day 30 cultures containing new-born 

neurons to day 60 cultures, in which more mature neurons are present, some do show a degree of 

recovery; CTIP2 expression recovers fully at the mRNA level by day 60 and while protein 

expression does lags behind this it does increase relative to WT levels between days 30 and 60.  

RNAseq analyses also shows that more generally the peak of differential gene expression is at day 

30 while day 60 - the latest time point of cortical differentiation investigated - had a substantially 

lower percentage of genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cells.  Functional enrichment analyses 

for GO terms among genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cultures are also suggestive of 

recovery, with numerous biological processes initially downregulated in DLG2-/- either being 

upregulated or showing no change from WT at later time points.  

Genes differentially expressed in DLG2-/- cultures at days 15 and 20 of cortical differentiation were 

not enriched for schizophrenia common variants, indicating that the phenotypes identified at these 

time points - although of interest in a developmental context and likely underlying the subsequently 

observed neuronal phenotypes - may not be directly disease relevant (although their rare variant 

association remains to be tested). In contrast, genes downregulated in DLG2-/- cultures at day 30 of 

cortical differentiation are highly enriched for common genetic variants conferring risk to 

schizophrenia, providing a link between the identified DLG2-dependent defects in neuronal subtype 

identity and neuropsychiatric disease.  This same gene set is not enriched for Alzheimer’s common 

risk variants, validating the relevance of genes downregulated at day 30 of cortical differentiation 

to schizophrenia, rather the brain disorders more generally.  Interestingly, genes differentially 

expressed in cultures containing more mature neurons at day 60 show no enrichment for 

schizophrenia common risk variants potentially indicating that DLG2 knockout does not 

dysregulate any disease-relevant aspects of later gene expression although synaptic genes in adult 

neurons may not yet be expressed at day 60 in culture, hence its involvement cannot be definitively 

excluded. Also supporting a role for DLG2 in the disruption of early (rather than late) neurogenesis 

in schizophrenia and other disorders further analysis of these data revealed a cascade of 

transcriptional programmes active during corticoneurogenesis that were enriched for both 

schizophrenia common and rare variants as well as genetic risk factors for a range of 

neuropsychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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Biological processes well known to contribute to mature neuronal function also have roles in early 

neurodevelopment, where their disruption may contribute to disease risk.  One such example being 

voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channel activity, which is vital for sodium influx into neurons during 

action potential generation (Catterall, 2012). Nav channel genes are particularly enriched for 

schizophrenia common risk variants among the genes downregulated in DLG2-/- cells at day 30, 

supporting earlier genetic studies that have reported rare mutations in Nav channel genes in disorders 

including schizophrenia and ASD (Wolff et al., 2017; Rees et al., 2019).  Dysfunction in these 

channels may be linked to the migration and morphology defects observed in DLG2-/- neurons, with 

Nav channel activity shown to enhance the spontaneous calcium transients that are critical for 

neuronal maturation in the developing neocortex, including neuronal migration and dendritic 

branching (Bando et al., 2016). Mutations in voltage-gated calcium (Cav) channels that generate 

these transients are also strongly associated with neuropsychiatric disorders: both CACNA1C and 

CACNA1I (encoding Cav1.2 and Cav3.3 respectively) are located at single-gene genome wide 

significance schizophrenia loci (Pardiñas et al., 2018), while rare mutations in CACNA1C are also 

found in Timothy syndrome and Brugada syndrome (Splawski et al., 2004; Watanabe and 

Minamino, 2016). The Cav1.2 channel in particular has been shown to play a key role in the 

generation of spontaneous calcium currents in both the axons and dendrites of developing cortical 

neurons, with mutations in CACNA1C showing phenotypes related to those presented in this 

research for DLG2 deficient cells including reductions in neurite growth and impaired radial 

migration (Kamijo et al., 2018).   

 

7.4. Stochastic signalling due to an absent DLG2 scaffold may explain the DLG2-/-phenotype 

DLG2 is a well-studied scaffold protein of the PSD, where it connects cell-surface receptors to 

downstream signalling molecules and maintains them in the correct location and orientation for 

efficient signal transduction. Given its structure and known function (and that of invertebrate Dlg, 

discussed above), it seems likely that DLG2 plays a role in the formation of signal transduction 

complexes at earlier time points in neural development. If this were the case, then signalling would 

still be expected to occur in the absence of DLG2 - as the various required components would still 

be present in the cell - but it would be more stochastic, as without a DLG2 scaffold these 

components would not be held in the optimal position for efficient signalling. The resulting ‘noisy’ 

signalling could delay, rather than prevent, the activation of various transcriptional programs 

required for normal neurodevelopment and may explain why several features of the DLG2-/- 

phenotype show recovery at later experimental time points, such as: overall differential gene 

expression (Figure 5.6); expression of key neuronal transcription factors such as BCL11B (CTIP2) 
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(Supplementary Table 2); and various biological processes identified through functional enrichment 

analyses for GO terms (Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.10 & 5.13). 

Where neurogenesis is considered, DLG2-scaffolded signalling complexes appear to regulate 

schizophrenia relevant neurogenic transcriptional programmes responsible for the expression of 

cell-specific properties that underlie neuronal subtype identity. However, as neurogenesis is linked 

to cell cycle exit, a process that is not impacted by DLG2 loss, this suggests that presence of at least 

two broad signalling pathways; DLG2-independent signalling being responsible for cell cycle exit 

and the subsequent generation of postmitotic neurons, while DLG2-dependent signalling is 

responsible for the expression of correct neuronal subtype identity (Figure 7.1).  Given the diverse 

features of the DLG2-/- phenotype identified here and the multiple signalling pathways with which 

DLG2 may interact, this increase in signal noise leading to the delayed activation of transcriptional 

programs may be the most plausible underlying mechanism of action, although further work is 

clearly required to clarify this.   

 

7.5. Future studies 

Additional experiments are required to clarify the mechanism of action for DLG2 and further 

investigate its role in cortical neurogenesis and neuropsychiatric disease.  A key experiment would 

be to use mass spectrometry to identity DLG2-interacting proteins during early cortical 

differentiation, in NPCs and new-born neurons, in order to confirm the presence of DLG2 

scaffolded complexes at these time points and gain insight into the signalling pathways they 

regulate. As highly specific anti-DLG2 antibodies are not currently available for use in pull-down 

experiments, this would ideally require the generation of a knock-in cell line. Previous efforts to 

knock-in a FLAG tag to DLG2 using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and a HDR template were not 

successfully; however, an alternative HITI-based approach (Suzuki et al., 2016; Suzuki and Izpisua 

Belmonte, 2018) was recently used to knock-in a tag to DLG4, suggesting a similar approach may 

work for DLG2 (Willems et al., 2019). Such a knock-in could also be used in conjunction with ICC 

and western blotting to validate the temporal pattern of DLG2 expression and further to investigate 

the spatial pattern of DLG2 expression during the course of cortical differentiation; to determine 

how the subcellular localisation of DLG2 varies over time as well as the proteins with which it 

colocalises, both of which would provide useful details regarding DLG2 function. 

Given the evidence that genes relating to electrical activity are enriched for schizophrenia risk in 

DLG2-/- cells at day 30, additional electrophysiological recordings could be made to better 

investigate this time point. This should perhaps be particularly focused on spontaneous electrical 

activity, given both the immature nature of day 30 neurons and the role of this activity in their 

subsequent maturation (Luhmann et al., 2016).  As voltage-gated sodium channels were also 
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implicated by enrichment analyses, agonists and antagonists to these channels (De Lera Ruiz and 

Kraus, 2015) could be applied to further investigate their role in the electrophysiological properties 

of developing DLG2-/- neurons and the effect of perturbing these properties on other observed 

phenotypes. 

Given the evidence that DLG2 loss dysregulates the expression of pathways involved in 

schizophrenia, efforts should be made to confirm which DLG2-/-  phenotypes show recovery over 

the course of cortical differentiation; which phenotypes persist; and what are their long-term 

consequences on brain function.  Several phenotypes did show recovery at the mRNA level, others 

showed a trend towards recovery at the protein level while others - such as cell morphology changes 

- showed no evidence of recovery during the time period investigated.  As changes at the protein 

and cellular level often lag behind those at the mRNA, the obvious approach would be to extend 

cortical differentiation over a longer period in order to characterise phenotypes at later time points 

using ICC, western blotting, mass-spec, RNAseq and other suitable techniques. In conjunction with 

this, rescue experiments could be performed such as co-culturing WT and DLG2-/- cells during the 

course of differentiation to determine if this accelerates the recovery of the DLG2-/- phenotype. If 

this were the case it would indicate a role for external signalling (in the form of secreted molecules 

or cell-cell connections) in the DLG2-/- phenotype; however, if co-culture did not accelerate 

recovery this would indicate the DLG2-/- phenotype was the result of solely cell intrinsic processes. 

As a second rescue experiment, DLG2 could be reintroduced to the DLG2-/- cell lines through an 

inducible lentiviral construct; this would allow DLG2 expression only during defined periods and 

could be used to determine if there was a critical time window during the course of cortical 

differentiation (such as the NPC stage) within which DLG2 expression is required for normal 

cortical neurogenesis, or whether expression of DLG2 is required throughout. 

 As neurons can only mature to a certain point in vitro and maintaining the cells in culture for long 

periods poses several challenges, transplantation of cultured cells into rodents would be an option 

for any future investigation of later stages of cortical differentiation. Even if transplantation was not 

required there is a clear place for rodents in any future studies of the DLG2-/- phenotype in the form 

of DLG2-/- rodent models. Previous studies have generated such models (Nithianantharajah et al., 

2013; Winkler et al., 2018; Yoo et al., 2020) although these were examined in the context of adult 

behavioural and cognitive deficits rather than embryonic neurodevelopment. Given the clear in vitro 

DLG2-/- phenotypes identified in this research a next logical step would be to validate these in vivo, 

through a comparison of both embryonic and adult brains in WT and DLG2-/- mice. As these in vitro 

phenotypes are associated with early cortical projection neuron development the first step would be 

to examine the cortex of embryonic mouse brains to determine if these are replicated, if this was 

the case then brains from later embryonic days and if necessary, adults could then be studied to 
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reveal the long-term consequences of DLG2 loss and the extent to which early phenotypes recover. 

Immunohistochemistry could be performed on sections of cortex staining for markers dysregulated 

in the in vitro studies such as CTIP2, while general neuronal markers could be used be used to 

quantify neuronal numbers and examine neuronal morphology. In utero electroporation of a 

fluorescent marker would facilitate studies of neuronal migration while either cortical slices or 

cultured primary neurons could be studied for electrophysiological properties. Given the focus on 

this research these in vivo studies should initially be focused on cortical projection neuron 

development but could readily be expanded to investigate the consequences of DLG2 deficiency on 

local connectivity through a study of the expression profile, morphology, migration and electrical 

activity of cortical interneurons.  Similarly, the research presented here could be repeated (and 

future experiments also conducted) on human cortical interneurons generated in vitro through the 

directed differentiation of hESCs, for which there are established protocols (Maroof et al., 2013). 

Additional analyses of the RNAseq data presented here have been performed to uncover distinct 

neurodevelopmental transcriptional programmes disrupted in schizophrenia and a wide spectrum of 

related disorders as a result of DLG2 knockout (Sanders et al., 2020). This research also identifying 

potential key genetic regulators of these programmes.  Although the bulk RNAseq used for these 

analyses allows for a greater depth of reads and/or coverage, allowing the expression of more genes 

to be quantified, one disadvantage is that it was taken from a somewhat heterogenous population of 

cells from a given time point of cortical differentiation, meaning that cell type specific phenotypes 

and transcriptional programmes could be unequivocally identified. A single-cell RNAseq analysis 

at similar time points of cortical differentiation could be performed to address this, potentially in 

both DLG2-/- cells as used here (to determine the role of DLG2 in the absence of confounding 

factors) and patient derived DLG2+/- cells (to investigate a more directly disease-relevant model 

system). Taken together, single-cell RNAseq, interacting protein data and the various cellular assays 

described here may allow potentially disease relevant, DLG2 dependent, signalling pathways acting 

in early cortical development to be refined.  Following their clarification these DLG2-dependent 

signalling pathways could subsequently be manipulated in rescue experiments, in an attempt to 

recover DLG2-/- phenotypes.   

 

7.6. Conclusions 

The research presented here supports that hypothesis that DLG2-mediated signalling regulates 

aspects of early cortical neurogenesis in addition to its established functions as a structural 

scaffolding protein within the PSD. Biological processes that appear to be regulated by DLG2-

dependent signalling include cell cycle regulation and adhesion in NPCs, which may underpin 

subsequent phenotypes, as well as aspects of neurogenesis that are responsible for the generation of 
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mature neuronal subtype identity and are highly enriched for schizophrenia common risk variants. 

The precise mechanism of action for DLG2 during early cortical differentiation remains unclear 

and will require further experimentation to clarify. However, it is hypothesised that DLG2-

scaffolded signalling complexes act at earlier stages of development than previously appreciated, 

and the absence of DLG2 stochastic signalling results in the delayed activation of transcriptional 

programmes and the subsequent expression of cell-specific properties required for normal 

development. As precise timing is required during normal brain development, it is possible that 

even a temporary disruption to corticoneurogenesis (defects to neuronal migration, branching and 

electrical properties as observed in DLG2-/- cells) may have long-lasting impacts on the formation 

and subsequent functioning of neuronal networks. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 7.1 DLG2 in cortical neruogenesis 
Proposed model of action for DLG2-mediated signalling in neurodevelopment: External cues transduced by DLG2-
scaffolded complexes activate neurogenic programs underlying cell growth, migration and development of 
electrophysiological signalling properties; this is normally tightly coupled to cell cycle exit, controlled via a DLG2-
independent signalling pathway. DLG2 knockout impairs signal transduction, disrupting the orchestration of events 
required for normal development and leading to stochastic, imprecise signalling that delays expression of cell specific 
properties. Adapted from (Sanders et al., 2020). 
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9. Supplementary Information 

Supplementary Document 1.  Calculating the penetrance of deletions at the DLG2 locus. Excerpt 

from unpublished work by Dr Andrew Pocklington (MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric Genetics 

and Genomics, Cardiff University) calculating the penetrance of deletions in the DLG2 locus in 

schizophrenia and other developmental disorders (relevant to Section 1.3). 

Supplementary Figure 1.  ICC and western blot characterisation of the KO1 and KO2 cell lines 

(separately) between days 20–60 of cortical differentiation (relevant to Section 4.4 & 4.5). 

Supplementary Figure 2.  RNA QC summary with RINs for all 36 samples used in RNAseq c-

DNA library construction. (relevant to Section 5.3). 

Supplementary Figure 3.  R script for functional gene-set enrichment test: Fisher’s exact test plus 

refinement by odds ratio. Kindly provided by Dr Andrew Pocklington (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 

5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 1.  Full predicted off target sites for gRNA1/gRNA2 used in conjunction 

with Cas9 nuclease and off-target validation of gRNA1+gRNA2 used in conjunction with Cas9 

nickase to generate the KO1 and KO2 cell lines, including sanger sequencing primers (relevant to 

Section 4.3). 

Supplementary Table 2a.  DESEQ2 output.  Full list of differentially expressed protein coding 

genes (up and down-regulated) between DLG2-/- (KO1 & KO2 combined) and WT cells at four time 

points of cortical differentiation from hESCs (relevant to section 5.3). 

Supplementary Table 2b.  DESEQ2 output.  Full list of differentially expressed protein coding 

genes (up and down-regulated) between KO1 (only) and WT cells at four time points of cortical 

differentiation from hESCs (relevant to section 5.3). 

Supplementary Table 2c.  DESEQ2 output.  Full list of differentially expressed protein coding 

genes (up and down-regulated) between KO2 (only) and WT cells at four time points of cortical 

differentiation from hESCs (relevant to section 5.3). 

Supplementary Table 3a.  Fisher’s exact test for GO term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 3b.  Fisher’s exact test for GO term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between KO1 (only) and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 3c.  Fisher’s exact test for GO term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 
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(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between KO2 (only) and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 4a.  Fisher’s exact test for MP term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between DLG2-/- and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 4b.  Fisher’s exact test for MP term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between KO1 (only) and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 4c.  Fisher’s exact test for MP term functional enrichments in sets of up-

regulated and down-regulated protein coding genes significantly differentially expressed 

(Bonferroni p < 0.05) between KO2 (only) and WT cultures at days 15, 20, 30 and 60 of cortical 

differentiation from hESC, without odds ratio refinement (relevant to Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

Supplementary Table 5.  Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants in all genes 

expressed in WT and DLG2-/- cultures (without conditioning) and genes differentially expressed (up 

or down-regulated) in DLG2-/- cultures (without conditioning, conditioned on all expressed genes 

at a timepoint or conditioned on all expressed genes across all time points) at four time points of 

cortical differentiation from hESCs, including b comparisons with the day 30 down-regulated gene 

set (relevant to section 6.3). 

Supplementary Table 6.  Enrichment for Alzheimer’s disease common risk variants in genes 

differentially expressed (up or down-regulated) in DLG2-/- cultures (conditioned on all expressed 

genes at a timepoint or conditioned on all expressed genes across all time points) at four time points 

of cortical differentiation from hESCs (relevant to section 6.4). 

Supplementary Table 7.  Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants in GO and MP terms 

over-represented amongst genes down-regulated in DLG2-/- cultures at day 30 of cortical 

differentiation, conditioned on all expressed genes (either at the day 30 timepoint or across all time 

points) and on the day 30 down-regulated gene set (relevant to section 6.5). 

Supplementary Table 8.  Enrichment for schizophrenia common risk variants for genes within the 

GO terms voltage gated sodium channel activity and synapse assembly downregulated in KO1 and 

KO2 (separately) at day 30 of cortical differentiation. Conditioning on all expressed genes across 

all time points and on day 30 down-regulated genes (relevant to section 6.5). 

Supplementary File 1.  FastQC output as QC for trimmed reads following RNAseq (relevant to 

Section 5.3). 
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Supplementary File 2. BamTools output including % sequence duplication of mapped trimmed 

reads following RNAseq (Relevant to Section 5.3). 

 

 


